
 

 
 

AGENDA 
 

Meeting of the Board of Directors 
 
Location:  City of Rancho Cordova City Hall 
   2729 Prospect Park Drive 
   Rancho Cordova, CA 
 
Date:  Friday, June 26, 2015, 8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. 
 
Members of the public may comment on any item on the agenda at the time that it is taken up by the Board.  We 
ask that members of the public complete Speaker Card, submit it to the Clerk of the Board, and keep their remarks 
brief.  If several persons wish to address the Board on a single item, the Chair may impose a time limit on individual 
remarks at the beginning of the discussion. 
 
Call to Order / Roll Call 
 
Directors Hume, Mikulaco, Nottoli, Sander, Starsky 
 
Pledge of Allegiance 
 
Public Comments on Non-Agenda Items 
 
Any person wishing to address the Board on any item not on the agenda may do so at this time.  After ten 
minutes of testimony, any additional testimony may be heard following the New Business Items.  Note, under 
the provisions of the California Government Code, the Board is prohibited from discussing or taking action on 
any item not on the agenda. 
 
1. Executive Director’s Report 
 
Consent Agenda 
 
2. Approve Action Minutes of May 22, 2015, Board Meeting  
 
3. Adopt Final Budget for FY 2015-2016   

a) Staff Report  
b) Budget Spreadsheet 
c) Resolution Adopting Budget 
d) Resolution Approving Member Jurisdiction Contribution 
 

4. Approve Extension of Contract for Legal Services with Miller & Owen 
a) Staff Report 
b) Draft Scope of Work 
c) Letter on Merger 
d) Resolution 

 



 

5. Adopt Updates to the Contract and Purchasing Procedures Manual 
a) Staff Report 
b) Contract and Purchasing Procedures 
c) Resolution 
 

6. Recap of the Annual Sacramento Metro Chamber Capitol-to-Capitol Program 
a) Staff Report 

 
7. Approve the Work/Finance Plan with SACOG for an Open Space Inventory/Plan 

a) Staff Report 
b) Work/Finance Plan 

 
New Business Items 
 
8. Adopt Revised 2015 Board Meeting Schedule 

a) Staff Report 
b) Attachment 
c) Resolution  
 

9. Approve Submission of the SACOG 2015 Flexible Funding Grant Application           
a) Staff Report 

 
10. Authorize the Executive Director to Negotiate and Enter into an Agreement for Preliminary Engineering and 

Environmental Documentation Services for Connector Segment D2 
a) Staff Report 
b) Resolution 

 
11. Approve Design Strategy for Crossing the Sacramento-Placerville Transportation Corridor In Segment D3 of the 

Connector Project 
a) Staff Report 
b) EDCTC Public Draft Sacramento-Placerville Transportation Corridor Alternative Analysis Report 

 
12. Closed Session - Public Employee Performance Evaluation (Government Code § 54597)   
  Title: Executive Director 

 
Adjourn 
 
The Board may take action on any matter, however listed on this agenda, and whether or not listed on this agenda, to the extent permitted by applicable 
law.  Staff Reports are subject to change without prior notice.    
 
If requested, this agenda can be made available in appropriate alternative formats to persons with disabilities, as required by Section 202 of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Federal Rules and Regulations adopted in implementation thereof.  Persons seeking an alternative format should 
contact the Board Secretary for further information.   
 
A person with a disability, who requires a modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services, in order to participate in a public meeting, 
should telephone or otherwise contact the Board Secretary as soon as possible.  The Board Secretary may be reached at 10640 Mather Blvd., Suite 120, 
Mather, CA 95655 or by telephone at (916) 876-9094. 



 
 
 
Capital SouthEast Connector Board of Directors Item # 1 
 Receive and File 
June 26, 2015            
 
Executive Director’s Report 
 
Issue:  An Executive Director’s report is filed every month on current JPA activities 
 
Recommendation:    Receive and File 
 
Discussion: The following is a brief status report on some of the more significant issues and activities currently 
being pursued by the Connector JPA staff. 
 
Administrative 
 

 A special Board of Directors meeting is being requested for Friday, July 17 in anticipation of an adoption of 
a final alignment for the D3/E1 segment of the project.  This action is required in order to keep the project’s 
environmental process on schedule and to allow a presentation of the alignment before the Folsom City 
Council on July 14. 

 

 A revised meeting schedule for the remainder of calendar year 2015 is on today’s agenda for your 
approval. 
 

 It is anticipated that Director Starsky will not be available for today’s meeting. 
 

Project 
 

 Discussions between the JPA and the Russell Ranch property owners in the City of Folsom continue in an 
effort to reach a mutual agreement on the alignment at the east end of the D3 alignment. 

 

 Staff is preparing a meeting with property owners along the D3/E1 alignment in an effort to inform them on 
the details of the project alignment prior to the planned adoption in July, 2015. 
 

 Draft environmental technical studies have been submitted to the JPA for review.  Staff anticipates 
requesting approval to release the draft environmental document at the September Board meeting. 
 

 The JPA and El Dorado County staffs are coordinating on options for including the E1 section as part of the 
eventual construction contract for the D3 segment.  The staffs are working towards an eventual 
presentation before the El Dorado County Board on possible options for funding later this year. 

 

 Staff met with the City of Elk Grove, Caltrans, and Sacramento County last month in an effort to coordinate 
the environmental processes of the various segments of the project.  The meeting resulted in improved 
dialog and coordination amongst the participating agencies and should improve the changes for expediting 
the necessary approvals and eventual permits.  
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 Staff continues to coordinate with the City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County on calendaring 

Resolutions of Support for inclusion of the Connector in upcoming Federal Transportation Legislation. 
 

 Staff continues to work with the City of Folsom on grant funding opportunities.  A grant application for the 
Active Transportation Program has been submitted and now two other grants are being prepared: SACOG 
Regional/Local and Proposition 1B Trade Corridor Improvement Funds. 

 
Fiscal 
 

 In addition to the JPA’s annual audit, a second audit is underway by the Sacramento Transportation 
Authority (STA) auditing the Measure A claiming process for the fiscal year 2014-15.  This audit is expected 
to conclude in October and a Final Report will be presented to the Board in November or December, 2015.  

 
Media 
 

 Gold River Messenger 
o June, 2015 – City Approves General Plan Amendment for Connector Expressway - Endicott 

Communications 
 

 Elk Grove Citizen 
o June 5, 2015 - City Council to review next year’s budget, June 10 - Bryan M. Gold 

 
Miscellaneous 
 

 At its June meeting, STA heard a report back on the results of a poll for a potential additional sales tax in 
Sacramento County on the 2016 ballot.  The STA Board took no final action on a decision whether to place 
a measure on the ballot or not, but directed staff to develop a request for proposal for a consultant to 
provide recommendations on next steps given the poll results and the likely options available given that 
information. The Connector Project polled positively in both the City and the County’s unincorporated area. 
 

 The South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan will provide a progress report back to the Board at your 
next regularly scheduled meeting in August.  

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Tom Zlotkowski 
Executive Director 



 
 

Capital SouthEast Connector JPA Board of Directors Item # 2 
 Motion 
June 26, 2015 
 
Action Minutes of the May 22, 2015, Meeting 
 
The Capital SouthEast Connector JPA Board of Directors met in regular session on May 22, 2015, in the City of 
Rancho Cordova City Hall Council Chambers, located at 2729 Prospect Park Drive, Rancho Cordova, CA. 
 
Call to Order: Director Hume called the meeting to order at 8:33 a.m. 
 
Roll Call: Present: Directors Hume, Starsky, Mikulaco, *Sander and **Nottoli 
  *Sander arrived 8:38 a.m. 
  **Nottoli excused himself at 10:02 a.m. 
     
Public Comments on Non-Agenda Items 
There were no comments from the public on non-agenda items. 
 
Item #1: Executive Director's Report 
Mr. Zlotkowski, the Executive Director of the Authority, summarized his Executive Director's Report.  Highlights 
included: Staff proposed to cancel the July Board meeting; the JPA received proposals from two consultants in 
response to the RFP for the Segment D2 Preliminary Assessment and Environmental Documentation work; 
legislation to allow the use of an alternative delivery method by the JPA, known as CM/GC, cleared the California 
Assembly and has moved on to the California Senate with unanimous support; the Rancho Cordova City Council 
approved the incorporation of the Connector alignment in their General Plan; the SACOG Board of Directors 
approved the MTP project segmentation listing that was negotiated through the 2X2 process previously reported by 
staff; staff participated in the annual Metro Chamber’s Cap-to-Cap trip to Washington, D.C. and had numerous 
meetings with various congressional, administrative, and interest based individuals during the 5-day visit; 
Resolutions of Support for inclusion of the Connector in upcoming Federal Transportation Legislation have been 
adopted by the City of Rancho Cordova and El Dorado County. 
 
Consent Agenda 
The consent agenda included:  
 

 Item #2:  Approve Action Minutes of April 10, 2015, Board Meeting 

 
It was then moved by Director Starsky, seconded by Director Nottoli, and passed by unanimous vote that: 
 
THE CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR AUTHORITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS APPROVES THE 
FOLLOWING ITEM FROM THE CONSENT AGENDA:  2) ACTION MINUTES OF APRIL 10, 2015, BOARD 
MEETING.  
 
No public comment was received on the Consent Agenda. 
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New Business Items 
 
Item #3:  Adoption of Revised 2015 Board Meeting Schedule 
 
Mr. Zlotkowski provided a summary and update regarding this item.  A discussion followed.   
 
It was agreed that the June 8th Board meeting would be cancelled and would be held on Friday, June 26th.  The 
Board Clerk was tasked to work with jurisdictional staff to finalize the dates for the remaining 2015 Board meetings.  
A Resolution is expected to be signed at the June 26th Board meeting to finalize this item. 
 
Item #4:  Adoption of FY 2015-2016 Annual Work Program and Schedule 
 
Mr. Zlotkowski provided a brief summary of the staff report and mentioned some of the major elements of the 
Connector JPA work in FY 2015-2016 such as advancing Segment D3/E1 and Segment D2, moving forward with 
the SACOG 2015 Flexible Funding Grant Application, completing the Plan of Finance update, updating the Project 
Design Guidelines, continuing to outreach and share information with stakeholders regarding the status of program 
development, etc. A discussion followed. 
 
No public comment was received on Item #4.  
 
A Motion was made by Director Nottoli to approve the Adoption of the FY 2015-2016 Annual Work Program and 
Schedule.  The Motion was seconded by Director Starsky and passed unanimously. 
 
Item #5:  Introduction of Draft Budget for FY 2015-2016  
 
Mr. Zlotkowski introduced Staff member, Lynn Kalamaras, who provided a brief summary of the staff report 
highlighting the expenditures for salaries & benefits, professional consulting services, legal services, etc., and that 
the overall Connector JPA 2014-15 expenditures will be under budget.  A discussion followed. 
 
Staff was tasked to return to the June 26th Board meeting and provide additional information on the increase in 
healthcare expenses as well as the breakdown of consulting service fees.  
 
No public comment was received on Item #5.  
 
Item #6:  Approval of Proposal for SACOG 2015 Flexible Funding Grant Application  
 
Mr. Zlotkowski introduced the item and asked the Project Manager,  Derek Minnema, to present the item.  Mr. 
Minnema provided a brief summary of the staff report and highlighted the fact that we’ve been successful in the 
past and are attempting to pursue another grant at this time.  A discussion followed. 
 
No public comment was received on Item #6.  
 
A Motion was made by Director Nottoli to approve the Proposal for the SACOG 2015 Flexible Funding Grant 
Application.  The Motion was seconded by Director Sander and passed unanimously. 
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Item #7:  Update on Segment D3/E1 Preliminary Engineering and Environmental Documentation Progress 
 
Mr. Zlotkowski introduced Matt Salveson and Namat Hosseinion with Dokken Engineering to provide a brief 
overview of some of the highlights of the work performed to date.  A discussion followed during and after the 
presentation. 
 
Public Comment on Item #7 was received by Mr. Jerry Drobich, resident of the City of Rancho Cordova.  Mr. 
Drobich expressed his support of the new ROW as proposed by Dokken and believes that it should be supported by 
the Board.  Mr. Drobich also suggested that in the future, for clarification purposes, it would be helpful to number 
the pages of the presentation as well as to add the names of the roads on the maps.   
 
The meeting adjourned to closed session at 10:10 a.m. 
 
Item #8:  Closed Session – Public Employee Performance Evaluation (Government Code § 54597) 
 
A closed session was held. The Board reconvened in public session to announce that no reportable action was 
taken in closed session.   
 
Adjournment 
The meeting adjourned at 11:36 a.m. 
 
Approved By: Attest: 
 
 
________________________________ ______________________________ 
Director Hume Tom Zlotkowski 
Chair of the Board Board Secretary 



 

 

 
Capital SouthEast Connector Board of Directors Item # 3 

 Resolutions 
June 26, 2015  
 
Adopt Final Budget for FY 2015-16 and Approve Member Jurisdiction Contribution 
 
Issue:  To adopt the annual budget for the Capital SouthEast Connector Joint Powers Authority covering the 
period of July, 2015 through June, 2016, inclusive, and approve the annual contribution to be provided by the 
member jurisdictions. 
 
Recommendation:  The Executive Director recommends that the Board approve and adopt the attached 
budget for FY 2015-16, as presented at this meeting, and approve the annual contribution to be provided by the 
member jurisdictions. 
 
Discussion:  Section 6.d.4 of the Capital SouthEast Connector Joint Powers Authority Agreement requires that 
the Board adopt a budget no later than June 30th of each year.  Additionally, Sacramento County, acting as the 
Treasurer/Auditor for the Authority, requires that a budget be adopted prior to processing transactions on behalf 
of the Authority. 
 
A draft of the proposed budget for FY 2015-16 was presented at the May 22nd, Board meeting.  Below are the 
questions raised by the Board, as well as the responsive information:  
 

 What is the percentage of the benefit cost increase from the County? 
     There is a 5% increase in healthcare benefits (no change to dental or vision). 

 Why is there a specific reference to “ECOS” in the miscellaneous line item of the Budget? 
     Staff has changed the reference to “Open Space Inventory” and is to be paid directly to SACOG, 
not ECOS. 

 Can the budget include additional detail for professional consulting services? 
     The chart below provides the requested detail: 
 
  

Consultant Budgeted 
Amount 

  

Drake Haglan & Associates (Project Management/Other Services) $  426,495 

Dokken Engineering (Segment D3/E1) $  989,571 

MMS Strategies (Public Outreach/Advocacy/Website Management) $  218,844 

Intern (through DHA) $    15,600 

Additional Consultants (if necessary) $  445,205 

Segment D2 Consultant  $1,000,000 

  

TOTAL $3,095,715 
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In addition to the above inquiries a minor adjustment was made to the budget spreadsheet.  An additional $286 
was added to the allocated costs line item for personnel services, and a reduction in the same amount was 
applied to the Capital Expenditure Fund line item.  No other adjustments were made. 
 
Details of the final budget are found on the attached budget spreadsheet.  Staff requests that the Board review 
the attached spreadsheet and adopt the proposed budget for FY 2015-16. 
 
In addition to the resolution adopting the FY 2015-16 budget, staff also requests that the Board adopt a 
resolution that officially requests the $15,000 local contribution from the individual member jurisdictions.  As in 
prior budgets, this local contribution will provide the JPA with the ability to maintain adequate cash availability, 
pay down inherited debt, and provide flexibility for non-STA allowed expenses.  This resolution will clarify the 
expectation of the Board with respect to the member contributions and hopefully expedite the processing and 
receipt of said funds.   
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Tom Zlotkowski 
Executive Director 

 



Item # 3 (b)

FY 2014-15                     

Final Budget

Projected                

Year-End 

Expenditures

% 

Expended

EXPENDITURES

Salaries & Benefits 430,819$           498,302$               421,302$              85%

Services & Supplies:

Capital Expenditure Fund 772,160$           219,286$               -$                          0%

Professional Consulting Services 3,095,715          1,526,174 1,246,181 82%

Legal Services 150,000             150,000 131,967 88%

Facilities, Furniture & Equipment 45,659 54,467 38,807 71%

Support Services (AFS, Audit)                         69,106               67,633 67,633 100%

Allocated Costs (D-Tech, personnel/general srvs) 44,286               50,831 50,831 100%

Other (insurance, business conferences, copier, etc.)               49,377               51,115 31,499 62%

Misc. (SSHCP, Open Space Inventory, Unforeseen Charges) 457,299             336,800 1,800 1%

Total Services & Supplies 4,683,602$        2,456,306$            1,568,718$           64%

Total Expenditures 5,114,421$        2,954,608$            1,990,020$           67%

Projected

REVENUES Revenue

Estimated Fund Balance 38,421$             Available Fund Balance 112,797$               112,797$              100%

Measure A Bond Proceeds 3,845,000          Measure A Bond 1,215,000              1,215,000             100%

Measure A Pay-go Proceeds 155,000             Measure A Pay-Go 200,000 200,000 100%

Estimated Year-End Rollover from FY 2014-15 0 FY 2013-14 Year-End Rollover 375,811 375,811 100%

Member Jurisdiction Contributions 75,000               Member Jurisdiction Contributions 50,000 50,000 100%

Interest Income 1,000                 Interest Income 1,000 1,000 100%

Flexible Funding (D2) 1,000,000          Flexible Funding (D2) 1,000,000 35,412 4%

Total Revenues 5,114,421$        2,954,608$            1,990,020$           67%

CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY

FY 2014-15 Projected Year-EndFY 2015-16 Final Budget



 
 
            Item # 3 
            Attachment 

 
RESOLUTION NO. 2015-13 

 
RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
OF THE CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR  

AUTHORITY ADOPTING THE BUDGET 
FOR THE 2015-16 FISCAL YEAR 

 
 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors (“Board”) of the Capital SouthEast Connector Authority that 
the proposed FY 2015-16 Budget, presented to the Board at this meeting is hereby adopted in substantially the 
same form as attached hereto. 

 
This Resolution shall take effect from and after the date of its passage and adoption. 
 
 

* * * * * 
 
 

PASSED AND ADOPTED this 26th day of June, 2015, by the following vote: 
 
 AYES: 
 
 NOES: 
 
 ABSENT: 
 
 
 

       
 Chairperson 

 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
      
Secretary 

 
 
 



 
             
 Item # 3 
            Attachment 

 
RESOLUTION NO. 2015-14 

 
RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

OF THE CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR AUTHORITY  
ADOPTING THE MEMBER JURISDICTION CONTRIBUTION  

FOR THE 2015-16 FISCAL YEAR 
 
 

 BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors (“Board”) of the Capital SouthEast Connector 
Authority (“Authority”) that each member jurisdiction shall contribute local funds in the amount of $15,000 for the FY 
2015-16 Annual Budget, as presented to the Board at this meeting. 
 

 This Resolution is intended to facilitate the expeditious transfer of funds from member jurisdictions 
to the Authority, pursuant to the Joint Powers Agreement executed by each member jurisdiction.  

 
 This Resolution shall take effect from and after the date of its passage and adoption. 
 
 

* * * * * 
 
 

PASSED AND ADOPTED this 26th day of June, 2015, by the following vote: 
 
 AYES: 
 
 NOES: 
 
 ABSENT: 
 
 
 
       
 Chairperson 
 
 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
      
Secretary 



 

 

Capital SouthEast Connector Board of Directors Item # 4 
 Motion  
June 26, 2015 
 
Approve the Extension of the Contract for Legal Services with Miller & Owen  
 
Issue:  To extend the contract for legal services with Miller & Owen, originally entered into effective July 1, 2013, 
through June 30, 2016.  

 
Recommendation:  Staff recommends that the Board authorize the Executive Director to extend the JPA’s contract 
for legal services through June 30, 2016.   
 
Background:  In the spring of 2013, staff released an RFP for legal services.  At your June 2013 meeting, staff 
recommended that Miller & Owen continue to serve as the JPA’s General Counsel, based on the RFP process.  At 
that time, the Board approved a contract with Miller & Owen, with a not-to-exceed amount of $180,000.  As a part of 
that discussion, Miller & Owen agreed to reduce the hourly rate of Nancy Miller to $275 per hour, and not to 
increase its billing rates again for two years.  At the end of FY 2013-14, legal costs were approximately $158,000, 
reflecting a $22,000 savings.   
 
The following year, during the FY 2014-15 budget process, staff recommended that the budget for legal services be 
reduced to $150,000 as a cost-saving measure.  As reflected in the budget attachment to Item 3 on today’s agenda, 
the projected 2014-15 year-end expenditure for legal services will actually be closer to $132,000, reflecting 
additional savings in the JPA budget.   
 
Discussion:  At this time, staff requests that the June 2013 legal services agreement be extended through June 
30, 2016.  The not-to-exceed amount will be increased to $440,000 ($158,000 FY 13-14, $132,000 for FY 14-15, 
and $150,000 for FY 2015-16).  Miller & Owen has agreed to request a very limited billing rate increase for FY 
2015-16.  Nancy Miller’s rate will remain at the reduced rate of $275.  The only increase, firm-wide, is a $5 per hour 
increase for Jennifer Gore, from $210 per hour to $215 per hour.  These rates shall remain in effect for at least one 
year.  A proposed scope of work and fee proposal (Exhibit A) is attached hereto for your review.  
 
In addition to the proposed extension of time and increase in budget, Miller & Owen has requested that the Board 
authorize the Executive Director to approve an assignment of the legal services agreement to Renne Sloan 
Holtzman Sakaii (RSHS), in the event that Miller & Owen merges with RSHS.  As set forth in the attached letter 
from Nancy Miller regarding the potential merger, Miller & Owen’s rates will not change as a result of the merger, 
and the same legal staff will be available to provide services to the Connector JPA.  By authorizing the Executive 
Director to approve an assignment of the legal services agreement now, the Board will not have to consider this 
item again at a future meeting.   
 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Tom Zlotkowski 
Executive Director 



EXHIBIT A 
 

Scope of Work and Cost Proposal 
 

A. Scope of Work 
 

Miller & Owen, or its subcontractors (as requested and approved by the JPA), shall 
provide the following legal services: 
 

 

Tasks Estimated 
Budget 

  

Environmental Review/South Sacramento Habitat Conservation 
Plan $45,000 

1) Review project-level CEQA and/or NEPA environmental 
documents for Project Segments (D2, D3/E1, possibly B2) 

2) Review and comment on HCP and EIR/EIS process and 
documents 

3) Prepare documents to acquire open space/mitigation land 
consistent with right of way 

 

RUFA/Plan of Finance/Improvement Plan/Design Exception Policy $35,000 
1) Draft Reciprocal Use and Funding Agreements (RUFA) to 

allocate revenue for Connector project right of way, development, 
and construction activities 

2) Design Build and/or CM/GC – assist with legislation; 
draft/outline financing documents, contracts 

3) Bi-Annual Plan of Finance Update assistance, including fee 
development and/or collection mechanisms – agreements re: 
allocation of fees 

4) CEQA compliance – opinions, preparation of documents re: 
consistency 

5) Federal funding compliance 
6) STA – new Measure A funding; allocation of existing Measure A 

funding requests; agreements regarding allocation 
7) Amendments to Project Design Guidelines, Design Exception 

Policy, if necessary 
8) Meetings, as necessary, with Member jurisdiction staff, Boards, 

and Councils to address questions and concerns  
9) Retention of Outside Counsel, if necessary 

 

Administration/Contracts/Personnel/Board Meetings $30,000 
1) Contract review for all Connector consulting, engineering, and 

environmental contracts 
2) Attend Board Meetings, Public Works Directors meetings, 

committee meetings with member jurisdiction staff and 
stakeholders, review resolutions and meeting materials 

3) Update policies, as needed 
4) Address personnel matters 

 



Right of Way Acquisition and CEQA/NEPA 
Outside Counsel  $25,000 

1) Right of way acquisition (grant deeds, reservation of rights, 
allocation of liability) (assumes voluntary seller, dedication, or 
reservation [no condemnation]) 

2) CEQA compliance 
3) Retention of outside counsel, if needed 

 

 

General Law $15,000 
1) Brown Act issues/Conflicts of interest and FPPC 

compliance/Public Records Act requests/general opinions as 
necessary 
 

 

Total      Not to Exceed 
$150,000 

 
B. Hourly Rates for Personnel: Effective Rate $235/hour 
 

Miller & Owen takes pride in providing the most cost-effective services possible to its 
clients.  Our commitment to serve public agencies is reflected in lower hourly rates for 
public agencies – rates below those charged by attorneys with comparable experience and 
backgrounds.  The firm is committed to providing cost effective service through the use 
of associates and legal assistants where appropriate.   
 

  Nancy C. Miller   $275   Jennifer V. Gore $215 
  Christiane E. Layton  $245  Madeline E. Miller $200 
 Paul J. Chrisman  $245  Maila A. Labadie $190 

Other Associates  $180-$210 Paralegals  $105 
 

The firm’s last rate increase was effective July 1, 2013.  The rates set forth above shall be 
effective August 1, 2015, and shall subject to change no more than once annually 
thereafter.    
 
C. Costs and Expenses 
 
In addition to paying legal fees at the rates set forth above, the Authority shall reimburse 
Miller & Owen for all costs and expenses incurred (at actual cost, no markup) including, 
but not limited to, fees fixed by law or assessed by courts and other agencies, courier 
service, long distance telephone calls, computerized legal research, postage, facsimile 
charges, parking, mileage, out of town travel expenses, investigation expenses, 
consultants’ fees, court reporter’s fees, registered copy service fees, and other similar 
items.  In-office photocopying charges shall be billed at $.05 a page.  All costs and 
expenses shall be fully itemized, along with a description of services rendered and the 
time devoted to described tasks.   
 
Miller & Owen will obtain consent before retaining outside investigators, consultants or 
expert witnesses.  In the event that the cost of outside services exceeds customary out of 
pocket expenses, Miller & Owen may request that the Authority pay for such services 
directly. 





 

 
                                 

 Item # 4  
                           Attachment 
 

RESOLUTION NO. 2015-15 
  

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
OF THE CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR AUTHORITY 

AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO CONTRACT WITH  
MILLER & OWEN FOR GENERAL LEGAL SERVICES 

 
 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors (“Board”) of the Capital SouthEast Connector 
Authority (“Authority”) that the Executive Director is hereby authorized to amend the contract dated July 
1, 2013, with Miller & Owen for General Legal Services, to continue those legal services to the 
Authority through June 30, 2016. 

 
This Resolution shall take effect from and after the date of its passage and adoption. 

 
* * * * * 

 
PASSED AND ADOPTED this 26th day of June, 2015, by the following vote: 

 
 AYES:    

 
 NOES:   

 
 ABSENT:  

 
 
 

______________________________ 
Chairperson 

 
ATTEST: 

 
 
 

______________________________ 
Secretary 
 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 
Capital SouthEast Connector Board of Directors Item # 5 
 Resolution 
June 26, 2015 
 
Adoption of Revised Contracting and Purchasing Policies for the Capital SouthEast Connector    
 
Issue:  To request that the Board approve the revised Contracting and Purchasing Procedures Manual to 
incorporate information required under federal contracting and purchasing procedures.   
 
Recommendation:  Staff recommends that the Board approve the revised Contracting and Purchasing 
Procedures, in substantially the same form as attached hereto.   
 
Background:  At the November, 2010 Board meeting, the Board adopted the Contracting and Purchasing 
Procedures which provided that all contracts solicited, awarded, and administered by the JPA would be 
solicited, awarded, and administered pursuant to the applicable provisions of law as applied to Sacramento 
County.   
 
Pursuant to joint powers law, the applicable contracting limitations are the statutory limitations placed upon a 
county with the population of Sacramento County, rather than the specific contracting and purchasing 
procedures adopted by Sacramento County.  The 2010 Procedures also complied with Federal regulations that 
existed at that time.   
 
Discussion:  At this time, staff recommends adopting the revised Contracting and Purchasing Procedures, 
attached hereto, which incorporate recent modifications to the contracting requirements set forth in the U.S. 
Department of Transportation’s regulations governing federal grant recipients and third party contracts.    
 
In practice, all of the JPA’s contracts have complied with federal contracting requirements, when applicable.  
The proposed policy revision will not substantially change the JPA’s practices, but it will allow the JPA to certify 
in any application for federal funding that its written contracting and purchasing policies comply with all federal 
contracting requirements.   
     
 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Tom Zlotkowski 
Executive Director 
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I. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 

A. Introduction and Purpose 
 

These Contract and Purchasing Procedures (“Procedures”) are established for use by the 
Capital SouthEast Connector Authority (“Connector Authority” or “Connector”) for the award of 
Connector Authority Contracts. 

 
The Connector Authority is responsible for its own product and services acquisitions.  

This process includes ensuring the necessity of procuring the product or service, ensuring 
appropriate funding is available, complying with laws, and writing contracts in a manner that 
safeguards the program’s and the organization’s interest.  The Connector management must 
maintain a written record of all persons authorized to sign Contracts.  These Procedures are 
designed to ensure the best and most cost effective use of program funds through an open and 
fair procurement process. 
 

These Procedures are for the use of the Connector Authority’s Board of Directors and 
staff and shall not be construed to create or recognize any procedural or other right in any person 
or entity, including, but not limited to, any bidder, prospective bidder, or party to a Contract with 
the Connector Authority.  The Board of Directors may adopt standard specifications setting forth 
procedures and controls for Contracts and the bidding and award thereof, to modify or 
supplement these Procedures.  The Board of Directors may amend these Procedures from time to 
time.  
 

B. Policy 
 

It is the policy of the Connector that goods and services be acquired through a 
procurement process that provides full and open competition to the maximum extent feasible, 
consistent with federal and state statutes and regulations and that such procurements shall be 
consolidated, whenever possible, to ensure efficient use of Connector staff resources.  The 
Connector will only contract with responsible contractors possessing the ability to perform 
successfully. 

 
No Board member, officer, employee or agent of the Connector shall, on the grounds of 

race, color, creed, national origin, sex, age, or sexual orientation, discriminate or permit 
discrimination against any person or group of persons in connection with the procurement of 
goods and services. 

 
It is the policy of the Connector that the Connector and its contractors shall take all 

reasonable steps to ensure that disadvantaged business enterprises (DBEs) have the maximum 
opportunity to compete for Connector contracting opportunities.   

 
C. Responsibilities 
 

The Connector Executive Director is responsible for administration of this policy, and for 
ensuring funds are available.  The Executive Director may delegate responsibility for 
implementation to other Connector staff members, as appropriate.   

 
Under the authority of the Executive Director, the Connector staff shall develop and 

maintain standard purchasing forms, purchase orders, and other forms as necessary to implement 
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this policy and the procedures identified.   
 
Connector staff is responsible for becoming familiar with this policy and for adhering to 

and carrying out this policy, for ensuring that these procedures are followed, for approving or 
recommending approval of the procurement of goods and services necessary to accomplish the 
goals of the Connector, and for reviewing the proposed procurements to avoid the purchase of 
unnecessary or duplicative items.  The Executive Director may delegate these responsibilities to 
the Project Manager initiating the procurement.    

 
D. Definitions 
 

 1. “A&E Contract” means a contract for architectural or engineering 
services, which includes program management, construction management, 
feasibility studies, preliminary engineering, design, architectural, 
landscape architecture, environmental services (including environmental 
documentation), engineering, surveying, mapping, and related services.  
Such services must be directly in support of, directly connected to, directly 
related to, or lead to construction, alteration, or repair of real property.   

  
2. “Board” means the Connector Authority’s Board of Directors. 

 
3. “Construction Contract” means a contract for a specified individual 

project of construction, alteration, renovation, improvement, demolition, 
or repair work involving a public facility, but not including Maintenance.   

 
4. “Contract” means a Construction Contract, Special Services Contract, 

Supply Contract and any other agreement, whether written, oral or 
otherwise, that evidences a legal obligation, including, but not limited to, 
any contract, lease, purchase order, change order, or similar thing, and any 
amendment thereto. 

 
5.  “Emergency” means a sudden, unexpected occurrence that poses a clear 

and imminent danger, requiring immediate action to prevent or mitigate 
the loss and impairment of life, health, property, or essential public 
services. 

 
6. “Executive Director” means the Executive Director of the Connector 

Authority or another individual given specific authorization by the Board 
of Directors to enter into a transaction on behalf of the Connector 
Authority.   

 
7. “Invitation for Bid” or “IFB” means a solicitation for sealed bids which 

will be awarded to the responsible, responsive bidder whose bid is lowest 
in price and conforms to all the material terms and conditions in the IFB.    

 
8. “Non-Federal Contracts” means a Contract that will be funded with State 

and/or local funds only.  No federal funds will be utilized to pay the 
selected vendor or contractor.  
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9. “Maintenance” means ongoing maintenance and other services, including, 
but not limited to, real property maintenance, janitorial services, elevator 
maintenance and repair, equipment maintenance and repair, landscaping 
and other such services. 

 
10. “Project Manager” means the Connector staff member assigned 

administrative responsibility for a Contract or procurement.  
 
11. “Purchase” means the purchase, rental, or leasing of supplies, goods, 

equipment, materials, and other personal property. 
 
12. “Purchasing Agent” means the Purchasing Agent of the Connector 

Authority and any person to whom the Purchasing Agent delegates 
authority and responsibility for the function involved. 

 
13. “Request for Proposal” or “RFP” means a solicitation for competitive 

proposals, used to acquire services, supplies, or property. “Request for 
Proposal” (“RFP”), as used in these Procedures, also includes a “Request 
for Qualifications” (“RFQ”).  

 
14. “Special Services Contract” means a contract for special services which 

cannot readily be provided by the Connector Authority's employees.  
"Special Services" include, but are not limited to, financial, economic, 
accounting (including the preparation and issuance of payroll checks and 
warrants), engineering, legal, medical, administrative, architectural, 
security, maintenance, operational, advertising,  and related services and 
any other services of a similar nature. 

 
15. “Supplies” means supplies, goods, equipment, materials, and other 

personal property, excluding such items used in or incorporated into a 
specified individual project of construction, alteration, renovation, 
improvement, demolition, or repair work involving a public facility. 

 
16. “Supply Contract” means any Contract for the Purchase of Supplies. 

 
E. Basic Contracting Process 

 

The contracting process starts with the recognition of a need for a product or service.  
From that point the process varies depending on the type of product or services needed.  Key 
considerations include: 
 

 Time – When the product or service is needed is a critical factor. 
 
 Cost and Funding – Funding and payment for services rendered is important.  The 

program should have funding available within its budget for the fiscal year in which 
the required services will be performed.  If a multi-year contract, the necessary 
contingencies should be incorporated into the terms of the contract.  
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Prior to commencing any procurement or amending an existing contract that utilizes 
federal funds, the Executive Director must complete the Cost or Price Analysis Form, 
attached hereto as Attachment A. 

 
 Competitive Bidding – Selection of a contractor must always be the result of an open 

and fair process in which all qualified providers of the product or service desired have 
the opportunity, and the information necessary, to submit a bid or proposal. 

 
 Management of the Contract – The final step of managing the contract should be 

anticipated and planned during the contracting process. Deliverables should be clearly 
described so that they can be evaluated and payments can be approved. 

 
For each contract utilizing federal funds and in excess of $2,500, the contract file must 
contain a completed “Consultant Contract Reviewers Checklist,” attached hereto as 
Attachment B, and a “History of the Procurement,” attached hereto as Attachment C.  
These forms must be completed by the Project Manager as applicable for every project.  
  

F. Environmental and Energy Efficiency Preference 
 

 To the extent practicable and economically feasible, federally funded procurements will 
reflect the Connector’s preference for products and services that conserve natural resources, 
protect the environment, and are energy efficient. 
 
 G. Record Keeping 
 

 The Connector shall prepare and maintain purchasing and financial records, covering 
procurement transactions as well as other aspects of project implementation for three years after 
final payment has been made and all other pending matters are closed.   
 
 H. Federal Contract Requirements 

 

Federally funded contracts shall require compliance with Federal law and shall include 
the following contract clauses and requirements:  “Responsibility” Requirements; Debarment 
and Suspension; Conflict of Interest; Lobbying Certification and Disclosure; Federal Civil Rights 
Laws and Regulations; Labor and Prevailing Wage Laws and Regulations; and Disadvantaged 
Business Enterprise Requirements.    
  
 I. Code of Conduct 

 

1. Award and Administration of Contracts: No Board Director, officer, employee or 
agent of the Connector Authority shall participate in the selection, award or administration of a 
contract (including purchase orders) if a conflict of interest, real or apparent, would be involved.  
Such a conflict would arise if any prospective vendor or contractor (or any subcontractor) 
considered for an award is: 

 
a. The Board Director, employee, officer or agent; 
b. Any member of his/her immediate family; 
c. His/her domestic or business partner; 
d. An organization that employs any of the above, or with which any of them has an 

arrangement concerning prospective employment. 
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No Board Director, officer, employee or agent of the Connector who participates in the 

procurement, management, or administration of contracts shall have, directly or indirectly, a 
financial or other personal interest in any contract made or influenced by him/her in his/her 
official capacity. 

 
No Board Director, officer, employee or agent of the Connector shall solicit or accept 

gratuities, favors, or anything of monetary value from consultants, vendors, contractors, or 
potential consultants, or parties to sub-agreements in excess of the applicable gift limit 
established by the Fair Political Practices Commission (“FPPC”).  Gifts shall be reported 
consistent with FPPC requirements. 

 
No person or entity performing services on behalf of the Connector shall have, directly or 

indirectly, any financial or other personal interest, other than employment or retention by the 
Connector, in any contract or subcontract.  

 
Violations of these standards may result in sanctions, or other forms of discipline up to 

and including termination. 
 
2. Disciplinary Action: The purpose of this policy is to provide guidelines consistent 

with the Connector Personnel Rules that will insure uniform application of progressive discipline 
for Connector employees subject to disciplinary action “for cause.”   

 
Disciplinary action against a Connector Employee shall be for cause, as it may affect 

work performance and effectiveness within the organization, and shall be consistent with the 
Procedures set forth in the Connector Personnel Rules on Discipline. 

 
  Finally, Connector employees, officers, and agents who are not subject to 
disciplinary action “for cause,” are covered by written “at-will” employment agreements or other 
contracts which allow for termination by the Connector for no reason or for any reason, 
including, but not limited to, violations of the standards set forth in this Section G.  This policy is 
in addition to any discipline statutorily available for those participating in the selection, award or 
administration of a contract if a conflict of interest exists.  (Cal. Gov. Code, §§ 81000-91014.) 
 

J. References 
 

 All applicable federal and state laws and regulations are incorporated by reference in 
these Procedures to the extent required by law, including but not limited to:  48 CFR, Federal 
Acquisition Regulations System, Chapter 1, Part 31 et seq.; Office of Management and Budget 
Circular A-102, Grants and Cooperative Agreements with State and Local Governments; 49 
CFR, Part 18, Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements 

with State and Local Governments; Chapter 11 of 40 U.S.C., Brooks Act; and FTA Circular 
4220.1F, Third Party Contracting Guidance, and any amendments thereto. 
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II. AWARDING OF CONTRACTS 
 

The contracts of the Authority, including contracts for supplies, construction services, 
special services, architectural and engineering services, and real estate, shall be awarded 
pursuant to the guidelines set forth below. 

   
 Once a vendor has been identified pursuant to the appropriate method of procurement, as 
set forth in Section III below, a contract must be negotiated.  No work shall commence nor may 
goods be ordered until a contract has been negotiated and approved, as set forth below.   
 
 

 
A. Supply, Special Service, and Architectural & Engineering 

Services  Contracts 
 
Contracts which involve both Special Services and Supplies shall be deemed 

Special Services Contracts; except that such contracts for which Supplies account for more than 
80% of the contract price shall be deemed Supply Contracts. 

 
1. Expenditures of $50,000 or Less 

 

The Executive Director is authorized to award all Supply Contracts, Special 
Service Contracts, and Architectural & Engineering (“A & E”) Contracts when the expenditure is 
less than Fifty Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars ($50,000). 

 
2. Expenditures Exceeding $50,000 
 

All Supply Contracts, Special Service Contracts, and A & E Contracts of more 
than Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) shall be awarded by the Board of Directors. Such 
contracts need not be awarded by the Board where the entire contract amount is to be paid by a 
state or local entity, or another joint powers agency. 

 
B. Construction Contracts 

 
Generally, Construction Contracts shall be awarded as set forth below.  However, 
procurement of Design-Bid-Build and Design-Build contracts may require 
alternative procedures.  Prior to commencing a Design-Build or Design-Bid-Build 
procurement, the Connector staff shall consult with legal counsel regarding the 
most up-to-date requirements under local, state, and/or federal law.   
 

Price 
Threshold 

Method of Procurement 
 

Required 
Approval Level 

Under $2,500 Purchase Order, No Bidding Required Executive Director 
$2,500 to $50,000  Small Purchase – for Supplies/Special Services 

RFP – for A&E 
IFB – Construction 

Executive Director 

More than $50,000  RFP – for Supplies/Special Services 
RFP – for A&E 

IFB – Construction 

Connector Board 
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1. Expenditures of $25,000 or Less 
 

a. The Executive Director is authorized to award all Construction Contracts 
when the expenditure is less than Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000).  The 
Executive Director may employ such requirements for bid security, faithful performance 
bonds, or payment bonds as he or she deems necessary. 

 
b. IFB shall be used for Construction Contracts of more than Ten Thousand 

Dollars ($10,000).  For Construction Contracts under $10,000, the Executive Director 
shall use Small Purchasing Procedures.   

 
2. Expenditures Exceeding $25,000 

 
 a. The Board shall award Construction Contracts for expenditures of Twenty 
Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) or more, except that the Executive Director may award 
such Construction Contracts where the entire contract amount is to be paid by any other 
state or local entity, or another joint powers agency.   

 
b. IFB shall be used.  

 
3. Day Labor 

 
Notwithstanding any other provision of these Procedures, the Executive Director   

may carry out projects utilizing day labor.  In carrying out projects by day labor, the Connector 
Authority shall be subject to the restrictions imposed upon local agencies in the utilization of day 
labor. 

 
C. Real Property Contracts 

 
1. Contracts for the Lease of Real Property 
 
a. The Executive Director and his designee are authorized to lease real 

property for use by the Connector for a term not to exceed three years and for a rental not 
to exceed Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) per month.  Any lease for a term exceeding 
three years, or exceeding Five Thousand Dollars per month shall be approved by the 
Board of Directors.  

 
b. Notice of the intent to execute a lease under this provision shall be posted 

in a public place for five working days prior to execution of the lease. 
 
2. Contracts for the Acquisition of Real Property 
 
The Connector Board of Directors shall approve all Contracts for the acquisition 

of Real Property, in any amount.  Real Property purchased with federal funds shall comply with 
the Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Agreements with State and Local 
Governments (49 CFR Pt. 18.), and the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property 
Acquisition for Federal and Federally Assisted Programs (49 CFR Pt. 24).  
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D. Local Contracting Preference 
 
1. No local preference will be applied when state or federal laws or 

regulations otherwise prohibit their application.   
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III. METHODS OF PROCUREMENT 
 

 All solicitations shall include a clear and accurate description of the Connector’s 
technical requirements for the property or services to be acquired. The Connector shall utilize the 
following guidelines when procuring services, supplies, and property at the specified dollar 
amounts.  In addition, any procurement for federally-funded contracts shall comply with the 
requirements set forth in Chapter 10 of Caltrans’ Local Assistance Procedures Manual 
(“LAPM”). In the event of a conflict between these procedures and the LAPM, the LAPM shall 
control  
 

A. Procurement by Small Purchasing Procedures 

 
1. Small Purchasing Procedures. Small purchasing procedures may be used 

to acquire services (including A&E services), supplies, or other property totaling $50,000 or less, 
except for Construction Contracts.  If a potential contract amendment may cause the total 
contract amount to exceed $50,000, procurement should be made by competitive proposal, as set 
forth in subsections III.B. and III.C., below 

 
a. A list of criteria for the materials or services to be provided must be 

developed. 
 
b. Verbal or written price or rate quotations must be obtained from at least 

three possible sources. For the purpose of small purchases, a hard copy of a published or listed 
price is considered a written quotation.  If verbal quotations are received, staff must complete the 
“Documentation of Bids Received by Telephone” form, attached hereto as Attachment D.  
Verbal quotations can be difficult to enforce, so a successful verbal quotation must be confirmed 
in writing by the offeror.   

 
When small purchasing procedures are used and an award is made to other than 

the source with the lowest quotation, a written justification of the award decision will be made a 
part of the quotation record, unless the purchase is under $2,500. 

 
2. Prohibited Divisions. The recipient may not divide or reduce the size of 

its procurement to utilize small purchasing procedures and avoid the additional procurement 
requirements applicable to larger acquisitions.  

  

          
B. Procurement by Competitive Proposal/Request for 

Proposals/Request for Qualifications (RFP/RFQ) 
 

Procurement by competitive proposal/request for proposals/request for 
qualifications (“RFP/RFQ”) shall be utilized to acquire services, supplies, or property totaling 
more than $50,000.  RFP/RFQ’s for procurements that exceed $50,000 shall be approved by the 
Board of Directors prior to publication, unless identified in the adopted budget. However, any 
RFP/RFQ may be taken to the Board if it is determined by management that there are issues 
surrounding the project that are of interest to the Board.  
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Either a fixed price or time and materials contract with a “not to exceed” contract 

amount will be awarded.  The RFP/RFQ method of procurement will generally be used when 
conditions are not appropriate for the use of sealed bids.  If this procurement method is used, the 
following requirements will apply: 

  
1. RFPs shall be publicized, as set forth below in this section III.H, below;   
 
2. All evaluation factors will also be identified, along with their relative 

importance;  
 
3. Proposals will be solicited from an adequate number of qualified sources;  
 
4. When conducting technical evaluations of the proposals received, at least 

three review panel members shall review proposals, and shall use the “Guidelines for Criteria 
and Considerations in Evaluating RFPs” attached hereto as Attachment E; 

 
5. The Connector shall interview up to five proposers, but no less than three (if 

three or more bids were received), based on scoring of the submitted proposals.  The Project 
Manager, in consultation with the proposal review panel, will determine the exact number of 
proposers to interview, based on scoring of proposals.  All members of the proposal review panel 
shall complete and sign a conflict of interest form prior to selection process initiation (see 
Caltrans, Local Assistance Procedures Manual, Exhibit 10-T);  

 

6.  The contract will be awarded to the responsible firm whose proposal is most 
advantageous to the Authority's program when price and other factors are considered. Except 
when qualifications-based procedures are utilized, as set forth in Section III.C., below, the 
Authority normally will select the lowest bidder meeting the minimum qualifications, unless it 
can be demonstrated that accepting a higher cost proposal will provide a substantially better 
product or service that would justify the higher cost; and 

 
7. In determining which proposal is most advantageous, the Authority may 

award the contract to the proposer whose proposal offers the best value.  However, if the 
Authority uses the best value selection method as the basis for award, the solicitation must 
contain language establishing that an award will be made on a “best value” basis.  
 
 

C. Procurement by Qualifications-Based Competitive Proposal 
Procedures 
 
The Connector Authority shall use qualifications-based competitive proposal 

procedures (i.e., Brooks Act procedures) when contracting for Architectural and Engineering 
(“A&E”) services in excess of $50,000.   Services subject to this requirement include program 
management, construction management, feasibility studies, preliminary engineering, design, 
architectural, landscape architecture, engineering, land surveying, mapping, environmental 
services (including environmental documentation), and related services.   

 
If services subject to this requirement are not directly in support of, directly 

connected to, directly related to, or lead to construction, alternation, or repair of real property, 
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then the recipient may not use qualifications-based procurement procedures to select the 
contractor that will perform those services.  

 
1. Qualifications-Based Competitive Proposal Procedures  
 
In addition to complying with the procedures for an RFP/RFQ, set forth in section 

III.B., above, except that qualifications-based competitive proposal procedures require 
that:  

 
a. An offeror’s qualifications be evaluated;  

 
b. Price be excluded as an evaluation factor;  

 
c. Negotiations be conducted with only the most qualified offeror;  

 
 d, The Connector shall request that the top-ranked offeror submit a sealed 

cost proposal. Or if time is of the essence and it can be justified, sealed cost proposals 
may be requested from all consultants with their technical proposals. The cost proposal 
for the top-ranked offeror shall be opened and used to begin negotiations. Failing 
agreement on price, negotiations must be formally terminated and the local agency must 
undertake negotiations with the next most qualified offeror until a contract award can be 
made to the most qualified offeror whose price is fair and reasonable to the Connector. 
Each offerer’s cost proposal must remain sealed until negotiations commence with that 
offeror. At the conclusion of successful cost negotiations, all remaining sealed envelopes 
containing cost proposals shall be returned to offerors.  

 
2. Additional Procedures for Federally-Funded Contracts 
 
a. Cost proposals shall be submitted on Caltrans LAPM Exhibit 10-H. 

 
b. Contracts shall only be awarded to a consultant with adequate financial 

management and accounting systems.  
 
c. If only two proposals are received, a justification must be documented to 

proceed with the procurement, and the re-advertisement of the RFP must be considered as 
an option. 

 
d. All consultants that submit proposals must be informed about the final 

ranking of consultants.  
 

3. Limitations 
 

These qualifications-based competitive proposal procedures can only be 
used for the procurement of the A&E services as set forth below. This method of 
procurement cannot be used to obtain other types of services even though a firm that 
provides A&E services is also a potential source to perform other types of services.  
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D. Procurement by Sealed Bids/Invitation For Bid (IFB)   

If sealed bids/invitation for bids (“IFB”) are utilized, bids must be publicly 
solicited and a firm fixed-price contract (lump sum or unit price) will be awarded to the 
responsible bidder whose bid, conforming to all the material terms and conditions of the 
invitation for bids, is the lowest in price.  

1. IFB.  IFB may be utilized when the following conditions are present:  
 
a.  A complete, adequate, and realistic specification or purchase description is 

available;  

b.  Two or more responsible bidders are willing and able to compete 
effectively for the business;  

c.  The procurement lends itself to a firm fixed price contract and the 
selection of the successful bidder can be made principally on the basis of price; and  

d.  No discussion with bidders is needed. 
 

2. If the IFB procurement method is used, the following requirements apply: 
  
a.  The IFB will be publicly advertised, as set forth below in this section 

IIIH.; 
 
b. Bids shall be solicited from an adequate number of known suppliers, 

providing them sufficient time to prepare bids prior to the date set for opening the bids;  

c.  The IFB, which will include any specifications and pertinent attachments, 
shall define the items or services sought in order for the bidder to properly respond;  

d.  All bids will be publicly opened at the time and place prescribed in the 
invitation for bids;  

e.  A firm fixed-price contract award will be made in writing to the lowest 
responsive and responsible bidder, as set forth herein.  When specified in bidding 
documents, factors such as discounts, transportation costs, and life cycle costs shall be 
considered in determining which bid is lowest;  

f. Payment discounts will only be used to determine the low bid when prior 
experience indicates that such discounts are usually taken advantage of; and  

g.  Any or all bids may be rejected if there is a sound, documented business 
reason. 

 

3. The IFB procurement method is the preferred method for procuring 
Construction Contracts that require bidding, if the conditions above apply. 
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E. Construction Contracts 
 

 IFB shall be used for Construction Contracts of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) 
or less.  For Construction Contracts over $10,000, the Executive Director shall use Small 
Purchasing Procedures.   

 
 Procurement of Design-Bid-Build, Design-Build, and/or CM/GC contracts may 

require alternative procedures. Prior to commencing such a procurement, Connector  staff shall 
consult with legal counsel regarding the most up-to-date requirements under local, state, and/or 
federal law.   

 
 F. Procurement by Noncompetitive Proposals/Sole Source for 
Federally-Funded Contracts.   
 

Sole source procurements are accomplished through solicitation of a proposal 
from only one source, in the event of a public Emergency or compelling urgency, or if after 
solicitation of a number of sources, competition is determined inadequate.  A contract change 
that is not within the scope of the original contract is also considered a sole source procurement 
that must comply with this subparagraph.  

 
Where sole source procurement is used, the Executive Officer or the Project 

Manager must document the factual circumstances and the need for sole source procurement 
under one or more of the following reasons:  

 
1. Procurement by Sole Source.  Sole source procurements may be used only 

when the award of a contract is infeasible under small purchase procedures, sealed bids, or 
competitive proposals and at least one of the following circumstances applies:  

 
a. The item is available only from a single source. The property or services are 

available only from a single source if one of the conditions described below is present:  

(1) Unique Capability or Availability/Unique or Innovative Concept.  The 
offeror demonstrates a unique or innovative concept or capability not available 
from another source.  Unique or innovative concept means a new, novel, or 
changed concept, approach, or method that is the product of original thinking, the 
details of which are kept confidential or are patented or copyrighted, and is 
available to the Connector only from one source and has not in the past been 
available to the Connector from another source.  

(2) Patents or Restricted Data Rights.  Patent or data rights restrictions 
preclude competition. 

The following conditions may also justify sole source contracting, except when 
the contract in question is funded, in part or in total, using federal funds from the Federal 
Highway Administration (“FHWA”) or State funds (such as State Transportation 
Improvement Program funds):   

(3) Substantial Duplication Costs.  In the case of a follow-on contract for the 
continued development or production of highly specialized equipment or services, 
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when it is likely that award to another contractor would result in substantial 
duplication of costs that are not expected to be recovered through competition.  

(4) Unacceptable Delay.  In the case of a follow-on contract for the continued 
development or production of a highly specialized equipment or services, when it 
is likely that award to another contractor would result in unacceptable delays in 
fulfilling the Connector’s needs.  

b.  A public Emergency exists as determined under Subsection G.6 below, 
and will not permit a delay resulting from competitive solicitation;  

c.  A compelling urgency exists such that the Connector’s work progress 
would be inhibited or jeopardized if the competitive bidding process were observed;  

d.  After solicitation of a number of sources, a single bid or proposal is 
received, despite adequate competition; or 

e. The Federal awarding agency authorizes noncompetitive solicitation.  

 

2. Upon receiving a single bid or proposal in response to a solicitation, the 
Connector Authority will investigate and determine whether competition was adequate.  This 
determination may include: (i) a review of the specifications to verify whether they were unduly 
restrictive; or (ii) contacting sources that chose not to submit a bid or solicitation.  
 

a. It is only if the Connector determines that competition was inadequate that 
the procurement should proceed as a sole source procurement. The mere fact that only 
one bid or proposal was received does not automatically mean competition was 
inadequate since many unrelated factors could cause potential sources not to submit a bid 
or proposal. 

 

G. Exceptions to Bidding Requirements for Locally Funded 
Contracts 
 

Notwithstanding any other provision of these Procedures, locally funded 
Contracts   may be let without bidding, when permitted by law, under the following 
circumstances: 
 

1. When a patented or proprietary item is being Purchased; or 
 
2. To the extent not included in the definition of Special Services Contracts, 

when the following types of personal property or services are being acquired or Purchased:  (a) 
advertising; (b) books, recordings, motion picture films, subscriptions; (c) property or services 
provided by or through other governmental agencies or obtainable from suppliers which have in 
force a current Contract with another governmental agency for the same item or service; (d) 
property or services the price of which is fixed by law; or (e) insurance; or 
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3. When the Executive Director or his designee, based on advice by legal 
counsel, determines that entering a Contract without bidding is reasonably necessary for the 
conduct of Connector business; 
 

4. When the Executive Director or his designee determines that it is 
advantageous to the Connector to purchase supplies from another public agency or in 
cooperation with another public agency using that other public agency's bidding procedures;   
 

5. When the Executive Director or his designee determines that it is 
advantageous to the Connector to purchase surplus supplies from the United States Government, 
or any agency thereof, or from the State of California, or any agency thereof, or any public body 
without bidding; or 
 

6. In the event of an Emergency as follows: 
 

The Board finds, that the public interest and necessity in cases of 
Emergency often demands the immediate expenditure of money to safeguard life, health, or 
property and, therefore, the Board hereby delegates to the Executive Director and his designee, 
in cases of Emergency, the Connector to act in accordance with the procedures set forth in Public 
Contract Code section 22050.  In the case of an Emergency, any sum required by the Emergency 
may be expended without complying with the Bidding provisions of these Procedures.  The 
Executive Director and his designee shall report such Emergency expenditure at the next meeting 
of the Board. 
 

H. Advertising 
 

 
1.   Supply Contracts, Special Service Contracts, and A&E Contracts.  For 

Supply Contracts, Special Services Contracts, and A&E Contracts in excess of $50,000, the 
Connector shall publish notice of procurement by IFB or RFP/RFQ on the Connector’s website, 
in a newspaper of general circulation, and by delivering notice to a list of potential bidders, as 
determined by the Executive Director or the Project Manager.  In its discretion, the Connector 
may also post such notice as follows:  (i) in an appropriate trade journal or other publication; 
and/or (ii) on the website of one of its partner agencies.  The notice shall include a description of 
the supplies or services to be provided, and shall state where bid or proposal forms and 
specifications may be obtained, the time and place bids or proposals are to be submitted, and the 
time and place for opening bids, if applicable.  

 
The Connector will post notice of procurement on its website for a period of at 

least 2 weeks before proposals are due. To document website postings, the Connector shall retain 
copies of screen shots displaying the posted “begin/end” dates.  

 
2.  Construction Contracts.  For Construction Contracts, the Connector shall 

publish notice of procurement by IFB on the Connector website and in a newspaper of general 
circulation in the county in which the work is to be performed at least ten (10) calendar days 
before the date set for bid opening.  Such newspaper notice shall be published at least twice, not 
less than five (5) calendar days apart.  The notice shall include a description of the work to be 
performed, and shall state where bid forms and specifications may be obtained, the time and 
place bids are to be submitted, and the time and place for opening of bids.  
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IV. ADDITIONAL BIDDING PROCEDURES 
 

A. Prevailing Wages 
 
California State Prevailing wages will apply to Construction Contracts and service 

contracts if the services to be performed will involve land surveying (such as flag persons, 
survey party chief, rodman, or chainman), materials sampling and testing (such as drilling rig 
operators, pile driving, crane operators), inspection work, soils or foundation investigations, 
environmental hazardous materials, etc.  Federal “Payment of Predetermined Minimum Wage” 
applies only to Federally-funded construction contracts. 

 
B. Independent Price Determination 

 
No person, company, firm or corporation submitting any bid or proposal to the Connector 

Authority shall do any of the following: 
 

1. Propose or bid prices which have not been arrived at independently, and 
without consultation, communication, or agreement with any other bidder, offeror, or competitor 
for the purpose of restricting competition as to any matter relating to the prices bid or proposed; 

 
2. Knowingly disclose any price, bid, or proposal to any other bidder, 

offeror, or to any competitor prior to opening the bids or proposals, unless otherwise required by 
law; 
 

3. Make any attempt to induce any other person, firm, or other entity or 
association to submit or not to submit a bid or proposal for the purpose of restricting 
competition; 
 

4. Make or be interested in more than one bid under any IFB or RFP; 
provided, however, that nothing herein shall limit the right of any person or entity to deal 
independently with the same subcontractor or supplier as other persons or entities in the 
preparation of a bid, or to limit the right of any person or entity dealing in any name brand 
supplies required by the Connector Authority to bid independently of any other person or entity 
dealing in the same supplies. 
 

In the case of joint venture bids, the joint venture, and each and every member of 
the joint venture, shall for purposes of the foregoing be construed to be the person submitting the 
bid or proposal. 
 

Any bid received, or Contract awarded, in violation hereof shall be a nullity, and 
the Board or Executive Director, as applicable, shall in such case dispose of the matter in the 
same manner as if the person or entity involved had failed to enter into the Contract after award 
thereof, as provided herein. 
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 C. Bid Security; Disposition of Bid Security 
 

Whenever, upon the call for bids for any Purchase of Supplies or work under a 
Construction Contract, the Executive Director deems it to be advisable, each bidder shall be 
required to submit bid security, either in cash, by cashier's check, or certified check in favor of, 
and payable on sight to, the Connector Authority,  or by surety bond, insured by a corporate 
surety admitted to do business in California, in an amount determined by the Executive Director 
to be sufficient, but not to exceed ten percent (10%) of the aggregate amount of the bid.  If the 
bidder to whom the Contract is awarded shall, for twenty (20) calendar days (or such longer 
period as specified in the IFB or RFP) after receipt of such award, fail or neglect to enter into the 
Contract and file the required bonds, the bid security may, at the discretion of the Executive 
Director, be forfeited and the Executive Director may draw the money due on such bid security 
and pay the same, or any cash deposited, into the Connector Authority’s treasury.  Upon good 
cause being shown, the Executive Director may, and to the extent the Connector Authority is 
responsible for any delay, shall, extend the time for the bidder to enter into the Contract for a 
period not to exceed forty (40) calendar days. 
 

All bid securities and bid bonds, other than the bid securities and bid bonds of the two 
lowest bidders, shall be returned to the bidders after award of the Contract to the successful 
bidder.  The remaining bid securities and bid bonds shall be returned after execution of the 
Contract and deposit of the necessary bonds by the successful bidder. In the event that all bids 
are rejected pursuant to subsection H., below, all bid securities and bid bonds shall be returned to 
the bidders. 

 
Performance and Payment Bond requirements are set forth in Section VII, below. 
 
D. Opening of Bids; Award 

 
All bids shall be sealed, identified as bids or proposals on the envelope as specified in the 

IFB or RFP, and submitted to the Executive Director by the time and at the place specified in the 
IFB or RFP.   

 
The remaining procedures of this sub-section apply to IFB’s only: Bidders may withdraw 

bids up to the time specified for submission; however, no person who withdraws a bid may 
submit another bid unless no award is made and a new solicitation is made.  Bids received after 
the specified time shall not be accepted and shall be returned to the bidder unopened.  A 
tabulation of all bids received shall be open for public inspection during regular business hours 
for a period of not less than thirty (30) calendar days after the bid opening. 

 
E. Determination of Lowest Responsible Bidder 

 
If any Contract is awarded pursuant to competitive bidding, it must be awarded to the 

lowest responsive and responsible bidder in the case of an IFB and to the responsible bidder 
scoring the highest in evaluation of proposals in the case of an RFP.  In determining who is a 
responsible bidder the Executive Director may consider (i) the quality of the Supplies or work to 
be provided by the bidder; (ii) the ability, capacity, and skill of the bidder to perform the 
Contract; (iii) the ability of the bidder to perform the Contract within the time specified, without 
delay; (iv) the character, integrity, reputation, judgment, experience, and efficiency of the bidder; 
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and (v) the quality of the bidder's performance on previous Contracts with the Connector 
Authority, any member entity of the Connector Authority, the State of California, or any other 
entity. 

 
F. Irregularities 

 
The Executive Director reserves the right to reject any and all bids or proposals or to 

waive informalities or minor irregularities.  The Executive Director reserves the right to make 
multiple awards and to prohibit "all or none" bids or proposals. 

 
 

G. Alternative Award Upon Failure of Bidder to Enter Into Contract 
 

With respect to IFB’s, if the bidder to whom the Contract is awarded fails to enter into a 
Contract within the specified time, the Executive Director may declare the award to that bidder a 
nullity, and (i) award the Contract to the next lowest responsible bidder, or (ii) reject all bids and 
(a) re-advertise for bids or (b) negotiate a Contract in accordance with subsection H., below. 
 

H. Rejection of All Bids 
 

In the event (i) the bidder to whom the Contract is awarded fails to enter into the Contract 
as required the Executive Director may (a) re-advertise for new bids; or (b) enter into direct 
negotiations with the contractors to achieve the best possible price; or (c) abandon the project.  In 
the event the Executive Director enters into direct negotiations with contractors to achieve the 
best possible price, the Executive Director shall consult with the Connector Authority's legal 
counsel prior to entering a negotiated Contract. 

 
I. Protests 

 
In order for a bid protest to be considered by the Connector, it must be submitted by an 

interested party (a) that is an actual or prospective proposer, bidder, or offeror in the procurement 
involved; and (b) whose direct economic interest would be affected by the award of the contract 
or by failure to award a contract (hereinafter “Protestor”). A protest which is submitted by a 
party which is not an interested party or which is not in accordance with the procedures shall not 
be considered by the Connector, and will be returned to the submitting party without any further 
action. 

 
1. Grounds for Protest  
 

A Protestor may file a bid protest on the following grounds: 

a. Failure to comply with applicable Federal or State Law; 

b. Alleged misconduct or impropriety by Connector officials or evaluation 
team members; or 

c. Failure to follow the requirements of the solicitation in question.  
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2. Contents of Protest 
 

a. A bid protest must be filed in writing and must include:  
 
(1) The name and address of the Protestor;  

(2) The name and number (if available) of the procurement solicitation;  

(3) A detailed statement of the grounds for the protest, including all relevant 
facts and a citation to the Federal or State law or specific term of the 
solicitation alleged to have been violated; 

(4) Any relevant supporting documentation the Protestor desires; and 

(5) The desired relief, action, or ruling sought by the Protestor.  
 
b. Protests must be addressed to the Executive Director of the Connector, and 

received at the Connector’s regular business address. 
 
c. If any of the information required by this section is omitted or incomplete, 

the Connector will notify the Protestor, in writing, and the Protestor will be given three 
(3) business days to provide the omitted or incomplete information in order for the protest 
to be further considered.  Note that this provision only applies in the case of a failure to 
state any grounds for a protest and does not apply to stating inadequate grounds for a 
protest or the failure to submit documentation.  

 
3. Timing Requirements and Categories of Protests 

 

The Connector will consider the following categories of bid protests within the time 
period set forth in each category: 

 
a. Any bid protest alleging improprieties in a solicitation process or in 

solicitation documents must be filed no later than five (5) calendar days prior to the 
deadline for submission of proposals.  Any protest based on such grounds not filed within 
this period will not be considered. This category of protests includes, but is not limited to, 
allegation of restrictive or exclusionary specifications or conditions.  

 
b. Any bid protests regarding the evaluation of bids or proposals by the 

Connector, or improprieties involving the approval or award or proposed approval or 
award of a contract must be filed with the Connector no later than five (5) business days 
after the Connector issues written notice of its decision or intended decision to award a 
contract. Any protest filed after such date will not be considered.  
 
4.  Review of Protest 
 

a. The Connector will notify the Protestor within five (5) business days of 
timely receipt of a bid protest that the protest is being considered.  

b. In the notification, the Connector will inform the Protestor of any 
additional information required for evaluation of the protest, and set a time deadline for 
submittal of such information.  If the Connector requests additional information, and it is 
not submitted by the stated deadline, the Connector may either review the protest based 
on the information before it, or decline to take further action on the protest. 
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c. In its sole discretion, the Connector may give notice of any bid protest to 
other bidders or proposers for the procurement involved in the protest, as appropriate, and 
permit such bidders or offerors to submit comments to the Connector relative to the 
merits of the bid protest.  The Connector will set a time deadline for the submittal of such 
comments, which will be no less than five (5) business days after the Connector provides 
notification of the protest.  

d. In its sole discretion, the Connector may schedule the matter for a 
meeting. All interested parties will be invited to participate in the meeting. 

 
5. Protest Decisions 

 

a. After review of a bid protest, the Executive Director or his designee shall 
recommend a decision to the Connector Board on the merits of the protest.  The 
recommendation shall be made on the basis of the information provided by the Protestor 
and other parties, the results of any conferences or meetings, and the Connector’s own 
investigation and analysis.  The recommendation and information will be provided to the 
Board for review and decision. 

b. If the protest is upheld, the Connector will take appropriate action to 
correct the procurement process and protect the rights of the Protestor, including re-
solicitation, revised evaluation of bids, proposals, or the Connector’s determination, or 
termination of the Contract. 

c. If the protest is denied, the Connector will lift any suspension imposed and 
proceed with the procurement process or the Contract. 

 
6. Summary Dismissal of Protests 
 

The Connector reserves the right to summarily dismiss all or any portion of a bid protest 
that raises legal or factual arguments or allegations that have been considered and adjudicated by 
the Connector in a previous bid protest by any interested party in the same solicitation or 
procurement action. 

 
7. Effects of Protest on Procurement Actions 

 

a. Upon receipt of a timely protest regarding either the solicitation process or 
the solicitation documents in the case of sealed bids, the Connector will postpone the 
opening of bids until resolution of the protest.  The filing of the protest will not, however, 
change the date on which bids are due, unless the Connector determines, and so notifies 
all bidders, that such a date change is necessary and appropriate to carry out the goals of 
the procurement and assure fair treatment for all bidders.  

 
b. Upon receipt of a timely protest regarding evaluation of bids or proposals, 

or the approval or award of a Contract, the Connector will suspend Contract approval or 
other pending action, or issue a stop work order if appropriate, until the resolution of the 
protest. In this event, the successful bidder or proposer may not recover costs as a change 
order.  

 
c. Notwithstanding the pendency of a bid protest, the Connector reserves the 

right to proceed with any appropriate step or action in the procurement process or in the 
implementation of the Contract in the following cases:  
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(1) Where the item to be procured is urgently required;  

(2) Where the Connector determines, in writing, that the protest is vexatious 
or frivolous;  

(3) Where delivery or performance will be unduly delayed, or other undue 
harm to the Connector will occur, by failure to make the award promptly; 
or 

(4) Where the Connector determines that proceeding with the procurement is 
otherwise in the public interest.  

 
8. Judicial Appeals 

 

A protest adversely affected by a bid protest decision may appeal such decision to an 
appropriate court of the State of California, if authorized under Federal or State law. 
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V. MODIFICATION OR AMENDMENT OF CONTRACTS 

A. Amendments Generally 

If the terms of a contract require modification, the contract must be formally amended, in 
writing, as follows.  

1. An amendment should contain the same degree of specificity for changes 
that the original contract contained for the same item.  

2. An amendment should contain the same degree of specificity for changes 
that the original Contract contained for the same item.  

3. Only work within the original advertised scope of services shall be added 
by a contract amendment. The addition of work outside the original advertised scope of work 
will be ineligible for reimbursement.  

4. The Executive Director may amend any Contract when the amount of the 
Contract, including the amendment, is less than the applicable dollar threshold set forth in 
Section II, herein. All modifications or amendments that exceed the applicable dollar threshold 
set forth in Section II shall be approved by the Board, except for time extensions without a 
budget increase.  

 
 

B. Real Property Contracts 
 

1. The Executive Director may amend any real property lease for 
improvements or alterations, or both, provided that the amendment is made in accordance with 
California Government Code section 25350.51.  
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VI. CONTRACT FORMS AND APPROVALS 
 

A. Written Contracts 
 

All federally funded Contracts exceeding Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000) must be 
written agreements.  All State and locally funded Contracts exceeding Five Thousand Dollars 
($5,000) must be written agreements. The Executive Director may waive the requirement for a 
written agreement in cases of public emergency or when the Executive Director determines that 
it is reasonably necessary for the conduct of the Connector Authority's business, in which case 
the Board shall be notified as a matter of information at its next meeting.  
 

B. Approval By Legal Counsel 
 

Written Contracts shall be approved as to form by legal counsel prior to execution, as 
determined by the Executive Director or recommended by the Board. 
 
 

C. Time of Completion 
 

All Contracts shall specify the time within which the supplies or work shall be furnished 
to the Connector Authority and may provide for liquidated damages for failure to comply.  The 
Executive Director may extend such time for delays caused by the Connector Authority, acts of 
God, weather, strikes, or other circumstances over which the contractor has no control.  The 
Board may extend such time for any reason it deems appropriate, including those causes for 
which the Executive Director may grant an extension of time. 
 

 
D. Contract Prohibitions 

 
1. Contract Splitting 

 
No officer or employee of the Connector Authority shall split or separate into smaller 

units any Contract for the purpose of evading the provisions of these Procedures.  Splitting or 
separating a transaction means reducing the amount of any Contract with knowledge that 
additional supplies or additional work, after such reduction, will be required within the same 
budgetary term. 
 

2. Collusion With Bidders 
 

No officer or employee of the Connector Authority shall: 
 

a. Aid or assist a bidder in securing a Contract at a higher price than that 
proposed by any other bidder; 

 
b. Favor one bidder over another; 
 
c. Willfully mislead any bidder regarding the character of the supplies   or 

work called for; 
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d. Knowingly accept supplies or work of a quality inferior to that called for 

by the Contract; 
 
e. Knowingly represent to the Connector Authority the receipt of a greater 

amount, or different kind, of supplies or work than has been actually received; or 
 
f. Draft any invitation to bid, or cause it to be drafted, in such manner as to 

limit the bidding, directly or indirectly, to any one bidder. 
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VII. PERFORMANCE AND PAYMENT BONDS 

 
A. Faithful Performance Bond 

 
The successful bidder for each Construction Contract of Twenty Five Thousand Dollars 

($25,000) or more shall be required to supply a performance bond to guarantee the faithful 
performance of the Contract.  The bond shall be in the amount of one hundred percent (100%) of 
the Contract price, except that a lesser amount may be approved by the Board, dependent upon 
legal requirements.  Such bond shall be issued by a corporate surety admitted to do business in 
California and shall be subject to approval by counsel for the Connector Authority. 
 

B. Payment Bond 
 

The successful bidder for each Construction Contract of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars 
($25,000) or more shall provide a payment bond to secure payment of the claims of 
subcontractors, material men and employees of the general contractor and other amounts due 
pursuant to Civil Code section 3248 in the amount of one hundred percent (100%) of the 
Contract price, except that a lesser amount may be approved by the Board, dependent upon 
applicable legal requirements.  Such bond shall be issued by a corporate surety admitted to do 
business in California and shall be subject to approval by counsel for the Connector Authority. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 

COST OR PRICE ANALYSIS 

(To be Completed for Federally-Funded Contracts Exceeding $2,500) 

A Cost or Price Analysis must be performed in connection with every procurement action 
involving federal funds, including contract modifications.  Connector staff must make 
independent estimates before receiving bids or proposals. 

A Cost Analysis must be performed to determine the reasonableness of the proposed contract 
price when the Prospective Contractor is required to submit the elements of the estimated cost 
(i.e., labor hours, overhead, materials, etc.), whenever adequate price competition is lacking, and 
for sole source procurements, including contract modifications or change orders, unless price 
reasonableness can be established on the basis of a catalogue or market price of a commercial 
product sold in substantial quantities to the general public or on the basis of prices set by law or 
regulation.  The elements of a Cost Analysis are set forth in Section I below. 

In all other circumstances, a Price Analysis must be completed to determine the reasonableness 
of the proposed contract price.  See Section II below. 

Separate Cost or Price Analyses are required for each phase of work, as well as for any milestone 
or task to be subcontracted.  

I. COST ANALYSIS 

Complete a Cost Analysis Table (sample provided below).   

 
Cost Element 
 
Direct Labor 
Labor Overhead 
Direct Material 
Material Overhead 
Other Direct Costs 
Subtotal 
G&A 
Subtotal 
Profit/Fee 
Total  

Prospective Contractor's 
Proposal 
 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

Pre-negotiation 
Objective 
 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

Additional information regarding each cost element category is provided below: 

(1)   Direct Labor 
 

In evaluating a Cost Proposal, staff should consider the following questions: 
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Are the proposed labor rates current actual rates for specific employees or a composite rate 
for personnel under each labor category?  

If the labor rates are developed on a specific base rate, what escalation factor (if any), has 
the Prospective Contractor applied to the base rate? Is that a reasonable factor?  

Are the proposed labor categories and hours based upon the Prospective Contractor's 
previous experience?  

Do the proposed hours correspond to the performance period?  

Staff must establish a reasonable cost objective after considering and analyzing all of the 
available data. Statements to the effect, "THE OFFEROR HAS PROPOSED THE SAME 
RATES ON OTHER CONTRACTS," are not adequate without discussing how price 
reasonableness was determined under the other contracts. 

(2)   Labor Overhead, Material Overhead, and General and Administrative (G&A)  
 
Staff must evaluate the basis for labor rates, overhead and G&A.   

Are the estimated rates based upon recommendations or did staff request an audit of the 
Prospective Contractor's rates?   

If not, staff must evaluate the Prospective Contractor's proposed rates in detail (i.e., cost 
elements included in the indirect pools) for allowability and allocability.  

Comparing one Prospective Contractor's rates with those of another is not an acceptable method 
in any case. Also, comparing this year's proposed rates to last year's rates is not a basis for 
establishing reasonableness of the currently proposed rate. 

(3)   Direct Material  

Staff must make a determination of price reasonableness for the direct material items. 

Provide a detailed breakdown and compare the Prospective Contractor's material quantities and 
unit prices, such as copies, brochures, computer discs, etc.  

Address the basis of the proposed costs for direct materials (based on an engineering estimate? 
history?, etc.) and costs associated with the material (based on catalog prices? oral quotes? 
written quotes? historical prices escalated by $?, competitive?, etc.)  

If staff takes exception to any material items and/or quantities, what information was relied upon 
to reach such conclusions?  When challenging a cost, explain the basis for the position. "Appears 
too high," without rationale, is not sufficient. 
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(4)   Other Direct Costs (ODC)  

Compare the proposal and the cost estimate for other direct costs, such as computer support, 
freight, air travel, per diem, and sub-consultants.  

Provide an analysis of the items included under this cost element. For instance, are the number of 
trips scheduled considered reasonable by audit or staff’s technical evaluation? Are the costs per 
trip reasonable? 

Check air travel rates with commercial airlines. How do the proposed costs compare with 
previous history? Did the contractor apply an escalation factor? Is it reasonable?  

(5)   Profit/Fee Analysis  

Provide a summary which compares the proposal and the Connector's cost estimate.  

Compare the Prospective Contractor's proposed profit/fee rate, with the Connector's cost 
estimate profit/fee rate . Both the Connector and Prospective Contractor should be concerned 
with profit as a motivator of efficient and effective contract performance. Negotiations aimed 
merely at reducing prices by reducing profit, without proper recognition of the function of the 
profit, are not in the Connector's best interest. 

II. PRICE ANALYSIS 

Where appropriate, staff must utilize the Price Analysis tool to determine whether the contract 
price is reasonable.   

To analyze the price, use one of the available Price Analysis techniques listed below.  Note in the 
file which technique below was utilized and provide a brief explanation for your selection.  
Additional information on each technique is provided below to assist in your selection: 

1. Adequate price competition;  
2. Prices set by law or regulation;  
3. Established catalog prices and market prices;  
4. Comparison to previous purchases;  
5. Comparison to a valid independent estimate; and/or  
6. Value analysis. 

A.  Adequate price competition exists where: 

 At least two responsible contractors respond to a solicitation.  
 Each contractor must be able to satisfy the requirements of the solicitation.   
 Each contractor must submit priced offers responsive to the expressed 

requirements of the solicitation. 

If the conditions above are met, price competition is adequate unless: 

 The solicitation was made under conditions that unreasonably deny one or more 
known and qualified contractors an opportunity to compete.  
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 The low competitor has such an advantage over the competitors that it is 
practically immune to the stimulus of competition.  

 The lowest final price is not reasonable, and this finding can be supported by 
facts. 

B.  Prices set by law or regulation are deemed fair and reasonable. The Connector should 
obtain a copy of the rate schedules set by the applicable law or regulation. Once these 
schedules are obtained, verify that they apply to the Connector’s situation and that the 
Connector is being charged the correct price. For utility contracts, this policy applies only 
to prices prescribed by an effective, independent regulatory body. 
 

 
C.  Established catalog prices can be used when the following conditions exist:  

 Established catalog prices exist.  
 The items are commercial in nature.  
 They are sold in substantial quantities.  
 They are sold to the general public. 

Catalog prices are considered reasonable because commercial demand exists and supplier prices 
are driven by that demand. Staff must try to ensure that the Connector is getting at least the same 
price as other buyers in the market for these items. Staff must be sure that catalogs are not simply 
internal pricing document, and shall retain a copy of the catalog or at least the page on which the 
price appears. 

Established market prices are based on the same principle as catalog prices except there is no 
catalog. A market price is a current price established in the usual or ordinary course of business 
between buyers and sellers free to bargain. These prices must be verified by buyers and sellers 
who are independent of the Prospective Contractor. If this information is not available from other 
commercial buyers and sellers, it may be obtained from the Prospective Contractor. 

D.  Comparison to previous purchases: 
 
This determination must be based upon a physical review of the documentation contained in the 
previous files.  Changes in quantity, quality, delivery schedules, the economy, and inclusion of 
non-recurring costs such as design, capital equipment, etc. can cause price variations. Each 
differing situation must be analyzed. Staff must also ensure that the previous price was fair and 
reasonable.  

E.  Comparison to a valid independent estimate:  

Verify the facts, assumptions, and judgments used by the Connector in its estimate.  Review the 
method and data used in developing the estimate. For example, did prices come from current 
catalogs or industry standards?  Staff must be comfortable with the estimate before relying on it 
as a basis for determining a price to be fair and reasonable. 
 

F.  Value analysis requires staff to look at the item and the function it performs to determine 
its worth. The decision of price reasonableness remains with the Chief Executive Officer or 
Project Manager.  
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

EXHIBIT 10-C CONSULTANT CONTRACT REVIEWERS CHECKLIST 
 
 

[See Caltrans Local Assistance Procedures Manual for Current Form] 
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ATTACHMENT C 

HISTORY OF THE PROCUREMENT 

(Must be Completed for Federally-Funded Contracts and Contract Amendments Exceeding $2,500) 

1.    Date ____________   

2.    Project Name or Title________________________________________________ 
 

3.    RFP/IFB or Contract Number _________________________________________ 
 

4.    Modification Number ________________________________________________ 
 

5.   Contract Type [If Time and Materials contract is used, provide explanation of why no other 
type of contract is suitable] 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

6.  Procurement Description (briefly describe the procurement)  
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7.  Pricing Structure 
 
Cost 
Fee/Profit ______% 
Total Price 

Cost Estimate 
 
$_______________ 
$_______________  
$_______________ 

RATIONALE FOR METHOD OF PROCUREMENT 

1. In this paragraph, describe the acquisition, including a brief history of the requirement, the 
place of performance, and any other pertinent information.   Questions to be answered 
include: What is it? Why is it needed? What is it for? Quantity? If this is a contract 
modification, what events or circumstances contributed to the needed change? State the 
Connector Authority's estimated amount of the proposed acquisition. 

 

2. In this paragraph, address the extent of competition under the acquisition.   Is the 
acquisition being accomplished under full and open competition? If other than full and 
open, the procurement file must contain a staff memo describing the justification for using 
a sole source contract.   If applicable, include an explanation of why the use of sealed bid 
procedures is not appropriate for the acquisition.  Additionally, was the requirement 
publicized in accordance with the Connector Authority's procedures? (If not, cite the 
exception.) How many requests for solicitations were received? How many offers were 
received? 

 

3. In this paragraph, include an explanation of the reasons for selecting the type of    contract 
to be used.   
 

4. In this paragraph, include the planned negotiation schedule, and identification of the 
Connector Authority's negotiating team members by name and position.  
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ATTACHMENT D 
 

DOCUMENTATION OF BIDS ACQUIRED BY TELEPHONE 
 

 

BIDS RECEIVED 
 
Name and Address of Vendor Contacted: Bid #1 
 
 
Name of Vendor Representative Providing Bid: 
 

Vendor Representative’s Telephone Number: 
 

Bid Provided: 
 
Program Staff Person Soliciting Bid: 
 

Date Bid Provided: 
 

 
Name and Address of Vendor Contacted: Bid #2 
 
 
Name of Vendor Representative Providing Bid: 
 

Vendor Representative’s Telephone Number: 
 

Bid Provided: 
 
Program Staff Person Soliciting Bid: 
 

Date Bid Provided: 
 

 
Name and Address of Vendor Contacted: Bid #3 
 
 
Name of Vendor Representative Providing Bid: 
 

Vendor Representative’s Telephone Number: 
 

Bid Provided: 
 
Program Staff Person Soliciting Bid: 
 

Date Bid Provided: 
 

 
 

  

Description of Program Need: 
 
 
Specific Description of Product or Service Desired: 
 
 
 
Person Requesting Product or Service: 
 
 

Date Request Received: 
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ATTACHMENT E 
 

GUIDELINES FOR CRITERIA AND CONSIDERATIONS IN EVALUATING RFPS 
 
The following are suggested criteria that may be used in evaluating proposals: 
 

1. Does the Prospective Contractor understand the program’s problems or needs? 
 

2. Can the Prospective Contractor fit this work into its existing obligations? 
 

3. Is the approach to the problem, recommended method, and procedure reasonable 
and feasible? 
 

4. Do the expected results, outcomes, and deliverables appear to be achievable in a 
timely manner, given the approaches, methods and procedures proposed? 
 

5. Does the firm have the organization, management capability and competency, 
fiscal and personnel resources, and experience to perform the services being 
sought? 
 

6. Has the firm had experience performing work of similar nature, size and scope? 
 

7. Does the Prospective Contractor’s past experience complement the services being 
sought, or is the Prospective Contractor’s past experience appropriate to qualify 
the proposer to perform these services? 
 

8. What are the professional qualifications of the personnel that the firm will commit 
to the project? 
 

9. Did the Prospective Contractor allocate sufficient staff resources? 
 

10. Has the Prospective Contractor addressed all goals, objectives, service demands, 
and required deliverables specified in the RFP? 
 

11. Does the Prospective Contractor appear to have the capacity to manage fiscal 
resources responsibly? 
 

12. Does the Prospective Contractor have sound fiscal, accounting, and cost-
monitoring or budget-monitoring procedures in place? 
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 Item # 5 
 Attachment 

 
RESOLUTION NO. 2015-16 

  
RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

OF THE CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR AUTHORITY 
ADOPTING REVISED CONTRACTING AND PURCHASING PROCEDURES  

  
 
 BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Capital SouthEast Connector Authority hereby 
adopts the revised Contracting and Purchasing Procedures, in substantially the same form as attached hereto. 
 

This Resolution shall take effect from and after the date of its passage and adoption. 
  

* * * * * 
 

PASSED AND ADOPTED this 26th day of June, 2015, by the following vote: 
 
  AYES:    
 
  NOES:   
 
  ABSENT:  
 
  _____________________________ 
  Chairperson 
  
  
 
 ATTEST: 
 
 
 
 ______________________________ 
 Secretary 
 



 

 

Capital SouthEast Connector JPA Board of Directors Item # 6 
 Receive and File 
June 26, 2015 
 
Recap of the Annual Sacramento Metro Chamber Capitol-to-Capitol Program 
 
Issue: To present to the Board of Directors a recap of the Annual Sacramento Metro Chamber Capitol-to-Capitol 
(Cap-to-Cap) Program attended by JPA staff. 
 
Recommendation:  Receive and File a report on staff involvement in the 2015 Metro Chamber Cap-to-Cap trip.  
 
Background:  For the 45th consecutive year, the Sacramento Metro Chamber led a delegation of business, 
government, and civic leaders to Washington, DC, advancing a set of priorities critical to the region’s economic well 
being and quality of life.  The Metro Chamber’s Cap-to-Cap program is the largest advocacy program of its kind in 
the region and this year had over 300 attendees.  The program has helped secure federal support for key issues 
including water supply and flood protection, transportation infrastructure, and economic development. 
 
Discussion: The Connector’s Project Manager, Derek Minnema, participated in the annual Metro Chamber’s Cap-
to-Cap trip to Washington, D.C. on April 18th through 22nd.  Also participating on the trip representing their 
respective Cities and the Connector were Chair Hume and Director Sander. In advance of the trip, JPA staff worked 
with the Chamber’s Transportation Committee to assemble brochures and policy papers that highlighted 
Sacramento’s transportation priorities.  
 
At the recommendation of the Board, staff also developed a specific information brochure for the Folsom/El Dorado 
segment D3/E1 that was provided to El Dorado County Supervisors Brian Veerkamp and Shiva Frentzen for use in 
their respective appointments.  
 
The Transportation Team had numerous meetings with various congressional, administrative, and interest based 
individuals during the 5-day visit.  The Connector Project was widely mentioned as a priority project for the 
Sacramento region.  In addition, the following individual focus meetings were held related specifically to the 
Connector: 
 

 Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Staff in charge of the Projects of National Regional Significance 
(PNRS) program: JPA staff met with FHWA to discuss the status of the survey of PNRS.  The Connector is an 
eligible project and we continue to wait patiently for the 2015 release of projects. 

 

 US Department of Transportation (USDOT) Office of the Under Secretary for Policy - JPA staff met with 
USDOT to discuss the status of long-term federal transportation legislation and to get a better understanding of 
the potential legislative scenarios that might be introduced this year. 
 

 Congressman Tom McClintock - JPA staff met with Congressman McClintock to inform the Congressman on 
the latest project updates, to discuss the potential for federal transportation legislation, and to request support 
for inclusion of the Connector as a PNRS. 
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 Congressman Ami Bera Staff - JPA staff met with Congressman Bera’s staff to inform the Congressman on the 
latest project updates, discuss the potential for federal transportation legislation, and to request support for 
inclusion of the Connector as a PNRS. 
 

 Staff from the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee (EPW) - JPA staff met with EPW to discuss 
the potential legislative scenarios that are being worked on this year and the potential for language within a 
long- term federal transportation bill that could include funds for Connector-like projects. 
 

 Staff from the Searle Freedom Trust (SFT) - The SFT provides grant money for studies on transportation policy 
and issues.  JPA staff met with SFT to understand the types of studies that compete well for grants and 
discussed the potential for a future grant application by the Connector. 
 

 Staff from the Reason Foundation - The Reason Foundation is a nonprofit think tank that specializes in 
transportation policy. JPA staff met with Reason to discuss a potential visit to Sacramento and to partner on a 
potential advocacy effort to highlight the benefits of the Connector. 

 
In all, JPA staff participated in approximately 12 meetings related to transportation funding, policy, and 
infrastructure economics.  As a result of these meetings, staff feels that the Connector Project benefitted in the 
following ways: 
 

 Staff secured letters of support by both Congressman Bera and Congressman McClintock to USDOT for 
the Connector Project to be designated a Tier 1 Project of National and Regional Significance. 
 

 The JPA gained excellent day-to-day contacts with federal legislative staff in support of upcoming 
appropriation efforts and long-term transportation authorization legislation, and received an updated 
working knowledge of the issues. 
 

 The Project achieved additional regional exposure as an important project for the Sacramento region’s 
transportation goods movement and mobility as a multi-modal project, which will help secure regional 
funding. 

 
Staff will continue this dialog to generate positive reinforcement for the Connector as a result of the Cap-to-Cap trip.  
Staff believes it is worthwhile to take advantage of the opportunities a trip of this scale provides to highlight both the 
progress and remaining challenges of the Connector program.  
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Tom Zlotkowski 
Executive Director 



 

 

 
Capital SouthEast Connector Board of Directors Item # 7 
 Motion  
June 26, 2015 
 
Approve the Work/Finance Plan with SACOG for an Open Space Inventory/Plan 
 
Issue:  Whether to approve the Work/Finance Plan for the Open Space Inventory/Plan to benefit the South 
Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan (“SSHCP”) and the region, as called for in the JPA’s Memorandum of 
Understanding with the Sacramento Area Council of Governments.  
 

Recommendation:  That the Board approve the Work/Finance Plan, as reflected in the attached scopes of work.  
 

Background:  In April 2014, the JPA Board considered a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) with the 
Sacramento Area Council of Governments (“SACOG”) to fund the development of an Open Space Inventory/Plan to 
benefit the SSHCP and the region, as required under the JPA’s 2012 settlement agreement with the Environmental 
Council of Sacramento (“ECOS”) associated with the Connectors PEIR.  
 
The settlement agreement with ECOS calls for an MOU between the JPA and SACOG to define how the JPA’s 
contribution of $300,000 will be transferred to SACOG.  The settlement agreement also requires SACOG to prepare 
a Work/Finance Plan for the Open Space Inventory/Plan, for approval by ECOS and the JPA.   
 
At the JPA’s April, 2014 meeting, the Board requested that the MOU be revised and circulated to interested 
stakeholders for review and comment, and requested that certain changes be made.  The JPA circulated the MOU 
to interested members of the agricultural community and met with interested agricultural stakeholders on two 
occasions.  The MOU was approved by the JPA Board in May, 2014.   
 
Discussion:  The approved MOU stated that SACOG would prepare a Work/Finance Plan for the Open Space 
Inventory/Plan, to be approved by ECOS and the JPA (approval of which would not be unreasonably withheld).  
SACOG and ECOS provided the attached Scopes of Work, which comprise the Work/Finance Plan, to the JPA staff 
and legal counsel in April, 2015.  Staff counsel and SSHCP staff provided clarifying revisions to the Scopes of Work 
and confirmed that the Open Space Inventory/Plan will assist the development of SSHCP.  Staff and legal counsel 
also shared the proposed Scopes of Work with representatives of the agricultural community that expressed an 
interest in reviewing the Work/Finance Plan in April, 2014.  
 
As reflected in the attached Scopes of Work, SACOG will oversee the construction of the model by UC Davis and 
will undertake a significant outreach campaign associated with the development of the Open Space Inventory/Plan, 
which will include representatives of the agricultural community, environmental advocates, and JPA staff, JPA 
member jurisdiction staff, and SSHCP staff, among others.  Through this outreach effort, SACOG will gather 
existing, publicly available resources data that will be inputted in the model being developed by UC Davis.  No new 
data will be obtained as part of this project. 
 
In addition to the Work/Finance Plan for the Open Space Inventory/Plan, attached is a description of the 
Conservation Commodities Market to be funded, which is also identified in the 2012 settlement agreement.     
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Ultimately, the model and data for the Open Space Inventory/Plan will be available to the JPA, its member 
jurisdictions, and SACOG to assist in identifying land that might be used to mitigate for the Connector Project and 
other projects in the region.              
 

A representative of SACOG will be available to answer any questions you may have regarding the proposed 
Scopes of Work and the Open Space Inventory/Plan that will be created.  
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Tom Zlotkowski 
Executive Director 



 
Scope of Work 

Sacramento Region Working Landscapes Pilot Project 
SACOG Component  

 
This scope of work is proposed in conjunction with and in addition to the technical work included in the UC 
Davis Information Center for the Environment scope of work for a pilot working landscapes project for the 
SACOG region. The pilot project will provide guidance on the collection of existing data and modeling 
needed to underpin an effort to define regional strategies for the conservation of natural resources and 
support for management of those lands for environmental and economic benefits. Stakeholders for this 
project include as needed: Connector JPA representatives, local planning staff, landowners/developers, 
federal and state resources regulators, environmental advocacy organizations, and agricultural 
groups/individual landowners. The working landscapes effort adds significant detail about open lands to the 
Rural-Urban Connections Strategy program, which to date has focused mainly on economic opportunities.  
 
SACOG has multiple roles in this pilot study. The first is to oversee and monitor the technical component of 
the working landscapes effort. This includes peer-to-peer training and sharing of data and modeling tools. 
This work also includes working with the Nature Conservancy staff to determine if the Marxan model and its 
application in the SACOG region can function as a module in UrbanFootprint.  Marxan was chosen for testing 
because it is an off-the-shelf, open source model that has been used extensively internationally as well as by 
Caltrans in California for advanced project mitigation (see attached). SACOG will also work with UC Davis to 
engage stakeholders for both the work within Sacramento County and the component of the pilot that 
addresses regional data and modeling. SACOG will lead in engaging key staff from state and federal resource 
agencies and private sector organizations, particularly with regard to using the pilot study as preparation for 
a larger regional working landscapes effort.   
 
TASKS: 
 

1. Technical component 
In coordination with UC Davis, deploy SACOG staff to assist with the following: 

Deliverables:  
a) Project oversight including management of timelines, budget, staff and consultants; preparation 

and scheduling of meetings and progress reports to the SACOG board and stakeholders 
(ongoing); 

b) Gather existing regional natural resources data to the extent available including RUCS data, HCP 
data and to the extent available and in coordination with stakeholders other resource data such 
as hydrologic, sols and carbon sequestration for the purposes of populating the Marxan model 
for both the Sacramento County analysis component, as well as the regional analysis component 
(July  205 – March 2016); 

c) Build a GIS platform that enables UC Davis and SACOG to align and share data (August 2015 – 
December 2015); 

d) Develop approaches to integrate the Marxan model in UrbanFootprint (October 2015 – May 
2016); 

e) Assistance with interpretation of analysis results and reporting findings, particularly in the 
context of RUCS and a regional working landscapes effort (November 2015 – June 2016).   
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Cost:    Not to Exceed $35,609.98 
Personnel:  David Shabazian, RUCS Program Manager 
   Joe Concannon, Data Services Manager 
   Jin Eui Hong, Associate Research Analyst 

 
 

2. Outreach component 
In coordination with UC Davis SACOG staff will lead or assist with the following: 

Deliverables:  
a) In coordination with the SSHCP’s own efforts, engage Sacramento County natural resources 

stakeholder engagement including as needed: Connector JPA representatives, local planning 
staff, landowners/developers, federal and state resources regulators, environmental advocacy 
organizations , and agricultural groups/individual landowners (a specific list of stakeholders will 
be assembled upon project commencement). Meeting schedule will align with UC Davis’ needs 
for data, information and engagement and will be conducted on an individual or group basis as 
needed. Ad hoc meetings may also be needed to respond to stakeholder requests or questions 
(July  2015 – January 2016); 

b) Building upon the Sacramento County effort, as described in subsection (a), above, regional 
engagement will be conducted with natural resources stakeholders including at a minimum: 
federal and state resources regulators, environmental advocacy organizations, agricultural 
groups or individuals, landowners/developers, and local planning staff (a specific list of 
stakeholders will be assembled upon project commencement). These meetings will be 
scheduled according to the completion of the Sacramento County analysis and will be on an 
individual and group basis as needed with the intention of collecting existing, publicly available 
data and information and building support for a working landscapes effort in the broader SACOG 
region (August  2015 – May2016); 

c) Framing of a working landscapes effort within the SACOG region and a work plan utilizing 
findings from the pilot study (November 2015 – May  2016). 

 
Cost:    Not to Exceed $53,910.53 
Personnel:  David Shabazian, RUCS Program Manager 
   Stacey McKinley, SACOG Consultant 

 
 
 
 
Total Budget:  $89,520.51 
 
Overall Project Timeline:   July 2015 – June 2016 
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Milestones for Payment:  
 
  
 
Task Payment Amount 

 
Estimated 
Completion Date 

Complete Build of GIS Platform  
 

$5,000  

Complete Compilation of Sacramento County Natural Resources 
Data   
 

$10,000  

Complete Compilation of Regional Natural Resources Data  
 

$5,000  

Integrate Marxan Model in Urban Footprint 
 

$5,000  

Draft Marxan Analysis Report Available  
 

$5,610  

Complete 1/3 of Sacramento County Outreach meetings   
 

$13,000  

Complete 2/3 of Sacramento County Outreach meetings  
 

$13,000  

Complete 100%  of Sacramento County Outreach meetings  
 

$13,000  

Complete ½ of Regional Outreach meetings  
 

$5.500  

Complete 100% of Regional Outreach meetings 
 

$5,410  

Deliver Work Plan for SACOG Region Effort $4,000 
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Sacramento Region Working Landscapes Pilot Project Budget
SACOG Component 

Salary Benefits Indirect Total
David Shabazian 60.08$         58.22$            54.54$          172.84$       
Joe Concannon 62.15$         60.19$            56.40$          178.74$       
Jin Eui Hong 41.01$         41.81$            38.18$          121.00$       
Stacey McKinley 190.00$       

0.45
SSHCP Portion Regional Portion

7/15 - 1/16 11/15 - 5/16
Hours Cost % of Budget

Task 1 Technical Component David Shabazian 105 18,147.81$    8,166.52$        9,981.30$           
Joe Concannon 30 5,362.16$      2,412.97$        2,949.19$           
Jin Eui Hong 100 12,100.00$    5,445.00$        6,655.00$           

35,609.98$    40% 16,024.49$      19,585.49$         

SSHCP Portion Regional Portion
7/15 - 1/16 11/15 - 5/16

Task 2 Outreach Component David Shabazian 180 31,110.53$    13,999.74$      17,110.79$         
Stacey McKinley 120 22,800.00$    10,260.00$      12,540.00$         

53,910.53$    60% 24,259.74$      29,650.79$         

TOTALS David Shabazian 285 49,258.35$    
Joe Concannon 30 5,362.16$      
Jin Eui Hong 100 12,100.00$    
Stacey McKinley 120 22,800.00$    

535 89,520.51$    



SOW for UCD/SACOG/ South Sacramento project 
 
 
The South Sacramento HCP (SSHCP) is an ongoing conservation and mitigation planning process taking 
place in Sacramento County, within the SACOG planning region.  This proposed Scope of Work has been 
developed in close coordination with the SSHCP staff, and is intended to be a complement to the 
ongoing development of the SSHCP, utilizing the resources data already compiled through the SSHCP 
process. Should the SSHCP wish to utilize the information and tools developed via this proposed 
initiative, they will have full access to do so; conversely, the SSHCP is not required to utilize this 
information and tools, and further, should the SSHCP not ultimately be implemented, utility would 
remain for The Connector JPA and as a pilot effort for a broader regional effort.    A goal of this 
cooperative initiative is to develop and demonstrate a systematic procedure for major stakeholders to 
identify key environmental issues and potential environmental services to be jointly addressed and 
readily deployed and repeatable best-practices GIS modeling processes that will enable planners to 
envision future landscapes under alternative landscape-management scenarios.  
 
The first part of the process is to gain consensus on a minimum set of indicators that are directly tied to 
the South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan to benchmark and identify conservation opportunities 
and to compare opportunities to achieve conservation outcomes.  The indicators defined through the 
analyses will enable the development of variable approaches to identify conservation areas and 
exploration of how those areas compare given geographic size/shape/location of the study area and 
number and type of ecosystem and other services desired.  The process will include development of a 
shared vocabulary to enable clear communication and comparison with other sites by defining 
crosswalks between datasets that are included in the analyses.  Identified indicators will measure 
provision of ecosystem services in addition to the classic water and biodiversity themes.   
 
As part of this effort, UCD will contract with SACOG to develop a spatially-explicit systematic approach, 
using existing, publicly available resources data, for evaluating important ecological areas within the 
planning boundary based on the South Sacramento Conservation Plans Conservation Strategy that have 
potential for mitigation. These assessments will help provide information on conservation areas within 
the planning area.  These assessments will not create a new mitigation standard or conservation 
strategy in addition to that set by the SSHCP.  Rather, these assessment tools could be utilized by the 
SSHCP to further refine and evaluate lands most appropriate for mitigation based upon parity with 
impacts, willing sellers, etc. 
 
Additionally, a modeling framework will be established for future efforts to develop a comprehensive 
land use planning approach for the full SACOG region. Biological, land use, and other data types will be 
collected, cross-walked and brought into a GIS database. This general survey of available data needed 
for systematic land use planning will enable data gaps to be identified as well.  A core modeling 
approach will be to deploy the Marxan model to map configurations of land use that would be highly 
cost effective in providing the species/water protection, ecosystem services, and rural well-being goals 
articulated by SACOG, SSHCP planning staff, and other SACOG member jurisdictions’ staff.  This will be 
followed by least-cost-path analyses, that have been widely tested elsewhere in the Central Valley, that 
identify opportunities for enhancing connectivity and corridors between environmental “hotspots” on 
the Marxan-generated landscapes.  Included in this model development will be training sessions 
conducted to enable interested staff at local land use jurisdictions and SACOG to use the Marxan 
software for future scenario analysis. 



 
Deliverables from this project will identify areas via testing scenarios using additional decision criteria 
(e.g.: ecosystem services), and also identify any key data gaps.  A preliminary Open-Standards workflow 
will be developed to serve as a framework for planning efforts in the full SACOG region, with these initial 
Marxan analyses testing a key technical piece of the workflow.  
 
Specific technical outputs will include: a searchable catalog of available data; lists of missing data (gaps); 
a GIS framework of planning units usable in spatially-explicit land use optimization assessment in the full 
SACOG region; Marxan input files for the S SHCP area and larger assessment areas; Marxan outputs for 
the HCP area and greater region under multiple scenarios; reports detailing the inputs and outputs from 
these analyses, and data across the SACOG region entered in the GIS database. 
 
Task 1 – Test Marxan in HCP area 
This task will focus on identifying potential conservation sites (including habitat, wetlands, and 
agricultural lands) within the HCP planning area using SSHCP-specific variables (e.g. land cover types, 
species occurrences, etc.).  Additional natural resource variables will also be considered that are not 
directly related to the SSHCP (e.g. groundwater recharge, carbon sequestration, etc.).  The Marxan 
model will be developed so that filters and/or variables can be turned on and off. This will enable 
varying levels of analysis. 
 
The first set of variables will provide SSHCP planners with the ability to identify potential conservation 
sites using select variables that are necessary to implement SSHCP. This analysis will relate directly to 
the SSHCP. UCD, together with SSHCP staff, will develop a list of datasets to be included in the variables 
to be available for analysis by the South Sacramento HCP. Data will include both conservation planning 
and landscape variables that describe the suitability of locations for inclusion in a conservation network, 
in collaboration with SSHCP staff. These data will be collected and assembled and data gaps will be 
identified. The datasets will be imported into a database suitable for use in a Marxan land use 
optimization analysis. This database will be compatible with SACOG and local land use jurisdictions’ data 
and tools. Marxan input files will be created from the database and used to assess the HCP area to rank 
conservation potential. Multiple scenarios will be developed in consultation with SSHCP staff.  
 
The second set of scenarios will test variables not included in the SSHCP but that may be used by 
planners for future site analyses. As defined in the partner SOW to this effort, SACOG in coordination 
with stakeholders will collect data  which UC Davis will assemble and data gaps will be identified. The 
datasets will be imported into a database suitable for use in a Marxan land use optimization analysis.  
They will be tested and evaluated for their utility in assisting broader conservation and agricultural 
sustainability planning efforts. Scenarios will be developed in consultation with SACOG, SSHCP staff, and 
relevant stakeholders. 
 

Deliverables:  
• Database of analysis datasets  
• Marxan input files 
• Marxan results under several scenarios  

Non-parcel specific maps 
Analysis report (including Executive Summary)  

Date of completion:  31 December, 2015 
 
 



 
Task 2 – Develop data for SACOG region 
In consultation with the stakeholder team, a preliminary list of important datasets which exist outside of 
the SSHCP planning area will be compiled by UCD for the SACOG region. Outreach will be conducted by 
SACOG to public agencies and private organizations to identify existing, publicly available resources data 
that can be used to assess sustainability in the SACOG region. These datasets will be assembled in a 
database and data gaps will be identified. Methodologies will be developed as needed for describing 
relationships between the data collected. A preliminary Open-Standards workflow will be developed to 
serve as a framework for future planning efforts in the full SACOG region. 
 Deliverables: 

• Searchable database of regional datasets 
• Methodologies to link datasets as needed 
• Preliminary work plan  
• Draft Report (including Executive Summary) 
• Final Report (including Executive Summary) 

 
Date of completion: 31 May , 2016 

 
Task 3 – SACOG Regional assessment using Marxan 
In consultation with project partners, scenarios will be developed for use in Marxan land use modeling 
in areas within the SACOG region larger than the HCP planning area. These scenarios will explore the 
effects of spatial scale and planning focus on conservation planning outputs. Marxan input files will be 
developed from the regional database. 

Deliverables: 
• Database of analysis datasets 
• Marxan input files 
• Marxan results under several scenarios 
• Maps and report (including Executive Summary) 

 
Date of completion: 30 June , 2016 

 
 
 
 
Milestones for Payment:  
 
Task No. Task Description Payment Amount Estimated 

Completion Date 
1 Database of Analysis Datasets 

 
$10,000  

1 Marxan Input Files 
 

$10,000  

1 Marxan Results Under Several Scenarios $10,000 
 

 

1 Analysis Report 
 

$12,500  

2 Searchable Database of Regional Datasets $12,000  



 
2 Methodologies to Link Datasets, as Needed 

 
$10,000  

2 Preliminary Work Plan 
 

$15,000  

2 Draft Report (including Executive Summary) 
 

$10,000  

2 Final Report (including Executive Summary) 
 

$10,000  

3 Database of Analysis Datasets 
 

$12,500  

3 Marxan Input Files $15,000 
 

 

3 Marxan Results under Several Scenarios 
 

$12,500  

3 
 

Draft Maps and Report (including Executive 
Summary) 

$10,000  

3 Final Maps and Report (including Executive 
Summary) 

$10,492  

 



Budget
Monthly 

Salary
FY 14/15 
Benefits

FY 15/16
Benefits

FY 14/15 
Months

FY 15/16 
Months

Total 
months

Total 
14/15

Total 
15/16 TOTAL Justification

FTE 
equivalent

Personnel

Bjorkman 4,924.95   50.4% 51.7% 1.00 1.50 2.50 7,407$    11,207$   18,614$     

Jackie Bjorkman, (GIS Analyst), Tasks 1 &2 – Data 
acquisition and assembly, creation of Marxan files, 
map creation, report writing; Task 3 – Creation of 
Marxan files, map creation, report writing 0.21

Boynton 4,924.95   50.4% 51.7% 1.00 1.50 2.50 7,407$    11,207$   18,614$     

Ryan Boynton, (GIS Analyst), Tasks 1 &2 – Data 
acquisition and assembly, creation of Marxan files, 
map creation, report writing; Task 3 – Creation of 
Marxan files, map creation, report writing 0.21

Huber 5,064.17   38.3% 38.4% 2.00 2.54 4.54 14,007$  17,802$   31,810$     
Patrick Huber, (PI and Project Scientist): Task 1, 2, 3 – 
Project lead & team management, report writing 0.38

Hollander 5,276.18   50.4% 51.7% 1.00 1.00 2.00 7,935$    8,004$     15,939$     
Allan Hollander, (Project Analyst): Task 2 – Database 
architect, data acquisition and assembly, report 0.17

Thorne 7,372.14   50.4% 51.7% 0.50 0.50 1.00 5,544$    5,592$     11,136$     
James Thorne, (Research Scientist): Task 2 – Regional 
project outreach 0.08

Riggle 5,266.67   50.4% 51.7% 0.50 0.50 1.00 3,961$    3,995$     7,955$        
Courtney Riggle, (Sustainable Sourcing Project 
Manager): Task 2 – regional project outreach 0.08

Musker 3,500.00   50.4% 51.7% 0.00 2.00 2.00 -$        10,619$   10,619$     

       
Regional project outreach, data acquisition and 
assembly, report writing 0.17

Supplies 250 250 500$           Misc supplies/printing/software

Travel 250 250 500$           
Project team--regional travel for partner and 
stakeholder meetings (mileage @ $0.56/mi))

Total direct 46,761$  68,925$   115,687$   
IDC @ 38/38.5% 17,769$  26,536$   44,306$     
Total D+I 64,531$  95,462$   159,992$   

Staffing detail

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Total
Bjorkman 0.60 0.40 0.25 0.50 0.75 2.50
Boynton 0.60 0.40 0.25 0.50 0.75 2.50
Huber 1.00 1.00 0.54 1.25 0.75 4.54
Hollander 1.00 1.00 2.00
Thorne 0.50 0.50 1.00
Riggle 0.50 0.50 1.00
Musker 2.00 2.00

Timeline
2015 2016

Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb
Task 1 Test Marxan in 

Task 2
Develop data for 
SACOG region

Task 2

 
assessment using 
Marxan

FY 2014/2015 FY 2015/2016



 
Conservation Commodities Market/Conservation Investment Mechanism Study:   
$50, 000   
 
SACOG in coordination with ECOS, will identify the appropriate consultant for the use of 
$50,000 for the conceptual and legal exploration of a local investment mechanism for 
conservation acquisitions, i.e. a "Conservation Commodities Market."  
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 
This would be an effort to explore the possibilities for creation of a financial instrument/s 
for the investment purchase of biological resource rich, agricultural resource rich, and 
ecosystem-service rich real estate properties in our region.  These would be selected for 
their appropriateness for inclusion in local Habitat Conservation Plans as well advanced 
mitigation efforts along the lines of RAMP (Regional Advanced Mitigation Planning). 
Creating what amounts to a regional mitigation bank funded by private investors, it would 
potentially function as openly traded commodities market for open space resources. 
Profits for investors would be realized as these properties are utilized as mitigation to 
offset the impacts from development projects in our region.  The regional mitigation bank 
would ideally be a non-profit, with any proceeds going to further conservation activities. 
 
The investment mechanism would make available potentially large sums of capital for 
the purchase of important properties for conservation even when the development 
efforts that typically fuel the purchase of mitigation lands are stalled or stopped. For the 
SSHCP, as an example, this would allow preserve creation to occur before excessive 
speculative pressures diminish the willingness of sellers.  Over time, this source of 
capital would allow the purchase of lands at the cheapest times and have them available 
for mitigation during boom times. 
 
Tasks involved in this exploration include but are not limited to: 
1. Examination of the viability of return for a local "commodities market" relative to 
existing and/or potential real estate investment instruments, and determination of the 
precise vehicle for executing such investment and return. 
2. Examination of what the appropriate entity would be to house such investment and to 
execute conservation acquisitions. 
3. Examination of the potential applicability of the Starker 1031 tax free exchange for 
such an investment.  
 
Deliverables include: 
1. A report on the findings of the above explorations. 
2. According to these findings, the development of a work plan of tasks required for the 
legal establishment of the investment mechanism.  
 
Contract: $50,000 
Timeframe: To be determined in concert with identified consultant 



 

 

 
Capital SouthEast Connector JPA Board of Directors Item # 8 
 Resolution 
June 26, 2015 
 
Adopt Revised 2015 Board Meeting Schedule  
 
Issue:  To adopt a revised Board meeting schedule for 2015, as required by the Joint Exercise of Powers 
Agreement.  
 
Recommendation:  Staff recommends the Board review the proposed revised Board meeting schedule as 
attached and provide feedback, as required. 
 
Background:  Section 6(b) of the Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement requires the Board to establish, by 
resolution, the number of regular meetings to be held each year and the date, hour, and location at which such 
regular meetings will be held, provided the Board shall meet at least once every three months. 
 
Discussion:  Due to an unanticipated calendar conflict in the Chairman’s schedule, it is necessary to move the JPA 
Board meeting for the remainder of the calendar year 2015 and into 2016.  At this time, staff recommends that the 
Board move the Connector JPA’s regular meetings to the fourth Friday of each month, at 8:30 a.m., in the City of 
Rancho Cordova City Hall Council Chambers except for the July, November, and December 2015 meetings, which 
will be held on the third Friday of the month.   
 
It was originally proposed that the Board would have a summer break and cancel the July meeting, however due to 
urgency of approving the D3/E1 alignment staff proposes that we schedule a meeting for July 17th.   
 
A copy of the proposed meeting schedule is attached.  While staff has worked in earnest to find common times to 
allow for full Board participation, we understand this objective may not have been met.  Today’s hearing is intended 
to adopt, by resolution, as required in the JPA’s joint powers agreement, the meeting dates shown on the  attached 
calendar as the JPA’s regular meeting dates  
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 

 
Tom Zlotkowski 
Executive Director 
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 Item # 8 

Attachment 
 
 

RESOLUTION NO. 2015-17 
 

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
OF THE CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR AUTHORITY 

ADOPTING THE REVISED 2015 BOARD MEETING SCHEDULE 
 
 
 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Capital SouthEast Connector Authority hereby adopts 
the revised 2015 Board Meeting Schedule presented to the Board at this meeting, in substantially the same form as 
attached hereto. 
 

This Resolution shall take effect from and after the date of its passage and adoption. 
 

* * * * * 
 

PASSED AND ADOPTED this 26th day of June, 2015, by the following vote: 
 
AYES: 
 
NOES: 
 
ABSENT: 
 
 
 
             
       Chairperson 
 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
      
Secretary 

 
 



 

 

Capital SouthEast Connector JPA Board of Directors Item # 9 
 Motion 
June 26, 2015 
 
Approve the Submission of the SACOG 2016 Flexible Funding Grant Application 
 
Issue:  To support the submission of a request to the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) for 
funding under the current round of Federal/State grant funding. 
 
Recommendation:  Approve a joint submittal with the City of Folsom to SACOG, requesting a $15 million 
Regional/Local funding grant to assist with the construction of the Connector Project. 
 
Background:  Every two years, SACOG conducts a programming round to allocate funds to projects based on 
regional  apportionments of Federal Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ), Regional Surface 
Transportation Program (RSTP), and State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) funds. These funds are 
then designated to regional programs for projects specific to Community Design, Bicycle/Pedestrian, and 
Regional/Local projects.  
 
The last SACOG funding cycle was completed in 2014. In the 2014 programming round, SACOG approved a 
Federal and State Programing Project List totaling $115 million in new program funding.   The anticipated 2015-16 
funding targets for each program have not yet been finalized, but are assumed to be similar to previous funding 
limits.   
 
In the 2013-14 Programming Round the Connector JPA was awarded $2 million for Segment D2 (Jackson Highway 
to White Rock Road) for Preliminary Engineering/Environmental Documentation work through the Regional/Local 
Program.  
 
Discussion:  This round, the City of Folsom and the Connector JPA will submit a joint application for funding under 
the SACOG Regional/Local Program.  If awarded, funds will be used for the Folsom Segment (D3) planning and 
construction work along White Rock Road between Prairie City Road and the Sacramento / El Dorado County line.  
 
The City and the JPA are submitting a joint application to demonstrate to SACOG the priority of this segment to 
both entities, and to follow up on the discussions that took place earlier this year during the MTP update project 
nomination process.  During those discussions it was recognized by SACOG that they considered the end 
segments of the Connector more important to mobility and congestion relief than the middle segments.  
 
An effort was also made to include Sacramento County in the joint application since it is in control of the south half 
of the D3 segment.  Due to Board of Supervisors schedules, however, the process to define their grant priorities 
occurred prior to our discussions with the City of Folsom.  
 
The other high priority project discussed with SACOG is the Kammerer Road Connection between I-5 and SR-99.  
However the City of Elk Grove is currently pursuing that project independent of the Connector. 
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SACOG does not program funds for El Dorado County.  That occurs under a separate process conducted by the El 
Dorado County Transportation Commission (EDCTC).  Staff is in discussions with both EDCTC and El Dorado 
County staff with regard to segment E1 priority and plans to provide a status report on progress by your September 
meeting.  
 
SACOG has stated that grant applications should only focus on 3 of the 7 potential project performance outcomes 
listed below: 
 

1. A regional reduction in VMT per capita; 
 

2. A regional reduction in congested VMT per capita; 
 

3. An increase in multi-modal travel/alternative travel/choice of transportation options; 
 

4. Provide long-term economic benefit within the region, recognizing the importance of sustaining both the 
urban and rural economies; 

 
5. Improve goods movement, including farm-to market travel, in and through the region; 

 
6. Significantly improve safety and security; 

 
7. Demonstrate “state of good repair” benefits that improve the efficiency of the existing transportation system. 

 
Staff believes the Connector Project could score extremely well under each of the seven performance outcomes, 
though we understand that SACOG has asked that we only focus on three to shorten the grant submittals.  The 
three performance outcomes staff has chosen, and the rationale in support of those choices, are: 
 
Performance Outcome 4 - The project provides long term economic benefit within the region, recognizing the 
importance of sustaining both urban and rural economies. 
 
Segment D3 of the Connector would aid economic vitality by improving accessibility to existing and planned job 
centers and commercial areas, specifically the planned mix use development south of US 50 in the City of Folsom’s 
sphere of influence and the key commute corridor parallel to US 50 between El Dorado Hills and Rancho Cordova.  
This development opportunity is expected to help increase job opportunities in eastern Sacramento County, thereby 
enhancing the regions’ economic competitiveness. Implementation of Segment D3 will facilitate diversified 
employment opportunities for residents of the region and provide a larger reservoir of skilled workers to businesses 
in the corridor by creating a more direct connection between residential areas and employment centers.   
 
The funding of Segment D3 through the Regional/Local program, which will leverage the significant local funds 
already committed for project development, is a prudent regional investment in the realization of the projected 
economic benefit.      
 
The Connector JPA commissioned an independent Economic Impact Study, completed in 2012, which 
demonstrated the following economic benefits: 
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The Connector’s construction will create:  
 

 5,400 new full-time jobs  

 $310 million in new labor income  

 $831 million in new regional economic output  

 $23 million in new indirect business tax revenue 
 
Over 20 years, the Connector is expected to:  
 

 Create 25,000 total new direct and indirect jobs  

 Generate $2.5 billion in new economic output  

 Generate $182 million in new indirect business tax revenue 
 
These numbers were generated for the entire project without specific breakdowns per segment to avoid the sense 
of implied competition, but staff will look to refine the numbers for the D3 segment prior to the application deadline. 
Regardless of whether this detail is available, a simple extrapolation per lane mile indicates comparative high 
values for this performance metric. 
 
Performance Outcome 5 - The project improves goods movement, including farm to market travel in and through 
the region.   
 
Truck volumes along the proposed Connector alignment are estimated to range from 6% to 13% (except in EDH 
where 4% is expected) of the total traffic volumes by 2035.  The Folsom Segment will see even higher truck 
percentages due to the multiple approved rock quarries adjacent to the alignment.  
 
By serving as an alternative route for congested I-5, SR-99 and US 50, as well as substantially reducing delay and 
travel times along the current alignment, the proposed project will reduce the cost of shipping goods and facilitate 
goods movement throughout the region.  The JPA estimates that reduced congestion and travel delays will save 
area residents and workers $11.7 million annually after full build out. 
 
The proposed project would preserve productive agricultural uses in the corridor and minimize growth inducement 
through sound transportation facility improvements and implementation.  The proposed project would include 
design features that are intended to relieve potential encroachment on natural and agricultural resources.  The 
corridor would also continue to accommodate agricultural uses by accommodating the regional need to transport 
agricultural products to market and to move agricultural equipment. 
 
Performance Outcome 6 - The project significantly improves safety and security.   
 
The safety benefits of the Connector are significant.  Increasing vehicle traffic degrades the safety of existing 
facilities.  Studies show that accidents are reduced 40% to 60% when a typical two‐lane roadway is converted to a 
four-lane divided roadway.  In a study prepared in 2008 by the University of Washington for Federal Highway 
Administration titled, “Cost Effective Safety Improvements for Two-Lane Rural Roads” found that in sections where 
lanes were added, there was a 56% reduction in the crash rate.  Additionally, there was also a significant reduction 
in injury or fatal crash rates, which were reduced by 55% for upgraded roads.  The number of crashes per mile was 
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reduced by 43%.  Studies also consistently show that the more access points per mile, the higher the accident rate. 
Access controls will dramatically reduce fatalities, injuries, and property damage. 
 
By extrapolating these results to the Connector accident data, in the 4 years of accelerated delivery that is planned 
for the backbone improvements, 57 injury or fatal accidents could potentially be avoided. The two-lane rural design 
of the current roadway D3 also impairs the movement of emergency vehicles.  By providing a 4-lane, limited access 
expressway through the segment, the safety and security of the corridor will be greatly improved.  
 
In conclusion, the Regional/Local Program is SACOG's largest competitive program.  The emphasis of the program 
is to fund projects that provide regional benefits.  The program seeks to promote effective and efficient use of 
limited state and federal funding resources to both develop and maintain the regional transportation network.  This 
is accomplished through the funding of capital projects, road rehabilitation projects, and the construction of shovel 
ready projects. The Connector is an excellent candidate for this program. 
 
The grant application is being prepared by staff in concert with the City of Folsom and will be submitted by July 10.  
Applications are reviewed by a Working Group consisting of local agency staff.  Reviewers will use factors in each 
applicant’s three chosen outcomes to measure a projects performance.  Under each performance outcome are 
performance ranges “High, Medium, and Low” that the Working Group will consider when rating the project.  
 
Finally, following the July 10 submission, the remaining schedule for awards under the program is anticipated to be 
as follows: 
 

 July to August, 2015 - SACOG staff draft recommendations for funding and formulate recommendations for 
the SACOG Board of Directors. 
 

 October 7, 2015 - Recommendations are presented for information to the Regional Planning Partnership.  
 

 December 10, 2015 - The SACOG Board adopts the final project funding recommendations. 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Tom Zlotkowski 
Executive Director 



 

 

 
Capital SouthEast Connector Board of Directors Item # 10 
 Resolution  
June 26, 2015 
 
Authorize the Executive Director to Negotiate and Enter into an Agreement with CH2M for Segment D2 
Preliminary Engineering and Environmental Documentation Services for the Capital SouthEast Connector. 
 
Issue:  To present the Board with a recommended consultant for Segment D2 Preliminary Engineering and 
Environmental Documentation Services following the issuance of the Request for Proposals (RFP) and to request 
authorization to negotiate a contract for said services.  

 
Recommendation:  Staff recommends that the Board authorize the Executive Director to negotiate terms and enter 
into a contract with CH2M for an amount not-to-exceed the federal Surface Transportation Program (STP) grant 
equal to $2 million plus the local match.  
 
Background: At your March, 2015 meeting, the Board approved the April release of the Request for Proposals 
(RFP) for Segment D2 Preliminary Engineering and Environmental Documentation Services. 
 
On April 8, 2015, the JPA released an RFP to an extensive list of consultants with experience in federal Surface 
Transportation Program (STP) and locally funded transportation projects, as well as experience with the technical 
skills to perform preliminary engineering and environmental documentation service.  An advertisement for the 
solicitation was also placed in the Sacramento Bee as prescribed by JPA policy.  In addition, the RFP notice was 
posted on the JPA website. 
 
On May 6, 2015, the JPA received two proposals it deemed responsive from qualified firms for the requested 
services.  An evaluation of the proposals was undertaken to select a firm/team that demonstrated experience and 
knowledge in the fields of basemapping and surveying, geotechnical and drainage studies, traffic analysis, 
geometric roadway design, utility coordination, right-of-way mapping, structure type selections, cost estimates and 
project approval under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA).  The two firms/teams submitting proposals included: 
 

CH2M 
Dokken Engineering 
 

An evaluation panel comprised of staff members from the affected jurisdictions reviewed the written proposals.  The 
panel was comprised of: 
 
 Dean Blank, Department of Transportation, Sacramento County 
 Mark Thomas, Senior Civil Engineer, City of Rancho Cordova   
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 John Webb, Environmental Manager, California Department of Transportation - District 3 
 Sue Bauer, Senior Environmental Planner, California Department of Transportation - District 3 (interview only) 
 Tom Zlotkowski, Executive Director, Capital SouthEast Connector JPA  
 
Both proposals were well received and the JPA thanks the firms and their teams for their interest and 
responsiveness to the solicitation request.  Based on the panel’s initial rankings of the written proposals, CH2M and 
Dokken Engineering were invited to interview.  Interviews with the two firms were held on June 1, 2015.  Both the 
Executive Director and Project Manager attended the interviews along with the evaluation panel members, 
however, the Project Manager did not participate in the rankings.  Due to a conflict with another meeting, Sue Bauer 
represented Caltrans for John Webb.  Both Sue and John work closely for Caltrans District 3 Environmental Branch, 
so her substitution was considered reasonable and appropriate. 
 
Discussion:  While only two proposals were received, staff believes that the competition was adequate and there is 
no need to readvertise the RFP.  Both consultant teams submitted proposals reflecting that they are highly qualified, 
and based on staff’s inquiries, there is no basis to believe that readvertising the RFP would result in the submission 
of additional proposals. 
 
Based on the combined rankings of the written proposals and oral interviews, CH2M was identified as the highest 
ranked consultant.  The combined total ranking scores for the two teams from the four panel members were within 4 
points with a total of 400 available, making this a very competitive selection process.  Staff is requesting 
authorization to clarify responsibilities, negotiate terms, and if successful, enter into a contract with the consultant 
prior to your next scheduled meeting in August to keep up momentum on the project and in accordance with the 
Board approved FY 2015-16 Work Plan and Schedule.  The amount to be paid to the consultant under this 
Agreement shall not exceed $2 million in federal Surface Transportation Program (STP) grant funds plus the 
required local match of 11.47% for a total of $2,259,121.  Funding for this contract has been allocated in the current 
Fiscal year JPA Budget, will be allocated in the FY 2016-17 budget, and is also in compliance with any 
requirements and/or restrictions set forth within those sources.  Staff will use the JPA’s standard consultant services 
agreement for federally funded projects in a form acceptable to the JPA’s counsel. 
 
In the event that an agreement on scope, terms, and budget cannot be reached with CH2M, JPA staff is asking for 
further authorization to negotiate and enter into a contract with Dokken Engineering as the second highest ranked 
consultant team.  As this is a federal-aid contract, all necessary documentation and procedures will comply with 
Caltrans guidelines and policies.    
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Tom Zlotkowski 
Executive Director 
 



 
 

 
 Item # 10 
 Attachment 

 
 

RESOLUTION NO. 2014-18 
 

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
OF THE CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR AUTHORITY  

AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO NEGOTIATE AND ENTER INTO AN  
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR AND CH2M FOR 

D2 PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION SERVICES  
FOR THE CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR  

 
 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Capital SouthEast Connector Authority that the 
Executive Director is hereby authorized to negotiate and enter into an agreement with CH2M for an amount not to 
exceed $2,259,121 for Segment D2 preliminary engineering and environmental documentation services for the 
Capital SouthEast Connector.  In the event that an agreement on scope and price cannot be reached with CH2M, 
staff is further authorized to negotiate with Dokken Engineering under the same contract limit amount. 
 

This Resolution shall take effect from and after the date of its passage and adoption. 
 

* * * * * 
 

PASSED AND ADOPTED this 26th day of June, 2015, by the following vote: 
 
 AYES: 
 
 NOES: 
 
 ABSENT: 
  
 
       
      
 Chairperson 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
      
Secretary 

 



 

 

 
Capital SouthEast Connector Board of Directors Item # 11 
 Motion 
June 26, 2015 
 
Approve Design Strategy for Crossing the Sacramento-Placerville Transportation Corridor in Segment D3 
of the Connector Project 
 
Issue:  To provide the Board with an update on the design options associated with the crossing of the Connector 
Segment D3 (White Rock Road) at the Sacramento-Placerville Transportation Corridor (SPTC) and direct staff 
accordingly. 
 
Recommendation:  Direct staff to proceed towards environmentally clearing both an at-grade vertical profile and 
an underpass grade separation vertical profile in the Segment D3/E1 environmental document and continue 
discussions with interested parties leading to a final design decision. 
 
Background:  In the mid-1860’s, the Placerville and Sacramento Valley Railroad (P&SVRR) was built as an 
extension of the Sacramento Valley Railroad.  It connected Folsom to Latrobe, Shingle Springs, and Placerville.  
The railroad was used to transport passengers along with agricultural, mineral, and timber resources from El 
Dorado County to destinations throughout California.  In 1898, the P&SVRR became a part of the Southern Pacific 
Transportation Company (SPT). 
 
In 1986 Southern Pacific ended freight operations due to declining demand for freight rail service and on October 8, 
1991, the Sacramento-Placerville Transportation Corridor Joint Powers Authority (SPTC-JPA) was formed for the 
purpose of purchasing the Placerville Branch and to provide reciprocal use agreements for transportation and 
transportation preservation uses.  There are four member agencies of the SPTC-JPA: County of El Dorado, City of 
Folsom, County of Sacramento, and the Sacramento Regional Transit District.   
 
On October 22, 1993, Southern Pacific filed a notice of exemption to abandon 37 miles of its Placerville Branch and 
on February 14, 1994, the SPTC JPA submitted an offer to purchase the line.  A Notice of Interim Trail Use (NITU) 
under the National Trails System Act, 16 U.S.C. 1247 (d), was issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission on 
July 27, 1995. for 37 miles of the Placerville Branch from milepost 108.00 near Nimbus rail station to milepost 
147.14 near Diamond Springs.  The SPTC-JPA negotiated with SPT to acquire SPT's entire Placerville Branch from 
milepost 94.76, at Brighton, to milepost 147.6, at Apex.  
 
Although the JPA purchased the right of way from SPT in September 1996, the JPA is an ongoing agency with the 
purpose of preserving the corridor for transportation uses and acting as trail manager overseeing interim trail use of 
the corridor. 
 
Since the mid-1990’s the corridor has been a mixed use corridor enjoyed by train enthusiasts, equestrians, hikers, 
mountain bikers, and nature lovers of all ages.  Volunteers have acquired, restored, and operated rolling stock 
consisting of various motorcars and speeders in addition to physically maintaining the rail lines in order to preserve 
local rail history.  Parts of the corridor have had the rails removed and replaced with a paved shared use path that is 
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enjoyed by bicyclists, walkers and equestrians.  Other volunteers have improved the natural trails throughout the 
corridor for mountain biking, hiking, or equestrian use. 
 
Railbanking 
 
The western 16 miles of the Placerville Branch Corridor was purchased by the SPTC-JPA for use by Sacramento 
Regional Transit to extend the Gold Light Rail Line from the City of Sacramento to the City of Folsom.  The SPTC-
JPA “railbanked” the eastern 39.6-miles of the corridor under the protection of the National Trails System Act 
 
Railbanking, as defined by the National Trails System Act, 16 USC 1247 (d), (also known as “Rails-to-Trails”) is a 
voluntary agreement between a railroad company and a public agency or private organization to use a rail corridor 
for interim trail use subject to possible future reconstruction and reactivation of the right of way for rail service.  
Because such interim trail use is subject to restoration or reconstruction for railroad purposes and is not treated as 
abandonment of the railroad right of way for railroad purposes, and any reversion to adjoining landowners that 
might otherwise occur under state law upon abandonment is postponed.  
 
Railbanking takes place during the rail corridor abandonment process. Official negotiations with the railroad begin 
after the railroad submits an initial notification to abandon the line to the Surface Transportation Board (STB). 
Negotiations end with either railbanking or line abandonment.  Under the National Trails System Act, railbanking 
preserves established railroad rights-of-way to be used for interim trail use subject to the reactivation of rail service, 
which means that any approved rail service provider may reassert control at any time in order to restore rail service 
on the line.    
 

Operating Railroads 
 
There are currently two operating excursion railroads on the SPTC: the Placerville and Sacramento Valley Railroad 
(P&SVRR), a California non-profit public benefit corporation, operating out of the City of Folsom and Sacramento 
County, and the El Dorado Western Railroad operating out of the towns of Shingle Springs and El Dorado.  The 
excursion rail operations are non-insular tourist railroads, since the lines are separated from the general system of 
railroads at Folsom Junction.  
 
Both organizations are operating motorcars or speeders which were typically used by railroads as track inspection 
vehicles.  These smaller vehicles allowed the railroads to start operation with a smaller initial investment, less 
ongoing maintenance costs, and limited regulatory requirements.  It is a goal for both railroads to run diesel engines 
pulling a variety of rolling stock to accommodate a larger number of passengers.  With donations of engines and 
volunteer labor, both railroads are on their way to seeing this reality.   
 
In 2007, the SPTC-JPA conducted public workshops in Placerville and Folsom to obtain community input on the 
potential uses and improvements to the Placerville Branch rail corridor.  Workshop participants expressed interest 
in the initiation of some form of excursion rail service along the corridor.  After a lengthy feasibility study, public 
input and negotiation process, the P&SVRR was granted a license agreement. 
 
On May 2, 2011, the SPTC-JPA Board approved a five-year license agreement and authorized its Chief Executive 
Officer to submit the license agreement to each affected member agency for approval and, following ratification by 
each affected member agency, to execute and deliver the License Agreement for excursion rail operations.  The 
request was approved by the City of Folsom and Sacramento County, but denied by El Dorado County.  Because of 
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this decision, the P&SVRR must apply for individual use permits for each excursion trip it takes across the El 
Dorado County Line and into Latrobe. In recent years, El Dorado County Board of Supervisors has approved 
monthly trips for the P&SVRR “Latrobe Breakfast Special.” 
 
The License Agreement minimizes liability to the SPTC-JPA and its Member Agencies, ensures that no public 
subsidy from the SPTC-JPA or its Member Agencies will be provided for excursion rail services including capital, 
operating and maintenance costs, and reserves the SPTC-JPA's right to implement and grant licenses for other 
uses in the rail corridor that do not materially compete or conflict with the P&SVRR excursion rail operations. 
 
The agreement also requires P&SVRR to maintain the surface of such crossing in accordance with CPUC General 
Order No. 72-B.  If unsafe conditions or disrepair are noted in any public road crossings, the SPTC-JPA and its 
member agencies reserve the right to perform any maintenance or repair they deem necessary, and to charge 
P&SVRR for the cost thereof. 
 
Existing Conditions  
 
Currently, White Rock Road crosses the SPTC-JPA right of way at-grade immediately adjacent and east of 
Placerville Road.  It is a CPUC approved crossing (DOT #753561T & CPUC #001AH-117.9) that functions with the 
use of manually controlled crossing arms and lights.  The crossing lies on a section of White Rock Road that has a 
5% downhill grade from east to west and has a skew of roughly 55 degrees.  Due to the proximity of the intersection 
of White Rock Road and Placerville Road/Payen Road to the crossing, any major changes in vertical profile to 
accommodate a new crossing configuration would likely require significant alteration to the existing intersection. 
 
Relevant Studies 
 
The El Dorado County Transportation Commission (EDCTC) is the planning and programming authority for 
transportation projects on the western slope of El Dorado County.  In 2013, EDCTC received a Federal Highway 
Administration Partnership Planning Grant to study the regional impacts of the Sacramento Placerville 
Transportation Corridor.  A study is ongoing and a draft is attached to this report.   
 
The study is being completed with assistance from the members of the SPTC-JPA which includes El Dorado 
County, Sacramento County, the City of Folsom, and Sacramento Regional Transit.  The goal of the study is to give 
public officials and community members the technical analysis needed to make informed decisions about 
prioritizing, funding and implementing improvements to the SPTC that will provide the public with the greatest 
benefit.  
 
For reference, the draft of the study has been provided as an attachment to this staff report and the final study is 
expected to be presented at the August 6, 2015 EDCTC meeting.  Staff will continue to monitor this effort and 
inform the Board as necessary regarding its implementation. 
  
Future Connector Crossing 
 
As part of the D3 Segment, the Connector will have a new alignment and new profile transforming the rural two-lane 
roadway into a regional four-lane expressway.  This new roadway facility will require significant engineering and 
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discussion with the County of Sacramento, City of Folsom, SPTC-JPA and the California Public Utilities 
Commission (CPUC). 
 
Ultimately the CPUC will make a determination of the appropriate intersection safety features to avoid potential 
conflicts with the existing SPTC-JPA corridor and new expressway.  The CPUC will determine whether an at-grade 
crossing with crossing arms will be adequate, or if a grade separated crossing will be required.  If the CPUC 
requires a grade separated crossing, this would require the new expressway to be depressed under or elevated 
over the track.   
 
It may also be desirable to anticipate a grade separated crossing of the Connector for future trail users.  Although 
an accommodation of such a use is not currently planned, the aforementioned EDCTC study and resulting policy 
decisions may provide additional clarification on the future uses of the corridor.   
 
Discussion:  To advance the environmental document for Segment D3, the crossing of the Connector (White Rock 
Road) at the Sacramento-Placerville Transportation Corridor must be refined to a sufficient level of detail so that 
impacts can be appropriately analyzed.  These impacts are not just limited to the transportation corridor itself but 
include any other impacts to adjacent infrastructure and natural resources. Since the railroad line itself has a very 
tight geometric operating window, even small changes to its vertical and horizontal alignment can result in 
significant consequences and costs.     
 
Several feasible alternatives exist for Connector geometry near the existing rail crossing.  The Connector geometry 
must provide for a safe crossing that meets design standards, be cost effective and constructible, and recognize the 
needs and preferences of project stakeholders including bicycle, pedestrian and rail traffic. 
 
Option 1: Connector Overhead 
 
An Overhead structure is when a roadway or pedestrian trail is placed over a railroad right of way.  This alternative 
assumes that the Connector would be elevated over the transportation corridor.  The profile of the Connector (top of 
deck elevation) would have to be approximately 30 feet higher than the top of rail elevations.  The structure would 
be quite large, as it would need to accommodate 4 lanes of traffic, shoulders, and pedestrian and bicycle facilities.  
The elevated approach roadway would extend approximately 1,700 feet in each direction and would require 
extensive embankment fills and/or large retaining walls.  Substantial right of way impacts and wetland impacts 
associated with the fills would also be incurred.  A connection to Placerville Road/Payen Road would likely be 
impossible.  
 
This option adds approximately $15m to the cost of the project. Due to the cost, it is not recommended that this 
option be further developed for inclusion in the D3/E1 environmental document. 
 
Option 2: Connector Underpass 
 
An Underpass structure is when a roadway or pedestrian trail is placed under a railroad right of way. This 
alternative assumes that the Connector would be depressed under the transportation corridor.  The profile of the 
Connector would have to be approximately 24 feet below the top of rail elevations.  Coordination on the width of the 
structure would need to determine whether it accommodates rail only (no Trail), both rail and trail, or trail only (no 
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Rail).  If rail is to be accommodated, coordination on structure type would need to determine whether it 
accommodates existing excursion rail use or other Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) uses.  
 
This option would also require excavation in areas of planned development or large retaining walls. It would result in 
a larger footprint and additional right of way both north and south of the alignment.  Significant impacts to wetlands 
would occur.  This option would require that the rail corridor be placed temporarily out of service during construction 
and would add replacing rail tracks into the construction contract.  In addition, fiber optics easements are still held 
by Union Pacific Railroad.  If fiber optics exists at this location, the cost of relocation of said fiber optics will need to 
be borne by the D3 project.  
 
This option adds approximately $4.5m to the cost of the project. Due to the cost and impacts to wetlands it is not 
recommended that this option be further developed for inclusion in the D3/E1 environmental document. 
 
Option 3: Connector At-Grade 
 
This alternative assumes that the Connector would cross the existing transportation corridor close to or at the 
existing elevation (“at-grade”). This option avoids significant wetland impacts and minimizes right of way acquisition.  
This option could likely accommodate a future grade-separated structure for pedestrian and bicyclists over the 
Connector, but it is unlikely that this option could accommodate a future grade-separated structure for rail.   
 
Similar to other existing crossings within the City of Folsom and other future crossings within the Folsom south Plan 
Area, this option would require close coordination with the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) who will 
determine whether crossing equipment is necessary, and if so, approval of the crossing design.  If the CPUC 
determines that crossing equipment is required it adds a stop onto the expressway that was not previously identified 
and would add approximately $750k to the cost of the project.   
 
At this time staff does not support an additional stop on the Connector and staff is working to determine how the 
additional costs of the crossing equipment would be handled and by whom.  However, given this option’s limited 
impact on the adjacent environment and relative low cost compared to other options, it is recommended for 
additional review and inclusion in the environmental analysis. It should be noted that a future grade separation of 
the expressway for the railroad and/or other uses under consideration is not precluded by the selection of Option 3.  
 
Next Steps 
 
Due to the uncertainty of overall responsibilities at this time, staff recommends that the environmental document 
consider Option 3 only.  Options 1 and 2 are costly and have significant impacts to wetlands which will jeopardize 
the current permitting strategy.  
 
The environmental document for the D3/E1 segment is just the first of several project development steps leading 
towards eventual segment construction.  Over the course of the next 8 to 12 months, it will be necessary to 
coordinate with the SPTC JPA, CPUC, City of Folsom and Sacramento County to select a final design alternative to 
take to construction.  A delay in advancing a final design by that time will likely incur additional delivery costs and 
project delays above those already estimated.  Given those undesired outcomes, the JPA should assist in the 
discussion and approval of a long-term plan for the SPTC.   
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Since the SPTC JPA’s next meeting is scheduled for August 3rd, it is considered appropriate to work with their staff 
to propose a presentation on the crossing alternatives to the Board at that time to seek comment on the merits of 
the recommended option.   
 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Tom Zlotkowski 
Executive Director 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The El Dorado County Transportation Commission 
(EDCTC) is the planning and programming authority 
for transportation projects on the western slope of 
El Dorado County. In 2013, EDCTC received a Federal 
Highway Administration Partnership Planning Grant to 
study the regional impacts of the Sacramento Placerville 
Transportation Corridor (SPTC). This study was completed 
with assistance from the members of the SPTC Joint 
Powers Authority (JPA) which includes El Dorado County, 
Sacramento County, the City of Folsom, and Sacramento 
Regional Transit.

The alternatives analysis evaluates the opportunities, 
constraints, benefits, and costs of providing transportation 
improvements within a 31-mile portion of the SPTC 
between the Humbug Willow Creek Bikeway in Folsom 
and the intersection with Missouri Flat Road in Diamond 
Springs. The results of the analysis will provide public 
officials and community members with the data and 
information necessary to make informed decisions about 
corridor improvements that will provide the public with the 
greatest benefit.

In the mid-1860’s, the Placerville and Sacramento Valley 
Railroad (P&SVRR) was built as an extension of the 
Sacramento Valley Railroad. It connected Folsom to Latrobe, 
Shingle Springs, and finally Placerville, in order to transport 
passengers along with agricultural, mineral, and timber 
resources of El Dorado County to different parts of the state. 
The P&SVRR continued to play a vital role in supporting the 
local economy after the Gold Rush and became a part of 
the Southern Pacific railroad in 1898. 

Less than a century later, in 1986, Southern Pacific ended 
operation of the P&SVRR due to declining demand for 
freight rail service. By 1996, the SPTC JPA was formed and 
successfully negotiated the purchase of the corridor for 
light rail, interim trail use, and railbanking purposes.

Since the mid-1990’s, the corridor has been a mixed use 
corridor enjoyed by train enthusiasts, equestrians, cyclists, 
hikers, and nature lovers of all ages. Volunteers have 
acquired, restored, and operated vintage rolling stock and 
physically maintained the rail lines in order to preserve local 

history. Parts of the corridor have had the rails removed and 
replaced with a paved shared use path that is enjoyed by 
bicyclists, walkers, and equestrians. Other volunteer groups 
have improved the natural trails throughout the corridor for 
mountain biking, hiking, or equestrian use. Their visions are 
to establish the SPTC as an attraction that boosts the area’s 
reputation, attracts more visitors, and contributes positively 
to the local economy. 

During the creation of this study, feedback was solicited 
from the general public and specific stakeholders 
associated with the corridor. Outreach activities included 
public workshops with over 200 participants, 3 focused 
stakeholder working group meetings, and individual 
interviews with a number of residents and property 
owners along the corridor. The collective feedback was 
used to understand specific user requirements, learn 
about community context, and inform the priorities for the 
corridor.  

Although active today, the corridor is significantly 
underutilized compared to similarly developed rail-
with-trail corridors. In partnership with the Rails-to-Trails 
Conservancy, the study analyzed the cost, user demand, 
and economic benefit of similar rails-to-trails, rails-with-
trails, and excursion rail operations. It is anticipated that 
with increased rail capacity, paved paths, or formalized 
natural trails, the corridor could potentially draw up to 
850,0000 annual users and $13 million in annual regional 
economic benefit. 

Implementation of all modes along the corridor is 
constrained by the hilly terrain of El Dorado County, right-
of-way, and the availability of probable funding sources. 
As projects are defined along the corridor, compromises 
to prioritize certain modes will need to be made at the 
expense of others. The study outlines three distinct 
investment scenarios which attempt to satisfy as many 
corridor users as possible. The potential demand and 
economic benefit is compared to the overall development 
costs, which will need to be balanced with community and 
regional priorities when specific projects are implemented. 
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The current project area includes approximately 31 miles of the 53-mile Sacramento-
Placerville Transportation Corridor (SPTC). The majority of this length (27 miles) 
is located within El Dorado County, with another two miles located within 
unincorporated Sacramento County, and the remainder within the City of Folsom. To 
the west of the study area, the Sacramento Regional Transit District utilizes the historic 
right-of-way, providing light rail passenger service between the City of Sacramento 
and historic downtown Folsom. The study area begins in the City of Folsom, just to the 
west of the intersection of Oak Avenue Parkway and East Bidwell Street, where the rail 
right-of-way intersects the existing Humbug Willow Creek Trail. It then extends in a 
southeasterly direction, paralleling East Bidwell Street past Folsom Lake College, and 
a number of large scale commercial developments, until it crosses under Highway 50. 
From there, the corridor traverses through planned residential development in the 
Folsom Plan Area before running through primarily agricultural and rural residential 
areas to Latrobe. After changing course toward the northeast, near the intersection of 
Latrobe Road and South Shingle Road, the corridor works its way back to Highway 50 
near the unincorporated community of Shingle Springs. The study area then continues 
eastward through the town of El Dorado toward Diamond Springs, ending near the 
intersection with Missouri Flat Road and Halyard Lane. The portion of the right-of-way 
that extends eastward, outside of the Study Area to the City of Placerville, has already 
been converted to a paved Class I bike path.

The SPTC has the potential of being part of a regional transportation network. Since 
the corridor was purchased for railbanking through the National Trails System Act, 
16 USC 1247 (d) in the mid-1990’s, many aspirations have been expressed about 
connecting trails, bike paths, and passenger excursion rail in the Sacramento region. 
The vision of the corridor is to be part of a completed network that links the Bay Area 
through the Central Valley into the Sierras. The long history of the corridor that has 
shaped its current uses and past uses will inform its future.

CORRIDOR OVERVIEW
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HISTORY OF THE CORRIDOR
In the mid-1860’s, the Placerville and Sacramento 
Valley Railroad (P&SVRR) was built as an extension of 
the Sacramento Valley Railroad. It connected Folsom to 
Latrobe, Shingle Springs, and finally Placerville, in order to 
transport passengers along with agricultural, mineral, and 
timber resources from El Dorado County to destinations 
throughout California. 

In 1898, the P&SVRR became a part of the Southern Pacific 
Railroad, signifying the vital role it played in supporting the 
local economy after the Gold Rush. 

Less than a century later, in 1986 Southern Pacific ended 
freight operation in the SPTC due to declining demand for 
freight rail service. In 1993, Southern Pacific officially filed a 
notice of exemption to abandon the 39-mile segment from 
Folsom to Placerville. By 1996, the Sacramento Placerville 
Transportation Corridor Joint Powers Authority (JPA) had 
been formed and successfully negotiated the purchase of 
the corridor in the study area for interim trail use and rail 
banking purposes.

Since the mid-1990’s the corridor has been a mixed use 
corridor enjoyed by train enthusiasts, equestrians, hikers, 
mountain bikers, and nature lovers of all ages. Volunteers 
have acquired, restored, and operated rolling stock 
consisting of various motorcars and speeders in addition 
to physically maintaining the rail lines in order to preserve 
local rail history. Parts of the corridor have had the rails 
removed and replaced with a paved shared use path that 
is enjoyed by bicyclists, walkers and equestrians. Other 
volunteers have improved the natural trails throughout 
the corridor for mountain biking, hiking, or equestrian use. 
Their visions are to establish the SPTC as an attraction that 
boosts the area’s reputation, attracts more visitors, and 
contributes positively to the local economy.

1860’s

PLACERVILLE & SACRAMENTO 
VALLEY RAILROAD CONSTRUCTED

1888 1898

EXTENDED FROM SHINGLE 
SPRINGS TO PLACERVILLE

PURCHASED BY SOUTHERN PACIFIC 
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

1986

END OF 88 YEARS OF 
FREIGHT HAULING SERVICE

1991

SPTC JPA IS 
FORMED



In July 1991, the Sacramento-Placerville Transportation 
Corridor Joint Powers Authority (SPTC-JPA), a public entity, 
was formed for the purpose of purchasing from Southern 
Pacific Transportation Company 53.1 miles of the Placerville 
Branch Corridor between Mile Post (MP) 94.3 at 65th Street 
in the City of Sacramento and MP 147.4 at Apex near the 
City of Placerville. The members of the SPTC-JPA include 
Sacramento Regional Transit District, Sacramento County, El 
Dorado County, and the City of Folsom. In September 1996, 
the SPTC-JPA successfully completed its purchase of the 
railroad corridor now known as the SPTC.  The Initial Study/
Negative Declaration and Categorical Exclusion completed 
for the SPTC-JPA Right of Way Acquisition Project stated 
that:  

“The purpose of the project is to acquire the SPTC ROW 
as a multi-modal transportation corridor, which would 
include bikeway, pedestrian, and recreation trails; light rail 
transit system extension; and freight and commuter rail 
opportunities.”

The western 16 miles of the Placerville Branch Corridor was 
purchased by the SPTC-JPA for use by Sacramento Regional 
Transit to extend the Gold Light Rail Line from the City of 
Sacramento to the City of Folsom. The SPTC-JPA “railbanked” 
the eastern 37-miles of the corridor under the protection of 
the National Trails System Act, 16 U.S.C. 1247(d), also known 
as the “Railbanking Act” or “Rails-to-Trails Act.” Railbanking is 
the federal process that prevents the formal abandonment 
of a railroad right-of-way and preserves it for interim use as 
a multi-use trail subject to possible future reconstruction 
and reactivation of the right-of-way for freight rail service.  

Because such interim use is subject to restoration or 
reconstruction for railroad purposes and is not treated 
for purposes of any rule of law as abandonment of the 
railroad right-of-way for railroad purposes, no reversionary 

landowner interest can or would vest until the corridor 
has been abandoned through an action of the Surface 
Transportation Board. The removal of the rails and ties 
in a railbanked corridor is not treated as abandonment 
of the railroad right-of-way for railroad purposes and no 
reversionary landowner interest can or would vest as a 
result of the removal of the rails and ties in the SPTC. For 
additional information, refer to Andrea Ferster’s opinion on 
the Brandt v. U.S. case’s applicability to the SPTC.

Upon the acquisition of the Placerville Branch in 1996, 
the SPTC-JPA and its member agencies entered into 
an agreement called the “Reciprocal Use and Funding 
Agreement” or “RUFA.” The purposed of the RUFA was “to 
establish their joint and severable rights and responsibilities 

SPTC JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY

1993 1996

SPTC JPA FILES OFFER OF 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE (OFA) 

THROUGH NATIONAL TRAILS ACT

2005

SACRAMENTO REGIONAL TRANSIT 
EXTENDS GOLD LINE TO FOLSOM

2008

THE P&SVRR NON-
PROFIT IS FORMED

2010

EL DORADO WESTERN 
RAILROAD NON-
PROFIT IS FORMED

SPTC JPA PURCHASES THE 
CORRIDOR FOLLOWING 

NEGOTIATIONS

SPTC-JPA Funding

When the SPTC-JPA purchased the corridor for $14 million 
in September 1996, each member agency was required to 
fund the purchase of the segment of the corridor within its 
jurisdiction: 

El Dorado County: $2,641,000

City of Folsom: $3,126,000

Sacramento Regional Transit: $7,820,000

Sacramento County: $413,000

El Dorado County’s $2.64 million share was funded by $2.24 
million in transportation grant funding intended to provide 
non-motorized transportation facilities and air quality benefits 
(Regional Surface Transportation Program, Transportation 
System Management Program, and AB 2766 funds) and a 
$400,000 loan from Sacramento Regional Transit and the City 
of Folsom.
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with respect to the acquisition, ownership, use, operation, 
improvement, maintenance and eventual disposition of the 
rail corridor.” While the RUFA outlines the authority of the 
JPA, it also defines the rights and responsibilities of each 
member agency, including the purchase and ongoing use 
of the SPTC. Generally, the RUFA mandates that any large 
scale improvements or operations in the corridor need to 
be unanimously approved by all four SPTC-JPA members if 
those actions have the potential to violate the terms any of 
the agreements in place such as the Notice of Interim Trail 
Use or could threaten the continuity of the corridor. 

Two requests related to the RUFA have been taken to the 
SPTC-JPA Board regarding the project area. In 2010 and 
2011, El Dorado County approved a segmentation plan 
that prioritized various pieces of the SPTC for different uses 
in the County. The already paved section east of Missouri 
Flat Road to Apex was prioritized as a paved shared-use 
path, the central segment between Diamond Springs and 
Shingle Springs for rail with trail, and the western end 
between Shingle Springs and the County Line for trail 
uses. As part of the segmentation plan, El Dorado County 
officially requested to the SPTC-JPA the ability to remove 
rail from the western segment to facilitate a trail on the rail 
bed. The other three SPTC-JPA member agencies denied 

El Dorado County’s request, stating that removing the rail 
would “threaten the continuity of any portion of the RAIL 
CORRIDOR” per section 7(a)(ii) of the RUFA. The member 
agencies have affirmed their goal of accommodating all 
users, including rail, on the corridor by having policies not 
to remove any rail.

The second request came in 2011 and 2012 to SPTC-JPA 
for a license agreement to operate the P&SVRR excursion 
motorcar. The request was approved by the City of Folsom 
and Sacramento County, but denied by El Dorado County. 
Because of this decision, the P&SVRR must apply for 
individual use permits for each excursion trip it takes across 
the El Dorado County Line and into Latrobe. In recent 
years, El Dorado County Board of Supervisors has approved 
monthly trips for the P&SVRR “Latrobe Breakfast Special”. 

Most recently in 2014 and 2015, the SPTC-JPA has been 
working with its member agencies to obtain environmental 
clearance for the natural single track trail within the project 
area. Environmental technical studies related to cultural, 
biological and wetland impacts have been completed. With 
environmental clearance, the member agencies will be able 
to complete improvements to drainage, bridges, roadway 
crossings, and trail repairs to better accommodate the 
many trail users. 

2011

EXCURSION RAIL OPERATIONS BEGIN 
WITH MOTORCAR AND SPEEDERS

2011

EL DORADO COUNTY APPROVES 
SEGMENTATION PLAN

2011

EDCTC RECEIVES FUNDING TO CONDUCT 
SPTC ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

TODAY

CORRIDOR ENJOYED BY 
VARIOUS RAIL AND TRAIL USERS
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POTENTIAL 
TRANSPORTATION MODES
FREIGHT
Through the National Trails System Act, 16 USC 1247 (d), 
when a corridor is railbanked, the right-of-way is preserved 
to have the option of reestablishing freight rail services. 
According to the Deed of Conveyance between Southern 
Pacific Transportation Company and the Sacramento 
Placerville Transportation Corridor Joint Powers Authority, 
if this option is exercised, the freight service provider will 
need to pay the full cost of bringing the corridor to current 
rail standards and reimburse local agencies for interim 
expenses. Although the potential is real, the likelihood that 
freight services will be provided on the corridor remains 
remote due to the economic realities of El Dorado County. 
Historically, the line was used to haul lumber and other 
agricultural products, and was in service until the 1980’s. 
The largest shippers, and the reason the line remained 
opened well into the modern era, were lumber products 
from the Diamond & Caldor in Diamond Springs, Placerville 
Lumber Company, and Michigan California Lumber 
Company. With the decline of the lumber industry and 
agricultural shippers like the Placerville Fruit Growers, a 
new market would need to emerge for freight service to be 
viable and eventually reinstated.

LIGHT RAIL
Light rail transit (LRT), operated in the region by 
Sacramento Regional Transit (RT), provides high capacity 
fixed route transit service to riders. One of three LRT lines in 
the region, the RT Gold Line operates between downtown 
Sacramento and Folsom, utilizing the western portion of 
the SPTC along the way. This portion of the SPTC is largely 
straight, unlike the meandering stretch through El Dorado 
County. The potential for extending LRT service further 
along the SPTC into western El Dorado County has been 
previously studied and found to be unfeasible due to the 
lack of a viable transit market and the low operating speeds 
along the corridor. An alternative route parallel to Highway 
50 has been identified as the preferred route should LRT 
ever be reconsidered for El Dorado County.

EXCURSION RAIL
There are currently two operating excursion railroads on 
the SPTC. The Placerville and Sacramento Valley Railroad 
operating out of the City of Folsom in Sacramento County, 
and the El Dorado Western Railroad operating out of the 
towns of Shingle Springs and El Dorado. The excursion 
rail operations are non-insular tourist railroads, since the 
lines are separated from the general system of railroads 
at Folsom Junction. Both organizations are operating 
motorcars or speeders which were typically used by 
railroads as track inspection vehicles. These smaller vehicles 
allowed the railroads to start operation with a smaller 
initial investment, less ongoing maintenance costs, and 
limited regulatory requirements. It is the goal for both 
railroads to run diesel engines pulling a variety of rolling 
stock to accommodate a larger number of passengers. With 
donations of engines and volunteer labor, both railroads are 
on their way to seeing this reality. These larger locomotives 
will require that the track infrastructure in the corridor 
be upgraded to FRA Class I Safety Standards. In addition, 
push-pull operations of the passenger service is not advised 
and some means to turn the train or switch the locomotive 
from end to end will need to be considered. Coordinating 
the siding tracks, wye, or turntables at existing or proposed 
depots may be the most cost effective and advantageous 
solution.

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
Active transportation is any type of non-motorized 
transportation, primarily walking and bicycling. An essential 
component of healthy and livable communities, safe and 
well-connected active transportation routes improve 
quality of life and ease of travel for people of all abilities 
while also providing an easily accessible form of exercise 
and recreation. Currently, active transportation is partially 
accommodated within the study area, with unpaved single 
track trails providing pathways for joggers, hikers, mountain 
bikers, and equestrians. The corridor offers potential 
for future expansion of active transportation facilities 
through additional natural trails and paved paths, tying 
into the American River Parkway and El Dorado Trail active 
transportation facilities on either end of the corridor.



FRIENDS OF EL DORADO TRAIL
Friends of El Dorado Trails is a group of local trail supporters 
who work cooperatively with the City of Placerville and El 
Dorado County. They advocate, publicize, and strategize on 
behalf of the El Dorado Trail, a multimodal transportation 
corridor planned to extend the entire length of El Dorado 
County from the western county line to the Lake Tahoe 
Basin. Some segments are already completed with Class I 
Bike Paths; other segments are currently in development, 
open for use as a natural trail, or are proposed for 
improvement. Their many volunteers can be seen 
maintaining the existing single track trail along the SPTC 
mowing weeds, improving rail crossings, and improving the 
trail when it coincides with the tracks. 

It is the mission of the Friends of El Dorado Trail to complete 
the El Dorado Trail as an alternative transportation and 
recreation corridor of hiking, biking, and equestrian trails 
from El Dorado Hills to South Lake Tahoe.

EL DORADO WESTERN RAILROAD
Beginning in 2010, the El Dorado Western Railroad 
(EDWRR) is a Living History program curated by the El 
Dorado County Historical Museum. The program focuses 
on the restoration, operation, and maintenance of historic 
locomotives, rail cars, and track along a portion of the 
SPTC between Shingle Springs and Missouri Flat Road. The 
program offers excursion rail trips every Sunday between 
April and October, alternating service between Shingle 
Springs Depot and El Dorado Station. The EDWRR currently 
operates four small speeder cars, and is working to restore 
a variety of equipment including larger locomotives and 
cabooses. An estimated 2,100 people ride the EDWRR each 
year.

With the exception of a single paid staffer through the 
County Museum, the EDWRR relies entirely on volunteer 
support for equipment restoration, track and right of way 
maintenance, and excursion train operations. In addition 
to volunteer efforts, the program is supported by excursion 
train rider donations and membership fees collected 
through the El Dorado Western Railway Foundation, the 
non-profit organization formed to support the County 
Museum’s historic railroad effort.

VOLUNTEERS ON THE CORRIDOR
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PLACERVILLE & SACRAMENTO VALLEY 
RAILROAD
The Placerville and Sacramento Valley Railroad (P&SVRR) 
is a volunteer non-profit organization affiliated with the 
Folsom, El Dorado, and Sacramento Historical Railroad 
Association (FEDSHRA), a non-profit organization with the 
goal of educating the general public by preserving and 
maintaining railroad history in the Sacramento region. The 
P&SVRR aims to preserve and develop the SPTC railroad 
right-of-way between Folsom and Placerville through the 
operation of excursion rail service.

After its creation in 2008, the P&SVRR was selected by 
the SPTC-JPA as the primary passenger rail operator 
within the corridor. Since 2011, the P&SVRR has operated 
weekend excursion rail trips out of Hampton Station and 
Oak Avenue Whistlestop in Folsom, including special 
holiday service around Easter, Halloween, and Christmas. 
The P&SVRR maintains four vehicles for its rolling stock, 
including a locomotive, a motorcar, and two small speeder 
cars. Volunteers contribute to right-of-way maintenance 
and train operations, while revenue is generated through 
excursion rail fares and membership fees. Approximately 
5,000 visitors rode the P&SVRR in 2014.



DEMOGRAPHICS
The following section discusses the relative concentration 
of residential land uses along the corridor. Identified land 
uses are derived from General Plan land use data and 
indicate areas containing existing homes, as well as areas 
anticipated for future development. Based on these data, 
residential land uses are most heavily concentrated within 
the City of Folsom and along most of the corridor east of 
Latrobe.

Retail and commercial land uses are more highly 
concentrated around key nodes. There is a large 
concentration of regional retail activity along East Bidwell 
Street in Folsom, which culminates in the Palladio and Iron 
Point shopping centers. Moving eastward up the corridor 
there is a very small and undeveloped commercial node in 
Latrobe, with the next large concentration of commercial 
activity located in Shingle Springs. There is a notable 
concentration of commercial and light industrial activity 
near where the SPTC meets Shingle Lime Mine Road. The 
SPTC crosses Mother Lode Drive, which is only one quarter 
of a mile from Shingle Spring Plaza, a shopping center 
destination for surrounding residents. The corridor runs 
parallel to Mother Lode Drive in Shingle Springs, which 
features assorted low density commercial uses, including 

the Antique Depot that occupies the old Shingle Springs 
train station, as well as the Train Station Coffee Shop. There 
are additional low to medium density commercial and retail 
uses located within the community of El Dorado. The last 
significant commercial node is located where the corridor 
crosses Missouri Flat Road. This area features a large 
commercial development anchored by a Walmart store.

In addition to these existing residential and commercial 
nodes, the City of Folsom recently approved the Folsom 
Plan Area Specific Plan, which extends urban land uses into 
the area located south of Highway 50 and north of White 
Rock Road. The existing SPTC right-of-way will traverse 
this new development, which will cover more than 3,500 
acres and could include up to 10,210 single- and multi-
family housing units, as well as nearly 5.2 million square 
feet of mixed use, office, and commercial development.  
When constructed, this new development could create 
opportunities to leverage the SPTC amenities for economic 
development.
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Households and businesses 
located within 1/2 mile of the 
SPTC, as depicted in the 
corresponding map, will most 
strongly experience the positive 
and negative impacts of 
changes to the corridor.

Households and businesses located up to 1 1/2 miles away from 
the corridor, the upper limits for walking and biking access, will 
generate the majority of SPTC users from the surrounding 
community.

EXISTING LAND USE PATTERNS



SCENERY
Visitors enjoy the scenic vistas, bright wildflowers, and 
diverse wildlife found along the SPTC. These features 
greatly enhance the user experience of the SPTC, creating 
a pleasant outdoor environment for visitors. Future plans 
should preserve the abundant natural beauty of the 
corridor, ensuring its enjoyment by current and future 
generations of users.

MAINTENANCE
Many users commented on the physical state of the SPTC, 
noting that overgrown brush, scattered trash, and rugged 
trail conditions are common encounters while utilizing 
the corridor. A regular maintenance program should be 
established to maintain an acceptable state for users of 
the corridor. Volunteer programs could also be explored 
to augment regular maintenance activities conducted by 
participating jurisdictions.

NEIGHBORHOOD BENEFITS, 
CONCERNS, AND IMPACTS

HISTORY
As a segment of the original Placer and Sacramento 
Valley Railroad, the SPTC represents a part of California’s 
rich railroad history. Residents of El Dorado County and 
the greater Sacramento region appreciate the role of the 
historic rail lines, including the SPTC, in shaping the region’s 
growth. Acknowledging the rail history and educating 
future users of the SPTC about this history should be a 
component of any future plans for the corridor.
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ACCESS
As public use on the corridor continues to increase, it will 
be important to designate locations to access the corridor. 
These locations may coincide with the historic rail depots 
such as the El Dorado Rail Park near Oriental Street or trail 
head parking lots similar to Missouri Flat Road. Ample 
parking for excursion train patrons, horse trailers, and other 
users should be provided to limit neighborhood impacts 
or unsafe on-street parking. In addition, the access points 
should provide restrooms, water, and proper wayfinding 
signs to enhance the user experience.

NUISANCE
Neighbors of public spaces, whether it is a busy street, 
a community park, or a rail corridor, are susceptible to 
the inconveniences that occur at the intersection of the 
public and private realms. Similarly, neighbors of the SPTC 
have noted frequent occurrences of loitering, trespassing, 
noise, and other nuisances along the corridor. Steps can 
be taken to mitigate these nuisances, including signage, 
fencing, and enforcement for trespassing and loitering 
issues, and train horn restrictions for noise issues. Improved 
maintenance and regular use of public spaces also serves 
as a deterrent to unwanted activities.

SAFETY
The SPTC has the potential to increase the overall 
safety of the community with proper design features. 
Understanding the threat of wild land fires, with proper 
maintenance, the corridor could act as an important 
firebreak for south county communities. Making sure the 
corridor is designed for all types of emergency response 
vehicles will help ensure the safety of the users on the trail 
and residents along the corridor, and provide an alternate 
emergency route for many isolated parts of El Dorado 
County. 
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Trails can be a valuable component of any community 
transportation network. Creating a designated travel way 
solely for non-motorized travel provides pedestrians, 
bicyclists, and equestrians with a safe, attractive space 
for recreation and commute travel. Beyond their mobility 
benefits, trails also help to further healthy community 
design goals. Walkable and bike-friendly transportation 
networks encourage an active lifestyle, allowing residents 
to utilize physical activity to complete daily travel. Increased 
physical activity is a key part of combating diseases related 
to a sedentary lifestyle. As such, local governments have 
begun to examine trails and active transportation networks 
as effective strategies to accomplish their public health 
goals.

Diseases related to physical inactivity, including obesity, 
are on the rise in the United States. In 2012, approximately 
35 percent of US adults were obese, up from 22 percent 
in 1994.  Obesity already afflicts the next generation of 
Americans, with 20 percent of 4-year-olds considered 
obese.  Looking ahead, nearly half of US adults will 
be obese by 2020 if current trends continue.  Obesity, 
along with physical inactivity, is linked to many diseases, 
including cancer, diabetes, heart disease, stroke, joint 
and bone disease, and depression.  Obesity also carries a 
significant financial toll – if trends continue, obesity will add 
$344 billion to direct health care costs by 2018.  Addressing 
obesity and physical inactivity is both a critical public 
health and economic issue facing our communities. 

Fortunately, people of all ages can take steps to 
combat obesity and improve their well-being through 
regular physical activity. The Center for Disease Control 
recommends that children and adults complete 60 and 
30 minutes of daily moderate-to-vigorous exercise, 
respectively, to stave off the negative effects of a sedentary 
lifestyle. Considering that fewer than half of US children 
and 10 percent of adults achieve these targets, improved 
active transportation networks can provide people with a 
fun, convenient, and free way to reach their personal health 
targets. 

Numerous studies have captured the health benefits 
of trails and active transportation, including increased 
physical activity, reduced incidences of disease, and 
improved mental health. In communities across the 
country, people report significant increases in physical 
activity following the completion of a nearby trail, with 
neighbors of trails being 50 percent more likely to meet 
recommended physical activity targets. 

Increased trail use and the corresponding health 
improvements result in widespread financial benefits. 
In Portland, Oregon, the regional trail network reduces 
citywide healthcare costs by an estimated $115 million per 
year.  Trails are significantly less expensive compared to 
other strategies intended to increase physical activity. 

HEALTH BENEFITS

ONE IN FIVE EL DORADO COUNTY 
RESIDENTS ARE OBESE

14% OF EL DORADO COUNTY RESIDENTS 
ARE PHYSICALLY INACTIVE
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Case studies examining the current use of other historical 
rail rights-of-way help illustrate the potential impacts of 
various SPTC reuse alternatives. Each of the case studies 
include similarities to the SPTC area, including location 
of a nearby large metropolitan area, population densities 
and demographic characteristics similar to the SPTC area, 
and facilities similar to those considered for SPTC reuse 
alternatives. The case studies include three rail-to-trail 
conversions, and one excursion train:

Paulinskill Valley Trail (northwestern New Jersey)         
27-mile dirt and compact gravel trail

Armstrong Trail (western Pennsylvania)                           
25-mile paved multi-use path

Heritage Trail (southern Pennsylvania)                           
21.5 mile gravel and paved multi-use trail and 
excursion train

Sierra Dinner Train (Oakdale, CA)                                        
20-mile excursion train

For each of the case studies, user counts and surveys help 
to reveal trail usage, user characteristics, and spending 
patterns, which are grouped by spending category into 
hard goods, soft goods, and lodging.  Hard goods consist 
of durable items purchased in the past 12 months for use 
on the trail, such as bikes, bike supplies, auto accessories, 
footwear, and clothing.  Soft goods are consumable 
products purchased in conjunction with the users’ most 
recent trail visit, such as snacks, beverages, and meals.  
Lodging statistics account for any spending on overnight 
accommodations including hotel/motel, bed-and-breakfast, 
and campgrounds.

CASE STUDIES

PAULINSKILL 
VALLEY TRAIL

HERITAGE TRAIL

ARMSTRONG TRAIL

SIERRA DINNER TRAIN



The Paulinskill Valley Trail is a dirt and compact gravel 
trail established in the right-of-way of the former New 
York-Susquehanna and Western Railroad.  Following the 
abandonment of the corridor by the railroad in 1962, the 
right-of-way was purchased by the City of Newark for use as 
a water pipeline.  However, following significant input from 
local residents, the corridor was purchased under the New 
Jersey Green Acres Program for use as a non-motorized 
recreational trail in 1992.  Historic artifacts associated with 
the rail line still exist along the trail, including mile markers 
with distances to and from the original train depot in Jersey 
City, whistle stop markers, depot foundations, and railroad 
bridges.  Portions of the trail pass through the Kittatinny 
Valley State Park and intersect with the Sussex Branch Trail, 
which is another rail-to-trail conversion.  Popular summer 
activities include walking, running, mountain biking, and 
horseback riding, while winter activities include cross-
country skiing, snowshoeing, and mushing/dogsledding.  
The Paulinskill Valley Trail extends for 27 miles from 
Knowlton in Warren County eastward to Sparta Junction in 
Sussex County, through a rural area, and passes through a 
few smaller lower-density urban areas.  While the majority 
of users are local residents, more than one quarter of visits 
are from outside the area, including from as far away as 
Newark and New York City, which are both 35 to 45 miles 
from the trailhead.  

The RTC conducted a recent user survey and economic 
impact analysis in the summer of 2010.  Based on the use 
of infrared counters and user surveys conducted at six 
different points along the trail, the RTC received the results 
shown on the following page.  

“WHILE MANY NEARBY 
PROPERTY OWNERS WERE 
ORIGINALLY HESITANT 
TO ACCEPT A TRAIL THAT 
WOULD BRING VISITORS 
PAST THEIR PROPERTY, 
MANY NOW CONSIDER THE 
TRAIL AS AN AMENITY.”

ROCKY GROTT
FORMER SUPERINTENDENT OF THE 

KITTATINNY VALLEY STATE PARK

CASE STUDY:
PAULINSKILL VALLEY TRAIL

WARRANT & SUSSEX 
COUNTIES

NEW JERSEY

27.5 MILES

DIRT & GRAVEL PATH

9,128 - 11,416 VISITORS 
ANNUALLY

GENERATES $96,700 - 
$120,290 ANNUALLY
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HORSEBACK RIDING

LODGING

HARD GOODS

SOFT GOODS

NON-LOCAL USERLOCAL USER

ACTIVITY TYPE

DIRECT EXPENDITURES = $96K - $120K ANNUALLY

$104.44
PER NIGHT

$9.93
PERSON/TRIP

$371.91
PERSON/YEAR

BIKING

RUNNING/JOGGING

WALKING/HIKING

40%42% 12% 6%

37% OF USERS

70% OF USERS

3% OF USERS

EXISTING USAGE

AVERAGE 
SPENDING

9,000 - 11,416 ANNUAL VISITORS

FREQUENCY OF USE LENGTH OF USE

MONTHLY
WEEKLY

DAILY

ANNUALLY

22%

4%

49%
16% MORE THAN 

 2 HOURS

1 - 2 HOURS

LESS THAN
1 HOUR22% 23%

49%

OTHER



The Armstrong Trail is a paved multi-use path along the 
right-of-way of the former Allegheny Valley Railroad.  The 
route covers 35 miles along the banks of the Allegheny 
River.  Due to reduced rail traffic, the commercial rail service 
discontinued in the 1960’s, at which time the Allegheny 
Valley Land Trust (AVLT) purchased a segment from 
Schenley north to East Brady.  Following this purchase, 
the AVLT constructed a paved trail that began near the 
former Schenley Whiskey Distillery.  The AVLT continues 
to extend and improve the trail as funds allow, with its 
complete length currently stretching from Ford City in 
Armstrong County to East Brady in Clarion County.  The 
original 2010 trail survey indicated that a large majority 
of trail users originate from within the local area, though 
anecdotal evidence suggests that an increasing number of 
users are visiting from the greater Pittsburgh area, located 
approximately 35 miles southwest of the corridor.

The Rails-to-Trails Conservancy conducted the most recent 
user survey and economic impact analysis in the summer 
of 2010.  Based on the use of infrared counters and user 
surveys administered at six different points along the trail 
between Ford City and Templeton, the RTC received the 
results shown on the following page from 296 completed 
surveys.  

“THE COMMUNITY EXPERIENCED A 
SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN TOURIST 
VISITATION. A VARIETY OF EXISTING 
BUSINESSES ADAPTED THEIR BUSINESS 
MODELS TO BETTER CAPITALIZE ON THE 
OPPORTUNITIES GENERATED BY TRAIL 
USERS.”

RON STEFFEY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ALLEGHENY VALLEY LAND TRUST

CASE STUDY:
ARMSTRONG TRAIL

ARMSTRONG & 
CLARION COUNTY

PENNSYLVANIA

34.8 MILES

CRUSHED STONE & 
ASPHALT PAVED PATH

80,638 VISITORS 
ANNUALLY

GENERATES $897,442 
ANNUALLY
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LODGING

HARD GOODS

SOFT GOODS

NON-LOCAL USERLOCAL USER

ACTIVITY TYPE

DIRECT EXPENDITURES = $897K ANNUALLY

$52
PER NIGHT

$8.35
PERSON/TRIP

$194.69
PERSON/YEAR

BIKING

RUNNING/JOGGING

WALKING/HIKING

41%42% 8%

80% OF USERS

65% OF USERS

3% OF USERS

EXISTING USAGE

AVERAGE 
SPENDING

80,638 ANNUAL VISITORS

N/A

9%

FREQUENCY OF USE LENGTH OF USE

MONTHLY

WEEKLY

DAILYANNUALLY

8% 27%

52%

9%

OTHER

MORE THAN 
 2 HOURS

1 - 2 HOURS

LESS THAN
1 HOUR

17%

43%

40%



The Heritage Rail Trail is a mixed gravel and asphalt trail located in York County, 
Pennsylvania.  The rail trail extends for 21.5 miles from the historic district in 
the City of York to the Pennsylvania/Maryland state line, south of New Freedom 
Borough.  The Heritage Trail also connects with the Torrey C. Brown Trail in 
Maryland, which offers another 21 miles of improvements.  Most of the existing 
Heritage Rail Trail features tracks of the historical Northern Central Railroad, which 
is county-owned. In 2013, an excursion train began operation on the historic 
tracks alongside the rail trail, utilizing rolling stock that includes a replica steam 
locomotive built in 2013 by Kloke Locomotive Works in Elgin, Illinois and two 
replica 1850’s style coaches manufactured in Arkansas. Preliminary estimates 
indicate that the excursion train attracted approximately 30,000 riders within the 
first six months of operation. 

The Heritage Rail Trail successfully combines gravel trail, paved path, and excursion 
rail uses and its deep connection to Civil War history. Along with enjoying a 
solid volunteer base, the corridor gains significant regional exposure due to the 
York County Department of Parks and Recreation’s efforts to actively market the 
Heritage Rail Trail by offering summertime “Sunset Scramble” and “Moonlight” bike 
rides and by operating a train museum at the renovated Hanover Junction Train 
Station that includes “Porch Talks” where living history experts tell the story of the 
area during the Civil War. 

Unlike most other trails, the RTC has conducted user surveys on the Heritage Rail 
Trail on a frequent basis, in 1999, 2001, 2004, 2007, and 2012.  Based on the use of 
infrared counters and user surveys placed at different points along the trail, the RTC 
received the results shown on the following page from 336 completed surveys in 
2012. 

“THE TRAIL HAS GENERATED CLEAR 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO THE 
LOCAL COMMUNITY. A NUMBER OF 
BICYCLE SHOPS OPENED, AS WELL 
AS A VARIETY OF RESTAURANTS AND 
AN ICE CREAM PARLOR, WHICH 
CLEARLY BENEFIT FROM SUSTAINED 
TRAIL-BASED TRAFFIC.”

CARL KNOCH
TRAIL DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

CASE STUDY:
HERITAGE RAIL TRAIL

YORK COUNTY

PENNSYLVANIA

21.5 MILES

CRUSHED STONE & 
ASPHALT PAVED PATH

281,145 VISITORS 
ANNUALLY

GENERATES $7,720,760 
ANNUALLY
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LODGING

HARD GOODS

SOFT GOODS

NON-LOCAL USERLOCAL USER

ACTIVITY TYPE

DIRECT EXPENDITURES = $7.7M ANNUALLY

$92.67
PER NIGHT

$13.28
PERSON/TRIP

$356.59
PERSON/YEAR

BIKING

RUNNING/JOGGING

WALKING/HIKING

55%25% 10%

70% OF USERS

89% OF USERS

6% OF USERS

EXISTING USAGE

AVERAGE 
SPENDING

281,145 ANNUAL VISITORS

N/A

9%

HORSEBACK RIDING

1%

FREQUENCY OF USE LENGTH OF USE

MONTHLY
WEEKLY

DAILY

ANNUALLY

19%

7%

45%
19%

MORE THAN 
 2 HOURS

1 - 2 HOURS

LESS THAN
1 HOUR

38%
22%

40%

OTHER



Operated by the Sierra Industrial Group, the Sierra Dinner 
Train is a commercial tourist excursion train operated out 
of Oakdale, California.  The Sierra Industrial Group includes 
the Sierra Northern Railway, Midland Rail, the Sacramento 
River Train, the Skunk Train, and the Sierra Dinner Train.  Two 
of the rail service providers include commercial freight and 
passenger service, while the other three are commercial 
excursion trains.  The Sierra Dinner Train has notably less 
market recognition than the Skunk Train based out of 
Willets, California.  Due to its location in the Sierra foothills, 
the Sierra Dinner Train offers a closer comparison to the 
context presented along the SPTC.  

The train operates on a 30-mile segment of the Sierra 
Railroad line, between Oakdale and Tuolumne City, though 
most of their excursions operate on a 15-mile segment 
between Oakdale and the Stanislaus County line.  The 
full corridor takes visitors from California’s Central Valley, 
through the foothills in eastern Stanislaus County, into the 
Sierra gold country of eastern Tuolumne County.  The ride 
provides views of the Stanislaus River and other natural and 
historic sites.  A typical round trip takes approximately three 
hours.  The Sierra Dinner Train currently offers a variety of 
packages ranging from lunchtime themed train rides to 
evening themed dinner and holiday excursions.  A Zombie 
Train excursion created the most excitement in 2014. Riders 
were equipped with laser guns to shoot at “zombies” (actors 
in makeup) from the moving train.

The Sierra Dinner Train station is located three blocks from 
downtown Oakdale.  The city, with a population of roughly 
20,000, is located approximately 12 miles to the northeast 
of Modesto, a larger city with more than 201,000 residents.  
Oakdale’s economy is primarily agriculture and food-based 
manufacturing with only limited tourism activity. Other 
than the Sierra Dinner Train, Oakdale tourist destinations 
include the Cowboy Museum and Oakdale Cheese & 
Specialties. Where the city once featured a satellite plant 
of Hershey Chocolate, the plant closed in January 2008, 
depriving the city of its primary historic tourist draw.  

Because the Sierra Dinner Train operates on a portion of 
the Sierra Railroad that also hosts an active freight line, 
the operation is not responsible for track maintenance.  
However, for comparison, the Skunk Train, does conduct 
its own track maintenance operations. For specialty 

maintenance needs, such as repairs to signal crossings 
and bridges, the Skunk Train coordinates with the Sierra 
Railroad freight operators to secure the expertise needed 
at a reduced cost.  This strategy also extends to human 
resources and legal counsel, which are provided by the 
umbrella corporation. Because railroads are considered 
a public utility, there are unique legal factors that can be 
quite costly to address.

Due to its location in Oakdale,  the Sierra Dinner Train 
primarily attracts patrons residing within a drive time of 30 
to 60 minutes.  Most visitors to the Sierra Dinner Train are 
day trippers due to the lack of other tourist destinations 
and desirable overnight accommodations.  The Sierra 
Dinner Train lacks the destination character offered by the 
Skunk Train, which draws visitors from across California, as 
well as the national and international markets as part of the 
larger California North Coast/Redwoods tourism region.  

While there are other similar experiences offered within the 
Sacramento region, demand is likely sufficient to absorb 
at least one additional excursion rail operation, creating 
a unique experience through programming or physical 
characteristics. Programming was noted as one of the 
most important factors in creating a successful excursion 
train experience. This includes establishing creative 
experiences (e.g., beer train, zombie train, polar express, 
etc.), as well as strategic partnering with other excursion 
lines, tourist attractions, hotel and bed and breakfast 
operators, restaurants, music and arts venues, and other 
local attractions. Additional strategic partnerships should 
include visitors’ bureaus and chambers of commerce, 
though establishing these partnerships can be difficult.  

“AN EXCURSION LINE 
ESTABLISHED ON THE 
SPTC WOULD LIKELY NEED 
TO DRAW ITS PRIMARY 
SUPPORT FROM WITHIN THE 
SACRAMENTO REGION.”

CHRIS HART
SIERRA INDUSTRIAL GROUP

CASE STUDY:
SIERRA DINNER TRAIN

OAKDALE & STANISLAUS 
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

30 MILES

EXCURSION TRAIN

GENERATES $13,500 - 
$26,700 PER TRIP
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SPTC DEMAND 
PROJECTIONS
Demand projections were developed for three uses 
along the SPTC: excursion rail, paved multiuse path, and 
unpaved/gravel multiuse path. The economic analysis 
involves two primary components, including development 
of user demand estimates for each of the three options 
and an assessment of the potential economic impacts 
associated with each option. Estimates were derived from 
a range of research related to potential economic impacts, 
information from the economic case studies for other 
converted railroad corridors elsewhere in the country, and 
current bicycle, pedestrian, and excursion rail activity along 
the SPTC.

The analysis is simplified by assuming that each of the 
three options would represent an exclusive use of the 
entire SPTC. In reality, it is possible that the corridor could 
be developed with a combination of different facility 
types appearing along various segments of the corridor.  
However, by considering each of the options as an exclusive 
use of the entire corridor, this analysis will help agencies, 
local stakeholders, and interested parties understand 
the differences in potential impacts associated with the 
various options, which should assist with prioritization 
and optimization of a corridor reuse plan to meet multiple 
objectives. To that end, this analysis includes the following 
for each reuse option:

Annual user demand estimates

Estimates of annual trail user/visitor spending

Direct, indirect and induced economic impact 
estimates (expressed as jobs)

Annual retail sales tax and transient occupancy tax 
estimates
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Existing methods for estimating the potential demand for 
pedestrian, bicycle, and tourist rail activities are inexact 
at best. To estimate the range of potential demand for 
bicycle facilities, the research team utilized a simple sketch 
planning method based on the Guidelines for Analysis of 
Investments in Bicycle Facilities and the Cost-Demands-
Benefits Analysis Tool.  Though these methods identify the 
likely range in potential demand from local area cyclists, 
baseline usage estimates were ultimately determined 
based on a meta-analysis of 15 trail user surveys and 
economic impact analyses conducted by the Rails-to-Trails 
Conservancy.  

A baseline estimate of 650,000 user days for the unpaved 
path alternative was determined, assuming that this figure 
would include both bicycle riders and other users.  This 
level of activity is equal to the 75th percentile for total 
trail usage among case studies as well as the 15 studies 
reviewed in the meta-analysis.  The results of the meta-
analysis indicate that paved trails experience approximately 
25 percent more usage than unpaved trails resulting in 
a total annual usage (all modes) under the paved non-
motorized path alternative of approximately 812,500 user 
days.  Compared to the estimated range in potential bicycle 
user days generated using the sketch planning method, 
these baseline user estimates represent reasonably 
conservative values that reflect total usage by all types of 

users, and provide a reasonable distinction between the 
potential usage of unpaved and paved path alternatives.

Demand estimates for the excursion rail alternative are 
based on interviews conducted with representatives 
from the El Dorado Western Railroad and the Placerville-
Sacramento Valley Railroad regarding existing facilities, 
equipment, ridership, and programing, as well as future 
development potential, along with additional case study 
information collected through interviews with other 
excursion rail operations in northern California and Nevada.

Estimates of potential future demand for excursion rail 
are based on existing ridership levels, combined with 
anticipated increases in rolling stock capacity resulting 
from the restoration and utilization of new equipment.  
Although this is contingent on the availability of resources 
and volunteer labor, the completion of these projects 
could increase the variety and capacity of excursion 
offerings available and may help to increase total ridership.  
Though it cannot be known with certainty whether these 
operations will reach their full potential, this analysis 
assumes that both operations will continue to operate 
on the SPTC, and each of the two operations will achieve 
a combined ridership level of approximately 50,000 
visitors per year, which is comparable to similar operations 
located throughout Northern California and Nevada. The 
distribution of the demand between the two rail operations 

SACRAMENTO PLACERVILLE 
TRANSPORTATION CORRIDOR

FOLSOM, SACRAMENTO 
COUNTY, EL DORADO 

COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

31 MILES

RAIL & DIRT TRAIL

20,000 VISITORS 
ANNUALLY

GENERATES $300,000 
ANNUALLY

* ESTIMATED USER DEMAND AND ECONOMIC 
BENEFIT FOR EXISTING CONDITIONS
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ESTIMATED DEMAND

PAVED PATH = 812,500 ANNUAL VISITORS
455,000 195,000

35,000
15,000

EXCURSION RAIL = 50,000 ANNUAL VISITORS

NON-LOCAL USERLOCAL USER

EXISTING USAGE
20,000 ANNUAL VISITORS

DIRECT SPENDING IMPACTS (ANNUAL)

EXPENSE

RIDER FEES

LODGING

HARD GOODS

SOFT GOODS

$1,821,790

$2,710,560

$7,421,290

$390,000
$112,110
$456,690

PAVED
PATH

EXCURSION 
RAIL

$12M

$1M

will depend on how they are developed and their 
associated carrying capacities.

To generate direct spending estimates based on the above 
demand estimates, the team applied an assortment of 
assumptions derived from meta-analysis based on the Rails 
to Trails Conservancy surveys.  For the purposes of this 
analysis, local path users are assumed to make expenditures 
on both soft and hard goods within the local area, but do 
not need to make additional expenditures on lodging.  
Non-local users are assumed to make expenditures on soft 
goods in the local area, but it is assumed that their hard 
goods purchases are made outside of the local area (i.e., 
near their place of residence).  Some non-local users are 
also assumed to make expenditures on lodging.  Based 
on this approach, the study estimates that the total direct 
spending associated with projected user demand for 
unpaved and paved path facilities along the SPTC could 
potentially range from $9.5 to $11.9 million per year, 
respectively.

For the purposes of this analysis, local rail users are 
assumed to make expenditures on soft goods and 
train tickets only and do not need to make additional 
expenditures on lodging.  Non-local users are also assumed 
to make expenditures on soft goods and train tickets, with 
around four percent making expenditures on lodging.  The 
study estimates that the total direct spending associated 
with existing and projected user demand for excursion rail 
could range from $162,520 to nearly $958,800 annually. 
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Various facility types were considered as part of this study, 
with great potential to attract more users to the corridor. 
Implementation challenges and costs are outlined below for 
each facility type, including accommodating larger diesel 
locomotives that require the corridor to be upgraded to the 
FRA Class I Safety Standards, a wider path to accommodate 
more active transportation users, and a natural single-track 
trail that exists along much of the corridor today. 

EXCURSION RAIL (FRA CLASS I SAFETY 
STANDARDS)
The existing track along the SPTC is in very good condition 
for being relatively unused for the past twenty years. The 
efforts by FEDRSHA to complete annual weed abatement, 
and the two operating railroads making repairs and 
improvements in their respective areas, has enabled a 
greater use of the corridor by all types of users. With the 
exception of the washout in southern Shingle Springs, the 
entire length of track can be traversed by motorcars. The 
needed upgrades to the track and related infrastructure 
have been captured in two previous studies that include the 
Market / Operational Feasibility Study of Proposed Tourist Rail 
Excursion Service, prepared by Poimiroo & Partners, and the 
Sacramento Placerville Rail Corridor Inspection & Inventory 
Services (MP 111.0 to 137.0) by Rail Technologies Inc. The 
improvements can be categorized in three main areas: rail 
and tie replacement, bridge repair, and roadway crossing 
upgrades. As identified in both studies, the vast majority 
of the upgrades necessary to enable FRA Class 1 status are 
upgrading more than thirty roadway crossing in the project 
area.

PAVED OR GRAVEL PATH
Implementation of a wider path compliant with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), either paved or 
unpaved, is a desire of many of the stakeholders involved 
with the corridor. The study analyzes the cost of both 
building a path parallel to the railroad tracks and for 
comparison, building on top of the rail bed after the tracks 
have been removed. Similar to the rail estimates, the costs 
can be broken down into path improvements, bridges, 

COST ESTIMATES



culverts, and roadway crossings. The path improvements 
are consistent with the 2003 SPTC Master Plan and include 
a 10’ wide paved path with 2’ wide decomposed granite/
gravel shoulders or a 14’ wide gravel path. The path 
estimates also include analyzing the corridor for areas of 
constrained terrain in need of potential retaining walls, 
grading, significant drainage improvements, and tree 
removal, all of which contribute to increased costs.  

To accommodate the pedestrian and bicycle path, the 
bridge costs were analyzed for various scenarios. Initially, 
the bridges were visually inspected for general state of 
repair and considered for widening to accommodate a 
parallel path. As a general finding, due to the age and 
type of structure built for the railroad, they will not 
accommodate a cantilevered pathway. Therefore, building 
a second crossing adjacent to the existing 12 bridges was 
assumed for the parallel rail and trail option. For the rail 
removal option, costs were included to create a new deck 
surface and railing that would accommodate the myriad of 
trail users.

In addition to the waterway crossings, 24 roadway 
crossings were analyzed for their interaction with the 
path, including the future number of travel lanes, speed, 
projected traffic volumes, and adjacent signals. From 
this analysis, intersection control costs were assigned 
to each intersection, including high-visibility crosswalk 
marking and signs, rectangular flashing beacons, and more 
elaborate signalized intersection controls. Depending 

on the location of the path in relation to the railroad 
tracks, more detailed design work will need to be done to 
coordinate the path and rail controls.

NATURAL TRAIL (SINGLE TRACK)
A natural single track trail has been blazed and maintained 
along the entire project corridor. Due to the terrain, lack 
of drainage improvements, and railroad right-of-way 
constraints, the trail converges with the railroad tracks in 
a number of locations. Users must then either walk or ride 
their mountain bikes in between the rails or adjacent to the 
ties within 10’ of the tracks. One of the key requirements 
of the California Public Utility Commission (CPUC), which 
regulates rail uses in the state, is that any trail or path 
must be a minimum of 10’ from the centerline of the rail. 
As the various excursion railroad providers improve the 
corridor to accommodate diesel locomotives, the trail 
will need to be separated at locations where the single 
track trail encroaches within the clearance envelope of 
the rail. This will require building retaining walls near 
large embankments, improving drainage deficiencies, 
and building select retaining walls. The costs also include 
building separated crossings at all of the bridge locations 
and improvements to the roadway crossings. It should be 
noted that this cost does not include improving a majority 
of the existing trail to accommodate ADA requirements or 
widening the trail to limit potential conflicts between trail 
uses. 

FRA Class I Rail Upgrade and Adjacent 
Paved Path

Constrained Parallel Rail and Path Rail Removal and Paving
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R   R

R   R
R   R

R   R

R   R

R   R

Location:
Crossing:
Bridge Type:

Condition:

MP 119.51
Carson Creek
128’ ballast deck bridge with 
concrete girders
Very good, needs approach 
work and some ties

Location:
Crossing:
Bridge Type:

Condition:

MP 121.87
Deer Creek
15’ open deck timber testle 
without walkways
Fair. Needs ties, walkway and 
one 8”x20” timber girder

Location:
Crossing:
Bridge Type:

Condition:

MP 122.47
Deer Creek
68’ ballast deck steel plate 
girder with walkways
Good. Needs some ties and 
approach work

Location:
Crossing:
Bridge Type:

Condition:

MP 122.97
Deer Creek
12’ open deck timber 
trestle with stone 
abutments
Good. Needs ties, 
walkway, and approach 
work

Location:
Crossing:
Bridge Type:

Condition:

MP 1278.63
Little Indian Creek
20’ open deck timber trestle 
with steel stringers and walkways
Good. Needs ties and approach 
work

Location:
Crossing:
Bridge Type:

Condition:

MP 135.6
Slate Creek
60’ open deck timber trestle 
with tamber piers and 
concrete abutments
Poor. Timber piers need to 
be replaced

*Southeast Connector crossing TBD

R   R

R   R

R   R

R   R
R   R

R   R
R   R

R   R



R   R

R   R
R   R

R   R
R   R

R   RR   R

R   R

R   R

R   R

R   R
R   R

R   R

R   R

R   RR   R
R   R

R   R

R   R

Location:
Crossing:
Bridge Type:

Condition:

MP 141.9
Slate Creek
15’ open deck timber trestle 
without walkways
Good. Needs walkway

R   R

Location:
Crossing:
Bridge Type:

Condition:

MP 140.2
Slate Creek
60’ open deck timber trestle 
with tamber piers and 
concrete abutments
Poor. Timber piers need to 
be replaced

R   R GRADE SEPARATED CROSSING

R   R HIGH VISIBILITY STRIPING & SIGNAGE

R   R ACTIVE PEDESTRIAN CONTROL (RRFB)

R   R SIGNAGE

R   R SIGNALIZED CONTROL

BRIDGE

BRIDGES &
STREET CROSSINGS

Location:
Crossing:
Bridge Type:

Condition:

MP 138.1
Unknown Creek
15’ open deck timber trestle 
without walkways
Good. Needs walkway

Location:
Crossing:
Bridge Type:

Condition:

MP 138.2
Unknown Creek
15’ open deck timber trestle 
without walkways
Good. Needs walkway

R   R



Segment 3 MP 126 - 137
10.2 Miles 30% Constrained

FRA Rail Upgrade 2,252,599$     
Track 329,599$         
Bridge 15,000$           
Roadway Crossing 1,908,000$      

Paved Path off Rail Bed 14,032,920$   
Path 13,867,920$    
Bridge 20,000$           
Roadway Crossing 145,000$         

Paved Path on Rail Bed 5,829,880$     
Path 5,654,880$      
Bridge 30,000$           
Roadway Crossing 145,000$         

Separated Natural Trail 871,179$        
Path 706,179$         
Bridge 20,000$           
Roadway Crossing 145,000$         

Segment 2 MP 119.3 - 126
7.2 Miles 30% Constrained

FRA Rail Upgrade 268,658$        
Track 232,658$         
Bridge 33,000$           
Roadway Crossing 3,000$             

Paved Path off Rail Bed 11,424,120$   
Path 9,789,120$      
Bridge 1,625,000$      
Roadway Crossing 10,000$           

Paved Path on Rail Bed 4,136,680$     
Path 3,991,680$      
Bridge 135,000$         
Roadway Crossing 10,000$           

Separated Natural Trail 2,133,479$     
Path 498,479$         
Bridge 1,625,000$      
Roadway Crossing 10,000$           

Segment 1 MP 114 - 119.3
5.2 Miles 10% Constrained

FRA Rail Upgrade 4,602,031$     
Track 168,031$         
Bridge -
Roadway Crossing 4,434,000$      

Paved Path off Rail Bed 6,054,840$     
Path 5,559,840$      
Bridge -
Roadway Crossing 495,000$         

Paved Path on Rail Bed 3,422,880$     
Path 2,882,880$      
Bridge 45,000$           
Roadway Crossing 495,000$         

Separated Natural Trail 615,004$        
Path 120,004$         
Bridge -
Roadway Crossing 495,000$         

MP 114

MP 119.3

MP 126

MP 137

Segment 1

Segment 2

Segment 3

SEGMENT 1 SUBTOTALS

SEGMENT 2 SUBTOTALS

SEGMENT 3 SUBTOTALS



11,900
DOLLARS

8
MILLION

IMPROVEMENT COST

DOLLARS

45
MILLION

IMPROVEMENT COST

DOLLARS

18.5
MILLION

IMPROVEMENT COST

$1M
TRACK

$7M
CROSSINGS

$75K
BRIDGES

$42.5M
TRACK

$933K
CROSSINGS

$1.8M
BRIDGES

$17M
TRACK

$933K
CROSSINGS

$310K
BRIDGES

FRA RAIL UPGRADE

PAVED PATH OFF RAIL BED

PAVED PATH ON RAIL BED

DOLLARS

5
MILLION

IMPROVEMENT COST

$2.2M
TRACK

$933K
CROSSINGS

$1.8M
BRIDGES

SEPARATED NATURAL TRAIL

Segment 4 MP 137 - 145
8.4 Miles 45% Constrained

FRA Rail Upgrade 1,103,434$     
Track 271,434$         
Bridge 27,000$           
Roadway Crossing 805,000$         

Paved Path off Rail Bed 13,758,160$   
Path 13,250,160$    
Bridge 225,000$         
Roadway Crossing 283,000$         

Paved Path on Rail Bed 5,039,960$     
Path 4,656,960$      
Bridge 100,000$         
Roadway Crossing 283,000$         

Separated Natural Trail 1,380,338$     
Path 872,338$         
Bridge 225,000$         
Roadway Crossing 283,000$         

MP 145

Segment 4

SEGMENT 4 SUBTOTALS

ENTIRE CORRIDOR 
COSTS
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The costs to upgrade the corridor, along with the 
potential demand of various modes, cannot be evaluated 
independently. To understand the full impact to the region, 
cost-benefit scenarios need to outline what is possible. The 
lowest cost alternative may seem most feasible from an 
implementation standpoint, but might lack any meaningful 
economic benefit, making it a less beneficial project. 
Alternatively, the project with the highest economic benefit 
may also be too expensive to implement in a realistic 
timeframe. The study outlines four investment cases for the 
SPTC.  

Based on discussions with many of the stakeholders, the 
ideal scenario would be to accommodate all users with 
separated facilities. This has been imagined as an operating 
railroad line down the middle of the corridor with a paved 
path to one side and a natural trail to the other. In all but a 
few miles of the total length of the corridor, this is virtually 
impossible due to the constrained terrain and natural 
features of the corridor. The number of bridges would triple 
and the roadway crossings would be very expensive and 
complicated to implement. The western end of the project 
area, running from the City of Folsom along East Bidwell 
Street to the Sacramento County boundary, has the most 

potential to accommodate such a vision due to the gentle 
terrain and improved sight lines. North of Latrobe in El 
Dorado County, the corridor will not be able to support a 
rail, paved path, and trail.

The four cases described in this section attempt to 
accommodate the largest number and variety of users 
along the corridor. Each scenario has compromises 
that are not ideal to all of the various stakeholders and 
advocates. The scenarios analyze the corridor as a whole, 
making general assumptions about the improvements 
needed on a corridor-wide basis along with the resulting 
regional economic benefit. The scenarios also assume the 
improvements are completed in their entirely, resulting in 
an optimum number of users. They are not reflective of the 
number of years needed to implement the improvements 
or the effort and time needed for market saturation. Finally, 
the scenarios do not take into account a segmented 
approach to the corridor, where various configuration are 
implemented for different communities along the SPTC. 
The information presented should be used to compare the 
relative cost-benefit for each scenario and not be taken as 
design alternatives for the whole corridor. 

INVESTMENT SCENARIOS

EXISTING CONDITIONS SCENARIO = EXCURSION MOTORCARS + NATURAL TRAIL

INVESTMENT SCENARIO 1 = FRA CLASS I RAIL + SEPARATED NATURAL TRAIL

INVESTMENT SCENARIO 2 = FRA CLASS I RAIL + PAVED PATH OFF RAIL BED

INVESTMENT SCENARIO 3 = PAVED PATH ON RAIL BED + NATURAL TRAIL



EXISTING CONDITIONS SCENARIO

The Sacramento Placerville Transportation Corridor has 
been used by residents and visitors to the corridor for 
various interim trail uses since it was railbanked in 1996. 
The single track natural trail has been maintained by 
various residents and volunteer organizations and draws 
experienced mountain bikers, neighboring equestrians, 
and hikers enjoying the natural beauty of El Dorado County. 
Since 2011, the Placerville & Sacramento Valley Railroad 
(P&SVRR) and the El Dorado Western Railroad (EDWRR) 
have been offering excursion rides on their speeders and 
motorcars. The P&SVRR has been limited to operate in the 
City of Folsom and Sacramento County on the western end 
of the project area, with occasional trips into El Dorado 
County as far as the community of Latrobe. The EDWRR 
operates out of Single Springs and the community of 
El Dorado on alternating weekends. Through operating 
procedures and agency coordination, the various users 
have been sharing the corridor with little incident. 

Based on feedback at the public workshops and 
stakeholder meetings, there are a number of residents 
happy with this limited level of activity on the corridor 
and do not wish to see the corridor expanded for either 
additional rail use or a more active trail. The current 
excursion ridership on the corridor is about 9,000 per 
year, with 7,000 out of Folsom on the P&SVRR and the 
remaining 2,000 aboard the EDWRR. There have not been 
any trail counts completed on the corridor, but according 
to anecdotal evidence the number of mountain bikers, 

hikers, and equestrians could be around 10,000 users per 
year. The paved portion of the El Dorado Trail to the east 
of the project area sees many users walking during the 
lunch hour, commuting to school and work, and for general 
recreation each day. 

Currently, available funding levels, physical conditions, 
and SPTC-JPA policy along the corridor constrain either the 
trail or rail use from expanding dramatically. There are a 
number of locations along the project area where the trail 
and tracks share the railbed, including all of the bridges, 
large embankments, and many steep cuts. The California 
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) requires that any trail 
use be separated from the centerline of the tracks by 10’.  
Encroachment into this envelope has been allowed based 
on the fact that the railroads are only operating motorcars 
at lower speeds with a limited number of trips each week, 
and the ability to quickly stop if the tracks are encumbered. 

The existing condition of the excursion motorcar 
operations and single track trail could continue into the 
future indefinitely, contributing a relatively small economic 
benefit to the member agencies. Both uses align with 
the current priorities in the region, building off of the 
historic heritage and looking towards the recreation 
tourism activities found in the Sierra foothills. Investment 
in the corridor would continue to be made through 
private donations and volunteer maintenance labor with 
occasional agency improvements.

EXCURSION MOTORCARS AND NATURAL TRAIL
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USERS

20
THOUSAND

VOLUNTEERS
DONATIONS

VOLUNTEERS
COUNTY PARKS

DOLLARS

300
THOUSAND

$

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

ANNUAL VISITORS ANNUAL ECONOMIC BENEFIT

WHAT ARE THE COSTS?

IMPROVEMENT COST
ANNUAL

MAINTENANCE

WHO ARE THE USERS?

PEDESTRIANS OF ALL AGES 
AND ABILITIES

EXCURSION TRAINS 
(FRA I)

EXCURSION
MOTORCAR

MOUNTAIN
BIKE

HORSES
(LIMITED) HIKING ROAD

BIKE

SIGNS
CROSSINGS

$

RAIL IMPROVEMENTS TRAIL IMPROVEMENTS

RAIL USERS

TRAIL USERS

RAIL ECONOMIC BENEFIT

TRAIL ECONOMIC BENEFIT

RAIL MAINTENANCE

TRAIL MAINTENANCE



FRA CLASS I RAIL AND SEPARATED NATURAL TRAIL

The following investment scenario assumes the priority 
for the corridor is to upgrade all of the track to be 
compliant with FRA Class 1 Safety Standards. All of the 
rail, bridges, and roadway crossings would be upgraded 
to accommodate the larger diesel locomotives that would 
allow for a more authentic rail experience and the ability 
to increase the rider capacity for each trip. The cost for this 
scenario not only assumes rail upgrades, but assumes that 
the CPUC separation requirements are met for the single 
track trail. The single track trail will need to be created 
in locations where the track and trail currently share 
space in steep cuts and high embankments. Additional 
bridges or culverts will need to be added at the waterways 
to accommodate the parallel trail. Additional safety 
improvements are assumed at all roadway crossings. 

These improvements have the potential to increase the 
number of both rail and trail users. Assuming that the two 
operating railroads have the rolling stock capacity and 
a regularly occurring operation, an anticipated 50,000 
annual train riders could be generated along the corridor. 
The distribution of the riders between the two operations 

will be dependent on capacity, marketing, and program 
development. It is assumed that there will be some synergy 
between the two rail operators and many users will 
patronize both, but ultimately they will be competing for 
the same projected ridership demand. 

The improvements to the trail will not dramatically change 
the types of trail users on the corridor. The predominate 
uses will still remain mountain bikers, hikers, and horseback 
riders. Due the distinct separate single track trail, it is 
anticipated that the total number of users will increase. 
The new structures over the waterway will be much 
friendlier than the current rail bridges to many users 
including horses, mountain bikers, and hesitant walkers. 
The separated trail will also allow for a more comfortable 
trip without having to walk or ride along the railroad ties. 
It is also assumed that with the substantial investment into 
the trail, enhancements to the trail heads, wayfinding, and 
parking will encourage more users. Assuming between 100-
200 trail users a day along the 30 mile corridor, the total 
demand for the trail could reach 50,000 annual users.

INVESTMENT SCENARIO 1
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WHO ARE THE USERS?

EXCURSION TRAINS 
(FRA I)

EXCURSION
MOTORCAR

MOUNTAIN
BIKE HORSES HIKING ROAD

BIKE
PEDESTRIANS OF ALL AGES 

AND ABILITIES

DOLLARS

13
MILLION

$$$$$$$$$$$$$

WHAT ARE THE COSTS?

IMPROVEMENT COST

$8M
RAIL IMPROVEMENTS

$5M
TRAIL IMPROVEMENTS

USERS

100
THOUSAND

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

ANNUAL VISITORS

50K
RAIL USERS

50K
TRAIL USERS

DOLLARS

1.35
MILLION

NET ANNUAL
ECONOMIC BENEFIT

ANNUAL
MAINTENANCE

ANNUAL
ECONOMIC BENEFIT$1.7M

$350K

10
YEARS

PAYBACK
PERIOD

BENEFIT    COST



FRA CLASS I RAIL AND PAVED PATH OFF RAIL BED

The primary goal for the corridor since it was purchased 
through the National Trails Act for interim trail use has 
been to accommodate as many different user groups as 
possible. One way to achieve this goal is to provide an 
ADA compliant paved path, or Class I bike path, parallel 
and separate from rail operations.  As documented in the 
2003 SPTC Master Plan, an 8’ to 12’ wide asphalt path with 
decomposed granite shoulders would operate as a shared-
use path and accommodate not only cyclists of all types, 
but pedestrians of all ages and abilities. Similar to the El 
Dorado Trail east of Missouri Flat Road and the Humbug 
Willow Creek Trail at either end of the project area, the new 
paved path would allow connectivity to the neighboring 
communities and act as a extension of the American River 
Parkway (ARP) bikeway.

In this investment scenario, the railroad facilities would 
be upgraded to accommodate the larger locomotives 
and passenger cars and the paved path would be built 
alongside it. The CPUC-required 10’ clearance would have 
to be maintained, and separate bridges or culverts would 
need to be created because path users woud not be able to 
share the existing rail bridges. The roadway crossings would 
be built to meet the needs of the railroad and the paved 
path, which in some cases will have to be coordinated 
carefully in design. 

Based on the case studies, the paved path has the potential 
to attracts hundreds of thousands more users than the 
natural single track trail. In the same 2035 planning horizon, 

the adjacent ARP is anticipated to serve over 12 million 
users of all types. Although the SPTC doesn’t have the same 
diversity of users, especially those associated with the lakes 
and rivers, it is assumed that the connection to the ARP 
will encourage cyclists, runners and hikers to enjoy the 
rural charm and vistas along the SPTC. Over 800,000 trail 
users and 50,000 rail riders are anticipated along with the 
resulting economic expenditures and stimulus. 

Although this seems like a very good solution to 
accommodate the largest number of users, many of the 
stakeholders spoke out against the loss of the natural single 
track trail. The terrain and overall width of the corridor 
significantly restrict the number of locations where the 
paved path and single track trail could be built on opposite 
sides of the rail. The existing natural trail would be lost to 
the construction of the wider paved path in its place. The 
equestrian community voiced concerns about the potential 
conflicts due to the corridor’s sight lines combined with the 
high speed of some cyclists on a paved path. The mountain 
bike community, although able to comfortably use the 
paved path, looses a unique single track facility that has a 
high “fun factor” and adds to the recreational tourism of the 
region. 

INVESTMENT SCENARIO 2
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PAVED PATH ON RAIL BED AND NATURAL TRAIL

The last investment scenario assumes that the track is 
removed from the railbed and replaced with a paved path, 
leaving the existing single track trail in place where it does 
not overlap the railbed. The existing rail bridges would be 
modified by removing the rails and replacing them with 
a pedestrian-, horse-, and bicycle-friendly decking with 
appropriate railings. Roadway crossings would be upgraded 
to accommodate the path and trail users with appropriate 
safety devices. The cost to build the paved path on the 
railbed drops dramatically - by as much as 30 to 50 percent 
- compared to the cost of building it off the railbed. 

Under this scenario, mountain bikers, hikers, and 
equestrians would retain the natural single track trail 
that exists today. It would allow separation of the various 
path and trail users and allow for varied experiences for 
all modes. The paved path would accommodate touring, 
recreational, and commuting cyclists along with joggers, 
families out for a walk, and the disabled community. 

Horseback riders would still have the occasional encounter 
with a mountain biker or hiker on the natural trail, but the 
frequency would be dramatically lower than riding on the 
shoulder adjacent to the path. 

This scenario assumes that the existing SPTC JPA policy to 
not remove any rail from the corridor is changed, resulting 
in excluding excursion rail in the corridor. The rail history of 
the corridor could be preserved with information signage, 
monuments, and select areas of preservation. Similar 
to many of the issues along the corridor that divide the 
stakeholders, there are very passionate rail advocates that 
do not want to see the loss of any of the historic line, as 
well as homeowners who are adamantly opposed to an 
operating rail service. The investment scenario does not 
evaluate segmentation alternatives but rather the regional 
costs and benefits for accommodating various users along 
the entire length of the corridor.

INVESTMENT SCENARIO 3
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Although the study presents comprehensive data about 
the development of 31 miles of the SPTC, it is just the 
first step in planning, designing, and implementation 
of improvements. The various agencies, communities, 
and stakeholders in the region need to evaluate existing 
policies, regional transportation priorities, and funding 
opportunities to best align the corridor with a common 
vision. Understanding potential compromises and 
unintended consequences will allow planners of the 
corridor to present a more complete vision of the choices 
being offered.

CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENTATION
There are a number of significant challenges along the 
corridor that should be addressed early in the design 
process to allow for more streamlined implementation.

The Capital Southeast Connector Project (Connector) 
will widen Whiterock Road at its crossing of the SPTC, 
transforming the rural two-lane roadway into a regional 
four-lane expressway. This new roadway facility will require 
significant engineering and discussion with the CPUC. 
Based on the number of lanes, speed of the roadway, and 
frequency of trains, the CPUC will make a determination 
of the appropriate intersection safety features to avoid 
potential conflicts with the existing SPTC and new 
expressway. The CPUC will determine whether an at-grade 
crossing with crossing arms will be adequate, or if a grade 
separated crossing will be required. This would require 
the new expressway to be depressed under or elevated 
over the track. It may also be necessary to provide a 
grade separated crossing of the Connector for trail users. 
The pedestrian, bicycle, and equestrian facility could be 
designed to either go under or over the expressway if built 
separately from the rail grade separation. 

There are a handful of locations that may be cost-
prohibitive to fully separate the trail or path from the rail. 
These locations include the Carson Creek Bridge, Deer 
Creek Bridge, and the Tunnel Cut near the Red Hawk 
Casino. It will be imperative to discuss these select locations 
where the trail or path encroaches within the 10’ clearance 

envelope during project development. The CPUC will need 
to evaluate each location individually and rule on whether a 
variance can be made. It is in the best interest of any project 
to minimize or eliminate any possible encroachment to 
increase the certainty that a project will be approved and 
implemented. 

POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
As with most transportation project funding, certain 
types of funding can only be used for specific modes. The 
development of the SPTC will follow this trend, needing to 
seek independent funding sources for rail, path, or trail. 

Rail

Railroad operators will receive a majority of their funding 
through charitable donations, in-kind services, or volunteer 
service. The railroads have two distinct advantages when 
seeking to improve the corridor. The rails are nearly 
continuous and in good working order, so a majority of 
their work can be done segmentally as donations become 
available. This incremental approach has been seen 
in both the expansion of operations to the east out of 
Folsom for the P&SVRR and the EDWRR between El Dorado 
and Shingle Springs. Secondly, the railroads have been 
successful in leveraging their volunteers to complete track, 
crossing, and rolling stock upgrades significantly below 
market value. As long as there is a donor base and local 
volunteers, the railroads should be able to incrementally 
increase their operations year to year. It would benefit all of 
the partners along the corridor if both railroads complete a 
detailed business plan that outlines projected revenues for 
each subsequent year of operation, corridor improvement 
costs, anticipated time of completion, operation and 
maintenance costs, and details on how the implementation 
challenges discussed earlier may affect their operations. 

Path

The paved path has the most potential to receive regional 
funding as it aligns with funding priorities for reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and replacing vehicular trips. 
There are two main Federal and State funding sources 

IMPLEMENTATION



that have been used to pay for bicycle or shared-use 
paths, including the Congestion Mitigation and Air 
Quality Improvement (CMAQ) Program and the Active 
Transportation Program (ATP).  Based on the relative cost 
of the path scenarios, multiple funding sources will need 
to be compiled over many years to complete a path along 
a significant portion of the corridor. However, the recent 
success of the Coachella Valley Path with its award of 
$10.9 million in ATP funding indicates that an ATP grant 
application to provide a paved path in a large section of the 
SPTC could also be successful. The portions of the El Dorado 
Trail to the east of Missouri Flat is a local example of how 
local dollars can be used to leverage these State funding 
sources. In addition, in 2015 El Dorado County received 
CMAQ funding for environmental review and design of the 
path between the communities of Diamond Springs and El 
Dorado. 

Trail

Recreational trails, like the single track natural trail along 
the SPTC, have a difficult time finding dedicated funding 
sources on the magnitude needed to fully separate the 
trail from the railbed. The natural trail is likely eligible for 
Active Transportation Program (ATP) funding, but may 
have a difficult time competing statewide with projects 
that increase the proportion of walking and bicycling trips 
among commuters and students who would otherwise use 
motorized modes of transportation. 

Another funding source for the natural trail is the 
Recreational Trails Program (RTP), an assistance program of 
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to develop and 
maintain recreational trails and trail-related facilities. RTP 
funding can be used to maintain and restore existing trails, 
develop or rehabilitate trailside facilities, purchase or lease 
trail construction or maintenance equipment, construct 
new trails, acquire easements or property for trails, and 
assess trail conditions for accessibility and maintenance. 
The program is administered in California by the 
Department of Parks and Recreation, with a total statewide 
allocation of approximately $3.8 million in 2015. 

Case Study: Coachella Valley Path

Another example in the State is the Coachella Valley path (CV 
Link Project) in Riverside County. The CV Link is a proposed 52-
mile bicycle, pedestrian, and low-speed electric vehicle trail 
connecting the Palm Springs, Cathedral City, Rancho Mirage, 
Palm Desert, Indian Wells, Indio, and Coachella communities 
in the Coachella Valley. The proposed trail, which recently 
completed a master planning process, will cost approximately 
$100 million for construction. Currently, the Coachella Valley 
Association of Governments (CVAG) has secured $75.9 
million in funding for the project through a variety of funding 
sources:

CVAG Transportation Fund $20M
South Coast AQMD $17.4M
Federal CMAQ $12.6M
California ATP $10.9M
Desert Healthcare District $10M
California STIP $2M
California Strategic Growth Council $1M
Riverside County Parks $0.75M

Cathedral City Bicycle Transportation Account $0.75M
Caltrans Environmental Justice Grant $0.29M

Funds from the California Active Transportation Program, 
awarded in 2014, was the single largest award for a project in 
the state.
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